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Start home appliances while you're away 
Build a ringer Ma Bell can't hear 
Check on taps, record your talks, 
pushbutton dial 
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A President Mobile for your wife? 
lóur friends will think you're crazy. 

The lowest priced President CB costs a lot more 
than the bargain basement boxes you see huckstered 
throughout the land. 

But then Old Hickory is a lot more radio. 
The electronic wizardry of the thing is impressive. 

The mike feeds directly into a variable pre -amp that 
has a front panel control ...then feeds into a 

compressor that squeezes modulation 
peaks exceeding 100% back into the 
envelope. A clipper finishes the 
jobandalowpass filter 
removes any distortion. 

The result is a new 
standard of talkpower 
for CB...consistent 
100% modulation. 

Despite the mystical 
complexities of its innards, Old Hickory is 

as simple to use as a telephone. And loaded with 

premium features like a digital display with a dimmer 
switch, full size meter, ANL override switch and LED trans- 
mit indicator. 

To make sure every President Mobile does the wonder- 
ful things the specs say it will, we quality test every single 
radio we build. Not just a spot check of one in twenty. 

Every single radio. 
Now your friends might think you're crazy to buy 

all that quality and reliability for your wife. 
But if she ever really had to depend on the CB 

just once in her life, which 
would you rather she had? 

A toy? 
Or a President Mobile? 

PRESIDE-at 
Engineered to be the very best 

President Electronks, Inc. 16691 Hale Avenue Irvine, CA 92714 (714) 556 -7355 
In Canada: Litron Radio Saks Ltd., Ontario 
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Burglar Alarm 
Breakthrough 
A new computerized burglar alarm requires no 
installation and protects your home or business 
like a thousand dollar professional system. 

It's a security system computer. You can 
now protect everything - windows, doors, 
walls, ceilings and floors with a near fail -safe 
system so advanced that it doesn't require 
installation. 

The Midex 55 is a new motion -sensing com- 
puter. Switch it on and you place a harmless 
invisible energy beam through more than 
5,000 cubic feet in your home. Whenever this 
beam detects motion, it sends a signal to the 
computer which interprets the cause of the 
motion and triggers an extremely loud alarm. 

The system's alarm is so loud that it can 
cause pain -loud enough to drive an intruder 
out of your home before anything is stolen or 
destroyed and loud enough to alert neighbors 
to call the police. 

The powerful optional blast 
placed outside your home 
your neighbors. 

Unlike the complex and expensive com- 
mercial alarms that require sensors wired into 
every door or window, the Midex requires no 
sensors nor any other additional equipment 
other than your stereo speakers or an optional 
pair of blast horns. Its beam actually pene- 
trates walls to set up an electronic barrier 
against intrusion. 

NO MORE FALSE ALARMS 
The Midex is not triggered by noise, sound, 

temperature or humidity -just motion -and 
since a computer interprets the nature of the 
motion, the chances of a false alarm are very 
remote. 

An experienced burglar can disarm an ex- 
pensive security system or break into a home 
or office through a wall. Using a Midex system 
there is no way a burglar can penetrate the 
protection beam without triggering the loud 
alarm. Even if the burglar cuts off your power, 
the four -hour rechargeable battery pack will 
keep your unit triggered, ready to sense 
motion and sound an alarm. 

DEFENSE AGAINST PEEPING TOMS 
By pointing your unit towards the outdoors 

from your bedroom and installing an outside 
speaker, light, or alarm, your unit can sense a 
peeping Tom and frighten him off. Pets are no 
problem for the Midex. Simply put them in one 
section of the house and concentrate the 
beam in another. 

When the Midex senses an intruder, it re- 
mains silent for 20 seconds. It then sounds the 
alarm until the burglar leaves. One minute 
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horns can also be 
or office to warn 

after the burglar leaves, the alarm shuts off 
and resets, once again ready to do its job. This 
shut -off feature, not found on many expensive 
systems, means that your alarm won't go wail- 
ing all night long while you're away. When your 
neighbors hear it, they'll know positively that 
there's trouble. 

PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM 
Midex is portable so it can be placed any- 

where in your home. You simply connect it to 
your stereo speakers or attach the two op- 
tional blast horns. 

Operating the Midex is as easy as its instal- 
lation. To arm the unit, you remove a specially 
coded key. You now have 30 seconds to leave 
your premises. When you return, you enter 
and insert your key to disarm the unit. You 
have 20 seconds to do that. Each key is regis- 
tered with Midex, and that number is kept in 
their vault should you ever need a duplicate. 
Three keys are supplied with each unit. 

As an extra security measure, you can leave 
your unit on at night and place an optional 
panic button by your bed. But with all its 
optional features, the Midex system is com- 
plete, designed to protect you, your home and 
property just as it arrives in its wellprotected 
carton. 

The Midex 55 system is the latest electronic 
breakthrough by Solfan Systems, Inc. -a com- 
pany that specializes in sophisticated profes- 
sional security systems for banks and high 
security areas. JS &A first became acquainted 
with Midex after we were burglarized. At the 
time we owned an excellent security system, 
but the burglars went through a wall that could 
not have been protected by sensors. We then 
installed over $5,000 worth of the Midex com- 
mercial equipment in our warehouse. When 
Solfan Systems announced their intentions to 
market their units to consumers, we immedi- 
ately offered our services. 

COMPARED AGAINST OTHERS 
In a recent issue of a leading consumer 
publication, there was a complete article 
written on the tests given security devices 
which were purchased in New York. The 
Midex 55 is not available in New York 
stores, but had it been compared, it would 
have been rated tops in space protection 
and protection against false alarms -two 
of the top criteria used to evaluate these 
systems. Don't be confused. There is no 
system under $1,000 that provides you 
with the same protection. 

YOU JUDGE THE QUALITY 
Will the Midex system ever fail? No product 

is perfect, but judge for yourself. All com- 
ponents used in the Midex system are of aero- 
space quality and of such high reliability that 
they pass the military standard 883 for thermal 
shock and burn -in. In short, they go through 
the same rugged tests and controls used on 
components in manned spaceships. 

Each component is first tested at extreme 
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The Midex security computer looks like a 
handsome stereo system component and 
measures only 4"x 101/2"x 7." 

tolerances and then retested after assembly. 
The entire system is then put under full elec- 
trical loads at 150 degrees Fahrenheit for an 
entire week. If there is a defect, these tests will 
cause it to surface. 

PEOPLE LIKE THE SYSTEM 
Wally Schirra, a scientist and former astro- 

naut, says this about the Midex 55. "I know of 
no system that is as easy to use and provides 
such solid protection to the homeowner as the 
Midex. I would strongly recommend it to any- 
one. I am more than pleased with my unit." 

Many more people can attest to the quality 
of this system, but the true test is how it per- 
forms in your home or office. That is why we 
provide a one month trial period. We give you 
the opportunity to see how fail -safe and easy 
to operate the Midex system is and how 
thoroughly it protects you and your loved ones. 

Use the Midex for protection while you sleep 
and to protect your home while you're away or 
on vacation. Then after 30 days, if you're not 
convinced that the Midex is nearly fail -safe, 
easy to use, and can provide you with a 
security system that you can trust, return your 
unit and we'll be happy to send you a prompt 
and courteous refund. There is absolutely no 
obligation. JS &A has been serving the con- 
sumer for over a decade - further assurance 
that your investment is well protected. 

To order your system, simply send your 
check in the amount of $199.95 (Illinois resi- 
dents add 5% sales tax) to the address shown 
below. Credit card buyers may call our toll -free 
number below. There are no postage and 
handling charges. By return mail you will 
receive your system complete with all con- 
nections, easy to understand instructions and 
a one year limited warranty. If you do not have 
stereo speakers, you may order the optional 
blast horns at $39.95 each, and we recom- 
mend the purchase of two. 

With the Midex 55, JS &A brings you: 1) A 
system built with such high quality that it corn - 
plies with the same strict government stan- 
dards used in the space program, 2) A system 
so advanced that it uses a computer to deter- 
mine unauthorized entry, and 3) A way to buy 
the system, in complete confidence, without 
even being penalized for postage and hand- 
ling charges if it's not exactly what you want. 
We couldn't provide you with a better oppor- 
tunity to own a security system than right now. 

Space -age technology has produced the 
ultimate personal security computer. Order 
your Midex 55 at no obligation, today. 

o NATIONAL 

O GROUP 
Dept. E C One JS &A Plaza 

Northbrook, Ill. 60062 (312) 564 -9000 
Call TOLL -FREE 800 323 -6400 
In Illinois Call (312) 498 -6900 

©JS &A Group, Inc.,1978 
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Next best thing to a vault 
for protecting 
your records: 

Sags 
IPor 

Discostat Static Reducer gives you 
continuous, two -way cleaning action. 
Grounded, ultra -fine copper brush cuts 
annoying clicks and pops, while the plush 
roller brush collects dust and dirt - all as 

record plays! Just 19.95 *. 

Exclusive Hydro- Stora. Disc Cleaners - 
the most convenient manual system ever! 
Stores fluid for weeks, keeps correct 
moisture on cover for clean sweep every 
time. "Pro" model with stand, rosewood 
handle, 9.95 *. Cylinder, 4.95 *. 

Realistic record care accessories 
Realistic® makes it easy to keep your discs clean and free of 
electrostatic charges, so those silent passages stay silent a lot 
longer. Whether you're looking for a low -cost cleaner for casual 

use or a sophisticated system for critical applications, you'll find 
it in the Realistic line. Compare our prices with what you'd have 

to pay for the other big -name brands. Then take the money we 
save you and ... put that in a vault! 

Discoclean is the economical way to keep 
your records clean. Tracks automatically, while 
record plays. Special dual bristle system collects 
even the finest particles. Weighted base for 
instant installation. Only 195 *. 

4 

These two credit cards 
honored at most Radio Shacks. 

*Prices may vary at individual 
stores and dealers. 

Deluxe Stylus Force Gauge helps you 
maintain correct tracking force for top 
cartridge performance and longer stylus 
life. Easy -to -read scale calibrated from 0 -3.0 
grams. Only 1.99 *. 

SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN: 

ftadue IhaeK 
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102 

OVER 6000 LOCATIONS IN NINE COUNTRIES 

Prices and products may vary in Canada. 
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THE "EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE 

BUILD 20 RADIO 
and Electronics Circuits 

PROGRESSIVE HOME 
RADIO -T.V. COURSE 

Now Includes * 12 RECEIVERS * 3 TRANSMITTERS 
*SQ. WAVE GENERATOR * SIGNAL TRACER * AMPLIFIER * SIGNAL INJECTOR * CODE OSCILLATOR 

i 

* No Knowledge of Radio Necessary * No Additional Parts or Tools Needed * Solid State Circuits * Vacuum Tube Circuits 

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND 
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE 

The "Edu -Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a rock -bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians. making use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construc- tion practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLE fE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL. You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solden In a professional manner; how to service radios. You will work with the standard type of punched metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis. 
You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct. study and work with RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators. detectors. rectifiers. test equipment. You will learn and practice code. using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice trouble- shooting. using the Progressive Signal Tracer. Progressive Signal Injector, Pro. gressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Sqaare Wave Generator and the accompany. inn instructional material. 
You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio Amateur Licenses. You will build Receiver, Transmitter. Square Wave Generator, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You will receive an excellent background for television. He -Fi and Electronics. 
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Edu -Kit" is 

the product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The "Edu -Kit" will 
provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the low 
price you pay. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price of the kit. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
You do not need the slightest background 

In radio or science. Whether you are inter- 
ested in Radio & Electronics because you 
want an interesting hobby, a well paying 
business or a job with a future. you will find 
the "Edu -Kit" a worthwhile investment. 

Many thousands of individuals of all 

ages and backgrounds have successfully 
used the EduKit" in more than 79 coun- tries of the world. The Edu -Nit' has been 
carefuliy designed, step by step, so that 
you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu -Kit" 
allows you to teach yourself at your own 
rate. No instructor is necessary. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world. 

and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "Edu - Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct, 
learn Schematics. study theory, practice trouble shooting -all in a closely integrated pro- 
gram designed to provide an easelyiearned, thorough and interesting background in radio. 

You begin by examining the various radio parts of the "Edu- Kit." You then learn the 
function. theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first 
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations. learn theory, practice testing 
and trouble-shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory 
and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own rate. you will 
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits and doing work like A 
professional Radio Technician, 

Included in the "EduKit" course are Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal 
Tracer, Square Wave Generator and Signal Injector Circuits. These are not unprofessional 
"breadboard" experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed by means of professional 
wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio construction known 
as "Pnn e ircuitr These circuits operate on our re'ular AC or DC house current. 

You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build twenty different radio and electronics tir 
cults. each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes. tube sockets. variable. electrolytic. mica. ceramic 
and paper dielectric condensers, resistors. tie strips. hardware, tubing. punched metal chassis. Instruction 
Manuals. hook -up wire, solder. selenium rectifiers. coils. volume controls, switches, solid state devices, etc. 

In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis, 
special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a professional electric soldering iron, and a self -powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics 
Tester. The "Edu -Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator. 
in addition to F.C.C. Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lessons for 
servicing with the Progressive Sign:.l Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High 
Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Membership in Radio -TV Club, Free Consulta- 
tion Service, Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges. You receive all parts, tools. 
instructions. etc. Everything is yours to keeo. 

PRINTED CIRCUITRY 
At no increase in price. the "Edu -I(i'' 

now includes Printed Circuitry. You build 
a Printed Circuit Signal Injector. a unique 
servicing instrument that can detect many 
Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary 
new technique of radio construction is now 
becoming popular in commercial radio and 
TV sets. 

A Printed Circuit is a special insulated 
chassis on which has been deposited a con- 
ducting material which takes the place of 
wiring. The various parts are merely plugged 
in and soldered to terminals. 

Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern 
Automation Electronics. A knowledge of this 
subject is a necessity today for anyone in- 
terested in Electronics. 
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Reg. U.S. 
Pat. Off, 

Training Electronics Technicians Since 1946 

FREE EXTRAS 
SET OF TOOLS 

SOLDERING IRON 
ELECTRONICS TESTER 

PLIERS -CUTTERS 
VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD 
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT 
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
NIGH FIDELITY GUIDE QUIZZES 
TELEVISION BOOK RADIO 
TROUBLE -SHOOTING BOOK 
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB: 
CONSULTATION SERVICE FCC 
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING 
PRINTED CIRCUITRY 

l SERVICING LESSONS I 

You will learn trouble -shooting and 
servicing in a progressive manner. You 
will practice repairs on the sets that 
you construct. You will learn symptoms 
and causes of troubl: in home. portable 
and car radios. You will learn how to 
use the rofessional Signal Tracer. the 
unique Signal Injector and the dynamic 
Radio & Electronics Tester. While you 
are learning in this practical way. you 
will be able to do many a repair job for 
your friends and neighbors, and charge 
fees which will far exceed the price of 
the 'Edu -Kit." Our Consultation Service 
Will help you with any technical prob 
lems you may have. 

FROM OUR MAIL BAG 
Ben Valerio. P. O. Box 21. Magna. 

Utah: "The Edu -Kits are wonderful. Here 
I am sending you the questions and also 
the answers for them. I have been in 
Radio for the last seven years. but like 
to work with Radio Kits. and like to 
build Radio Testing Equipment. I en- 
joyed every minute I worked with the 
different kits: the Signal Tracer works 
fine. Also like to let you know that I 
feel proud of becoming a member of your 
Radio -TV Club." 

Robert L. Shutt. 1534 Monroe Ave.. 
Huntington, W. Va.: "Thought I would 
drop you a few lines to say that I re- 
ceived my Edu -Nit. and was really amazed 
that such a bargain can be had at such 
a low price. I have already started re- 
pairing radios and phonographs. My 
friends were really surprised to see me 
get into the swing of it so quickly. The 
Trouble- shooting Tester that comes with 
the Kit is really swell, and finds the 
trouble. if there is any to be found." 

SOLID STATE 
Today en electronics tech»ici un or hobbyist re. 

quires knowledge of solid state. as weli es vacuum 
tube circuitry. The "EsluKit" course teaches both. 
You will build vacuum tube, 100% solid state and 
combination ( "hybrid ") circuits. 

Progressive "Edu- Kits" Inc., 1189 Broadway, Dept. 589 DJ Hewlett, N.Y. 11557 r 
I Please rush me free literature describing the Progressive I 

I Radio -TV Course with Edu -Kits. No Salesman will call. I 

NAME 

I ADDRESS 

I CITY & STATE ZIP 

PROGRESSIVE "EDU- KITS" INC. I 

1189 Broadway, Dept. 589 DJ Hewlett, N.Y. 11557 I 
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Introducing the mobile that can move 
you out of the world of the ordinary 
and into the world of the serious CB'er. 
The Cobra 138XT R Single Sideband. 
Sidebanding puts 
you in your own 
private world. A 
world where there's 
less congestion. 
More privacy. 
More time to talk. 

It's all possible because instead of 40 
channels you get your choice of 120 
channels. Both AM and SSB. And 
instead of 4 watts of legal power you 
get 12 watts of legal power. So you get 
almost double the range of AM. 

With the 138XLR Single Sideband 
there's less background noise and less 
interference. So there's cleaner, clearer 
reception. Because like all Cobras, the 
138XLR SSB is engineered to punch 
through loud and clear. Even in crowded 
metropolitan areas. 

And like all Cobras it comes equipped 
with such standard features as an easy - 
to -read LED channel indicator. 
Switchable noise blanking and limiting. 
An RF /signal strength meter. And 
Cobra's exclusive DynaMike gain control. 

You'll find the 138XLR SSB wherever 
Cobras are sold. Which is almost every- 
where. Because Cobra's got a nationwide 
network of dealers and Authorized 
Service Centers offering sales, installation, 
service and advice. So come on in. 
And move on up. 

obra 
Punches through loud and clear. 

Cobra Communications Products 
DYNASCAN CORPORATION 

6460 W Cortland St., Chicago, Illinois 60635 
Write for color brochure 

EXPORTERS Empire Plainview, N Y CANADA: Atlas Dectrorucs Toronto 
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Hell 
look me over 

Showcase of New Products 

Versatile Antenna Matcher 
SST Electronics has introduced their 

newest model antenna tuner, the T -2 Ultra 
Tuner. To be used with either Amateur 
Radio or CB transceivers, this tuner will 
assure that your transmitter output is 
properly matched to your antenna load 
qualities. Matching antenna load with 
transmitter output stages lets all of your 
output power reach the antenna, where 
it is radiated. A mismatched system can 
waste a lot of your power. This new unit 

CIRCLE 57 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

is one of the most versatile available, al- 
lowing you to match your rig to a wide 
variety of antennas, from random length 

long wires, to verticles, beams, quad an- 
tennas and mobile whips. Price is an un- 
usually low $49.95, Manufacturer's ad- 
dress is SST Electronics, P.O. Box 1, 

Lawndale, CA 90260. 

Stereo Consolette 
One of three new vertically styled con - 

solettes, the Imeprial Model D -604R by 
Superscope features an AM /FM stereo re- 

CIRCLE 69 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

ceiver, stereo eight -track tape recorder 
and a BSR three -speed Deluxe Automatic 
record changer. The receiver section in- 
cludes phase -locked loop (PLL) circuitry 
for improved stereo separation and low 
distortion; built -in AFC; pushbuttons for 
Tape, Phono, FM, MPX and AM; and an 
LED tuning indicator. The eight -track re- 

corder has automatic, record -level cir- 
cuitry and pushbutton channel selectors. 
On the BSR turntable there are controls 
for tracking force, stylus set -down and 
cueing. The two -way speaker system has 
a mechanical crossover network. The 
whole system weighs 85 pounds and fits 
into a cabinet that is 251/4-in. wide, 18 -in. 
deep and 30 -in. high. The suggested retail 
price is $219.95. For more information 
write to Superscope, Inc., 20525 Nordhoff 
St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. 

Under -The -Arm Workshop 
Vaco's Super Zip is a go anywhere, do 

anything tool case. This compact assort- 
ment holds Vaco professional tools in a 

zippered vinyl case. Lightweight enough 
to tuck under your arm -yet with 36 
popular tools, it's a selection for most 
any job. Included are interchangeable 
screwdriver, nutdriver and hex driver 
blades and handle, pliers, crimping tool, 
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offset screwdrivers, Phillips, slotted and 
screw holding drivers. Super Zip has the 
90- series interchangeable blade tools 

(Continued on page 14) 

At last... DIP Jumpers 
for Faster & Easier 
connections. 

AP DIP Jumpers are the low cost high 
quality solution to bussing between PC 
boards, mother boards, backplanes and more. 
Available in 14, 16, 24 and 40 pin single ended or 
double ended assemblies, in standard lengths of 
6, 12, 24 and 36 inches. Each assembly has 
molded -on strain relief and line -by -line 
probeability. Contact material is non- corro- 
sive nickel silver.Dielectric is 94 V -O rated. 
Cable options include stranded electric 
pink, rainbow or with ground plane. 

Order from your AP distributor today. 
Our distributor list is growing daily. For the 
name of the distributor nearest you call Toll Free 
800-321-9668. 

Send for our complete AP catalog The Faster & Easier Book. 

Faster & Easier is what we're all about. 

eP 
A P PRODUCTS INCORPORATED 
Box 110. 72 Corwin Drive, Painesville OH 44077 
(216) 354 -2101 TWX: 810 -425 -2250 

8 
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6800/2 IS HERE 

The 6800/2 uses our new A2 processor board with socket 
space for 8K bytes of ROM /PROM. This makes it possible 
to use the 6800 in applications where ROM programs are 

useful without purchasing an expensive PROM accessory 
board. The A2 board has a DIP switch selector that allows 
you to replace any 8K block of memory above the RAM 
memory that extends to 32K with memory external to the 
processor board itself. This lets you develop special pro- 
grams that will later be put in PROM in a normal RAM 
memory card where it can be modified and debugged. The 
A2 board has a crystal controlled baud rate oscillator and a 

separate clock driver oscillator whose frequency may be 
changed with a programming resistor. The A2 
processor board gives you the maximum possible flexibility 
in setting up a computer system. 

SWTBUG® Monitor - 
The 6800/2 is supplied with our new SWTBUG® monitor. 
This new monitor is software compatible with the earlier 
Mikbug® monitor used in the 6800. All major subroutine 
entry points are identical. SWTBUG® features a resident 
MF -68 Minifloppy disk boot, single level breakpoints, 
vectored software interrupt, generation of punch end of 
tape formatting and automatic interface configuring for 
either the MP -C control interface or MP -S serial interface. 

AC IA Type Interface - 
The 6800/2 uses cur MP -S serial interface. This RS -232 and 

20 Ma. TTY compatible interface may be configured to op- 
erate serially at the following baud rates: 110, 150, 300, 
600, 1200, 2400, 4800 and 9600. Complete interrupt con- 
trol is available through the user's software. 

4K Static MEMORY - 
The 6800/2 comes wth 4K of static RAM memory on our 
MP -8M board. The memory may be expanded to 8K by the 
addition of eight more memory chips. No additional parts 
are needed. Full buffering of all data, address and control 
lines is a standard feature Memory expansion to 32K of 
continuous RAM memory and up to a 48K mixture of 
ROM /RAM is possible with this system. 

ACCESSORY BOARDS - 
Do you have a special job? Our accessory boards make it 
possible to use the 6800/2 for almost any type of computer 
application. We have our MP -T interrupt timer with soft- 
ware interrupt selectable output. Our MP -N calculator inter- 
face that allows you to do arithmetic functions in hard- 

ware. Our MP -R EPROM programmer that programs and 

verifies EPROMs right in the machine -and more coming. 

6800/2 Kit $439.00 ppd Cont. U.S. 

6800/2 Assembled $495.00 ppd Cont. U.S. 

SWTBUG® is a registered trademark of Southwest Tech. Prod. Corp. 
Mikbug®is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc. 

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

219 W. RHAPSODY 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216 
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Learn to service Communications /CB 
equipment at home...with 

NRI'S COMPLETE 
COMMUNICATIONS COURSE 
Learn design, installation and maintenance of 
commercial, amateur, or CB communications 
equipment. 
The field of communications is bursting out all 
over. In Citizens Band alone, class D licenses 
grew from 1 to over 2.6 million in 1975, and the 
FCC projects about 15 million CB'ers in the U.S. 
by 1979. That means a lot of service and 
maintenance jobs ... and NRI can train you at 
home to fill one of those openings. NRI's 
Complete Communications Course covers all 
types of two -way 
radio equipment 
(including CB), 
AM and FM 

Transmission and Reception, 
Television Broadcasting, 
Microwave Systems, 
Radar Principles, 
Marine Electronics, 
Mobile Communica- 
tions, and Aircraft Electronics. 
The course will also qualify you for 
a First Class Radio Telephone Commercial FCC 
License or you get your tuition back. 

Learn on your own 400 -channel digitally - 
synthesized VI-IF transceiver. 
You will learn to service all types of communi- 
cation equipment, with the one unit that is 

designed mechanically and electronically to train 
you for CB, Commercial and Amateur communi- 
cations: a digitally- synthesized 400 - channel VHF 
transceiver and AC power supply. This 2 -meter 
unit gives you "Power -On" training. Then we 
help you get your FCC Amateur License with 

to 

special instruction so you can go on the air. 
The complete course includes 48 lessons, 9 

special reference texts, and 10 training kits. 
Included are: your own electronics Discovery Lab, 
Antenna Applications Lab, CMOS Frequency 
Counter, and an Optical Transmission System. 
You'll learn at home, progressing at your own 
speed, to your FCC license and into the 
communications field of your choice. 

NEW CB SPECIALIST 

COURSE NOW OFFERED 

NRI now offers a special course in CB Servicing. 
You get 37 lessons, 8 reference texts, your own 
CB Transceiver, AC power supply and multi - 
meter . .. for hands -on training. Also included 
are 14 coaching units to make it easy to get 
your commercial radio telephone FCC license - 
enabling you to test, install, and service com- 
munications equipment. 
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NRI offers you five TV /Audio 
Servicing Courses 
NRI can train you at home to service TV 
equipment and audio systems. You can 

choose from 5 
courses, starting 
with a 48- lesson 
basic course, up 
to a Master Color 
TV /Audio Course, 
complete with 
designed -for- 
learning 25" diago- 

nal solid state color TV and a 4- speaker SQ T" 

Quadraphonic Audio System. NRI gives you 
both TV and Audio servicing for hundreds of 
dollars less than the two courses as offered by 
another home study school. 

All courses are available with low down payment 
and convenient monthly payments. All courses 

-provide professional tools and "Power -On" 
equipment along with NRI kits engineered for 
training. With the Master Course, for instance, you 
build your own 5" wide -band triggered sweep solid 
state oscilloscope, digital color TV pattern 
generator, CMOS digital frequency counter, and 
NRI electronics Discovery Lab. ' "Trademark of CBS Inc. 

NRI's complete computer electronics course 
gives you real digital training. 
Digital electronics is the career area of the future ... and the 
best way to learn is with NRI's Complete Computer Elec- 
tronics Course. NRI's programmable digital computer goes 
far beyond any "logic trainer" in preparing you to 
become a computer or digital technician. With the IC's 
in its new Memory Kit, you get the only home training 
in machine language programming ... experience 
essential to trouble shooting digital computers. And 
the NRI programmable computer is just one of ten 
kits you receive, including a TVOM and NRI's 
exclusive electronics lab. It's the quickest and best 
way to learn digital logic and computer operation. 
You pay less for NRI training and you get more 
for your money. 
NRI employs no salesmen, pays no commissions. 
We pass the savings on to you in reduced tuitions 
and extras in the way of professional equipment, 
testing instruments, etc. You can pay more, but 
you can't get better training. 

More than one million students have enrolled 
with NRI in 62 years. 
Mail the insert card and discover for yourself why 
NRI is the recognized leader in home training. No 
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salesman will call. Do it today and get started on 
that new career. 

APPROVED UNDER GI BILL 
I( taken for career ptirpos.es Check ks on card for details 

Continuing Educatio n Center 
in Avenue 

D.C. 20016 
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This is easy- 
anyone can solder 

WITH 

KESTER SOLDER 

P 

f --y 
Handymen! Hobbyists! e 
DO- IT- YOURSELFERS! 
Let Kester Solder aid you in your home repairs or hobbies. For that household 
item that needs repairing -a radio, TV, model train, jewelry, appliances, minor 
electrical repairs, plumbing, etc. - Save money - repair it yourself. Soldering 
with Kester is a simple, inexpensive way to permanently join two metals. 

When you Solder go "First Class" - use Kester Solder. 

For valuable soldering information send self- addressed stamped envelope to 
Kester for a FREE Copy of "Soldering Simplified ". 

KESTER SOLDER 
Litton 4201 WRIGHTWOOD AVENUE /CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60639 
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CB WITH THE 

Intenna TM 

INVISIBLE CB MOBILE ANTENNA 

Your WHOLE 
Car is Me ANTENNA! 

A. i 

No Whip Rip -Oft 

No Winter Icing 
No Car Wash Hassles 

Low SWR 23 or 40 Channels 

Mounts on Cars /Vans /Trucks /Campers 

$24.90 
postpaid 

COMPLETE DO -IT- YOURSELF KIT 

"inTenna" Unit 
Coax Cable 

Cable Clamps 
Plastic Screwdriver 
Hardware 
Instructions 
Toll -free Technical Advice 

IT WORKS! Simple, Money -back Guarantee! 
At Your Dealers NOW. If not, order direct - 

I enclose 
check or money order 
charge card # (below) 
Visa acct # 
Master Chg. acct. # 
(For Master Chg., include the 4 digit 
number which appears above your 
name on your card 

TO: MICROWAVE FILTER CO.. INC. 
Department EE- 3 

6743 Kinne Street, East Syracuse, NY 13057 

Send 'Intenna(s)" S _ enclosed 

0 I don't believe it. Send me proof. 

Name - 

Street _ 

City Slate zoo 
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plus pliers, wrench, offset and screw 
holding drivers, wire stripper and crimp- 
ing tool. Its small size and light weight 
make it easy to tuck under the arm, or 
slip in a drawer. Super Zip is tough, 
rugged simulated leather vinyl case. 
Heavy gauge all metal zipper is snag 
free. Included in the Super Zip are 4 

slotted and Phillips screwdriver blades, 
6 hollow shaft nutdriver blades with 3/8- 

in. to 1/2-in. sockets, 9 hex shaft driver 
blades for .050 -in. to 3 /16 -in. screw 
heads and a full -size handle for all 
blades. Also provided are 6 professional, 
electronic and snap ring pliers, adjust- 
able wrench, adjustable wire stripper, 
crimping tool with bolt slicer, Phillips 
and slotted screw holding drivers and 
offset drivers for both Phillips and slot- 
ted type screws. Sells for $155. Write to 
Vaco Products Company, 1510 Skokie 
Blvd. Northbrook, IL 60062. for informa- 
tion on Super Zip and other tool prod- 
ucts. 

AM /FM /MPX /8T in Dash 
Medallion's Model 65 -564 in -dash 

AM /FM/MPX radio and 8 -track tape 
deck is a complete car sound system. 
The compact design of -the Model 65 -564 
allows the backlighted radio tuning dial 
to fold back for insertion of 8 -track 
cartridges. AM /FM radio automatically 
shuts off when an 8 -track tape is in- 
serted in cartridge door. The Model 65- 
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564 has 4 -way speaker controls with 
side -to -side balance located inside the 
cartridge door and front -to -rear fader 
located on the shaft. The on/off/vol- 
ume/tone shaft depresses for pushbut- 
ton AM /FM channel selection. The 8- 
track tape player features both auto- 
matic and pushbutton channel select, 
channel indicator lights and pushbutton 
tape eject. Medallion's Model 65 -564 has 
fully adjustable shafts, custom trim 
plates and both Ford and GM type knobs 
for easy and professional installation. 
Suggested retail price is $179.95. Com- 
plete details from Medallion Division, 
Midland, P.O. Box 1903, Kansas City, 
MO 64141. 

Programmable Scanner 
There are no extra crystals to buy 

with Radio Shack's new five -band, 16- 

channel programmable scanning monitor 
receiver. The Realistic COMP -100 Pro- 
grammable Memory Scanning Receiver 
provides access to over 20,000 frequen- 
cies used by police, fire and emergency 
services, utilities, business, weather, ra- 

(Continued on page 16) 
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he mos 
importan 
piece of au 
equipment 
you'll ever own. 

e4t, t4rwk 

t'' 

Yours to examine FREE for 15 days. 

25 FACT -FILLED CHAPTERS 
ARRANGED IN "EASY -TO- FIND" 
QUESTION AND ANSWER FORM 

Basic Principles of Sound 
Acoustics, Studio techniques, and 
Equipment 
Constant -Speed Devices, Motors, and 
Generators 
Microphones 
Attenuators 
Equalizers 
Wave Filters 
Transformers and Coils 
Sound Mixers 
VU and Volume Indicator Meters 
Vacuum Tubes, Transistors, and Diodes 
Audio Amplifiers 
Disc Recording 
Cutting Heads 
Recording and Reproducing Styli 
Pickups 
Magnetic Recording 
Optical Film Recording 
Motion Picture Projection Equipment 
Loudspeakers, Enclosures, Headphones, 
and Hearing Aids 
Power Supplies 
Test Equipment 
Audio- Frequency Measu-ements 
Installation Techniques 
General Information, Charts and Tables 

237R1 

Be our guest. Examine the AUDIO 
CYCLOPEDIA free for 15 days. You'll find 
out why it is considered the most compre- 
hensive and autho! itative book ever written 
on the subject. And you'll get a FREE $3.50 
bonus book to keep no matter what! 
The AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA is literally a one - 
book audio library. It has long been con- 
sidered "the bible" by amateur stereo buffs 
as well as professional technicians. That's 
why you'll find it in constant usa not only in 
home workshops and at stereo penters, but 
also in recording studios, broadcast booths 
and concert halls. 
This giant reference book is over 3" thick, 

r- 

and packed with 1,757 illustrated pages. It 
features 3,645 questiois and answers and 
a 50 page "instant-find index for subject 
identification. It is truly the big one in audio 
electronics and it puts all the information 
you'll ever need right at your fingertips, 
chapte- by chapter. 

Send for the AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA today. 
If you don t agree that l.t's the most impor- 
tant piece of audio equipment you own, 
just return it within 15 days. You won't owe 
a cent. And no matter what you decide. 
you'll get a free $3.50 copy of The ABC's of 
Tape Recording to keep just for mailing 
the coupon. 

FREE -BOOK 
FREE-TREAL COUPON 

Save postage & handling costs. Full 
payment enclosed (plus tax where 
applicable). 15 -day return privilege 
still applies. 

'es, please rush me the AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA 
(421455) for my free trial. I understand if not 
completely satisfied, I may return it within 15 days, 
and owe nothing. Otherwise, it's mine to keep for 
only $39.95 plus postage and handling and local 
taxes (where applicable) 
And, whatever I decide, a copy of "The ABC's of 
Tape Recording" (valued at $3.50) is mine free! 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Mail to Audel 
4300 W. 62nd Street 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 
A Division of Howard W Sams & Co., Inc. 

EE39 
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AVANTI" 
CB ANTENNAS 
CAN GIVE YOU 

50 TIMES 
MORE OUTPUT 

AND 

RECEPTION. 

The famous Moonraker® Six by 

AVANTI is designed to be the ultimate 

in C.B. antennas. The Moonrakers 

17 db gain gives you power multiplication 

of 50 times. On both vertical and 

horizontal polarities. 

For all your antenna needs...AVANTI 

has a full range of hi- performance 

base antennas plus high performance 

"Racer" mobile antennas for better CB, 

VHF, and marine uses. 

AVANTI also makes T.V. interference 

filters, switchboxes, mounting hardware, 

and many other accessories. 

Write today for a free color catalog in 

Spanish or English. 

Avanti Research It Development, Inc. 

Established 1964 

340 Stewart Ave., Addison, IL 60101 USA 

creators of the 

famous 
©6rpynght 1977, 

All rights reserved 
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dio telephone and other communication 
users. Two keys, Program and Enter, 
control the programming function. In the 
program mode, the 16 LED channel in- 

dicators and lockout buttons let you 
change or check stored frequencies. A 

code book is included with the scanner 
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that shows how to program the desired 
frequencies. The programmed memory 
is maintained with a 9 -volt battery in the 
event of a power failure, or if the COMP - 
100 is unplugged. Coverage includes: 
VHF -Lo (30 -50 MHz), VHF -Hi (150 -172 
MHz), UHF -Lo (450 -470 MHz), UHF -Mid 
(470 -490 MHz) and UHF -Hi (490 -512 
MHz). Other features include: built -in 

scan delay to catch callbacks, individual 
channel lockout buttons with skipper 
circuit, automatic and manual scan, 
built -in speaker, jacks for external speak- 
er or headphone and tape recorder, and 
separate VHF and UHF antenna inputs. 
The Realistic COMP -100 Programmable 
Memory Scanning Receiver, complete 
with code book, mobile mounting bracket 
and power cables for 120 VAC and 12 
VDC negative ground, is priced at 
$349.95. Available at Radio Shack stores 
across the nation. 

Hand -Size 31/2 Digit Portable DVOM 
A single selector switch provides five 

functions and 22 ranges on a highly 
compact, hand -size battery operated 31/2 

Digit Model 3000 Digital VOM made by 

and DC Volts: 0-2, 2, 20, 200 and 600; 
AC and DC milliammeters: 0 -2, 20, 200; 
three low -power ohm ranges: 0 -200, 20K 

and 2M for in- circuit semiconductor test- 
ing; plus three hi -power ohm ranges: 
0 -2K, 200K, 20M. Typical DC accuracy is 

.9% reading. Input resistance on all 
voltage ranges is 10 Megohms. Overload 
protection up to 600 Volts is provided on 

all ranges. Only $140, the Triplett Modal 
3000 DVOM including a one year warran- 
ty, 48 -inch long test leads, insulated al- 

ligator clips, rechargeable Ni Cad batter- 
ies, AC Adapter/ Charger and compre- 
hensive instruction manual is available 
through Triplett distributors nationwide. 
For complete information, write to 
Triplett Corporation, Dept. PR., Bluffton, 
Ohio 45817. 

Programmable Heating Control 
Here's a new energy- saving program- 

mable home heating control for central 
furnace heating systems. The Heath GD- 

1776 provides two automatic tempera- 
ture setbacks in any 24 -hour period, let- 
ting the homeowner automatically re- 

duce temperatures at night, while at 
work, or when the home is unoccupied. 
Heat is reduced for the period set by the 
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timer and returned to normal operation 
when desired. The GD -1776 installs on 
any conventional gas, oil or electric cen- 
tral furnace system. A replacement 
thermostat uses existing two- conductor 
thermostat wiring. For further informa- 
tion on the GD -1776, which is mail -order 
priced at $37.95, write Heath Company, 
Dept. 350 -14, Benton Harbor, MI 49022, 
for a free catalog. 

DIP /IC Insertion Tool 
O.K.'s Model INS -1416 DIP Insertion 

Tool inserts both 14 and 16 pin IC pack- 
ages into sockets or predrilled boards. 
Durable glass -filled Lexan construction 
features precision parts for long life and 
easy one -hand operation. Narrow profile 
permits tool to work on densely spaced 
patterns, while unique insertion mecha- 
nism assures accuracy as well as excel- 
lent "fee." The tool includes a pin 
straightener built into the handle. 
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Triplett. The 31/2 Digit display features 
high intensity LED's with blinking over - 

range indication, auto -zeroing and auto - 
polarity indication. Also, if a low battery 
condition exists, all decimal points are 

simultaneously displayed preventing er- 

roneous readings. Ranges include AC 

SIRAIGHICN PINS RELEASE PICK- UP INSERT 
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Priced at $3.49 the INS -1416 is avail- 
able at your local electronics distributor 
or direct;y from O.K. Machine and Tool 

Corporation, 3455 Conner Street, Bronx, 
NY 10475. R 
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NTS trains you on 
tomorrow's equipmentToday. 

Microcomputers, digital systems and more... 
from the first name in home study. 

Now NTS training programs include an even 
wider choice of solid -state digital equipment 
than ever before offered in any electronic home 
study course. Advanced NTS /Heath digital 
color TV (25" diagonal with optional program- 
ming capability), NTS /Heath digital computer, 
digital test equipment, digital stereo receiver (70 
watts per channel) plus much more state -of- 
the -art equipment to make your training exciting 
and relevant. Learn servicing and maintenance 
easily with step -by -step Project Method lessons 
and kits. 

An all -new full colcr catalog shows you exactly 
what each of the fourteen courses cover, and 
every piece of equipment you receive. 

Send for it today and see for yourself what's 
really happening in electronics training technol- 
ogy at NTS. It's free. Just send the coupon. 
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NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. 
APPROVED FOR VETERAN TRAINING. 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
TECHNICAL -TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

Resident and Home -Study Schools 
4000 South Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 ... .. _ MN =III =II MIN MN 

ITNATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS Dept 222038' 
4000 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, California 90037 

Please send FREE Color Catalog and Sample Lesson. 

D Color TV Servicing Electronics Technology 
B 8 W TV and Radio Servicing Audio Electronics Servicing ' FCC License Course Digital Electronics 

D Electronic Communications 0 Microcomputers /MicroProcessors 

I Name I 
Address 

II Apartment Number Age 

City 

IState lip I 
Oheck if interested in G.I. Bill information. I =heck if interested ONLY in classroom training in Los Angeles, 

I E I E N M 
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NEW! THE BATTERY PACK THAT 
MAKES YOUR CB PORTABLE 

Take your 23 or 40 channel mobile CB 
camping, biking, boating, on the job, 
farm, anywhere... The Kendon CB 
Power Mate gives you all the power of a 

mobile with the convenience of a walkie- 
talkie. Look at these fine features... 

Built -in tuned antenna stores in base, 
telescopes to 63 inches. 
9 standard C -size or rechargable bat- 
teries supply a full 13.5 volts power. 
(batteries not included). 
Battery test meter and switch. Handy 
side mount for mike. Adapter hard- 
ware for easy hookup. 
High -density plastic case is shock - 

resistant. Weighs only 14.4 oz. with- 
out batteries. 

Ke11d011 CB POWERMATE 
$3495 SAVE $5 ... Order Now 

during our introductory offer. 

Complete this form and order today.... 

Radio not 
included. 

Kendon Manufacturing Inc. 
Box 969 
Arvada, Colo. 80001 

Please ship: 

CB Power -Mate 
(quantity) 

power pack unit at $34.95 
each (plus $3.00 shipping). 

Enclosed Is my check or 
money order for 

Or please charge my order 
to: Bank Amerlcard 

Master Charge 

Acct. No. 

Exp. Date 

I f using Master Charge, al- 
so include the four num- 
bers above your name here 

Signature 
(Must be signed to be valid) 

I understand that if I am 
not fully satisfied I may State 
return these items in their 
original condition within 
15 days for a full refund. 

Name 

Address 

City 

Please allow 
delivery. 

Zip 
4 weeks for 
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Design active fil- 
ters using opera- 
tional amplifiers. 
Microprocessors 
and computers are 
herein explained. 

Soft cover 
285 pages 
$8.50 

for the Experimenter! 
INTERNATIONAL CRYSTALS and KITS 

$425 
ea. 

.02% Calibration Tolerance 
EXPERIMENTER 

CRYSTALS 
(HC 6/U Holder) 

The OF -1 oscillator is a 
resistor /capacitor circuit 

providing oscillation over a range of frequen- 
cies by inserting the desired crystal. 
2 to 22 MHz, OF -1 LO, Cat. No. 035108. 18 to 60 MHz, 
OF -1 HI, Cat. No. 035109. Specify when ordering. 

MXX -1 Transistor RF Mixer 
3 to 20 MHz, Cat. No. 035105 
20 to 170 MHz, Cat. No. 035106 $5.50 ea. 
SAX -1 Transistor RF Amp 
3 to 20 MHz, Cat. No. 035102 
20 to 170 MHz Cat. No. 035103 $5.50 ea. 

BAX -1 Broadband Amp 
20 Hz to 150 MHz Cat. No. 035107 $5.75 ea. 

$475 
ea. 

Cat. No. Specifications 
031300 3 to 20 MHz - For use in OF -1L OSC 

Specify when ordering. 
031310 20 to 60 MHz - For use in OF -1H OSC 

Specify when ordering. 

Enclose payment w,tt --r lgr (no dO D ) Shipping 
and postage Onside L S Canada rd Mexico only) 
will be prepaid by International P ces quoted for 
U S.. Canada and Mexico ordersnónly Orders Sor 
shipment to other countries will tie quoted on re- 
quest Price subject to change Address orders to 

M)SDept PO Box 12497 
Oklahoma City . Oklahomia 73132 

WRITE FOR BROCI4,i URE 

International Crystal Mfg. Co., Inc. 
10 North Lee Oklahoma City . Oklahoma 73102 
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FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS 
DRIVE DRUNK. 

arA.1re.ro.T..rerarcATw.. NATIONAL MUMMY .aA.ncumv.n.uwm.m. 

For Active Designers. The Design of 
Active Filters, with Experiments by How- 
ard M. Berlin, the second in the expand- 
ing Bugbook Applications Series, covers 
the design of filter networks built around 
operational amplifiers. It is a user oriented 

book and explains the best design of the 
various types of low -pass, high -pass, band - 
pass, and notch filters, with many design 
graphs and tables with illustrative exam- 
ples worked out. In addition, twenty -six 
experiments. demonstrate the design and 
characteristics of many of the filters, pro- 
viding suitable questions and answers for 
the reader as he performs the experiments. 
Published by E &L, Derby, CT 06148. 

Small Appliance Repair. Whether you 
want a job in a repair shop, dream of 
opening your own small appliance repair 
shop, or simply need to fix your own ap- 
liances at home, The Repair and Servicing 
of Small Appliances by George R. Drake 
will enable you to reach your goal. It 
comprehensively describes the theory of 
operation and repair of small appliances. 
Each discussion of a small appliance in- 

Be a Mr. Fix -lt. 
Repair appliances 
for fun or profit. 

Hard Cover 
492 pages 
$19.95 

dudes a description, theory of operation, 
operating procedures, troubleshooting, and 
repair procedures. Significant troubleshoot- 
ing and repairing procedures that are de- 
tailed in the text are also abbreviated in 
Quick Reference Charts. These charts are 
extremely handy references for use in the 
repair shop, or for the do- it- yourselfer, 
once the detailed procedures have been 
learned. Published by Reston Publishing 
Co., Inc., Reston, VA 22090. 
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2 99 
1 99 

SHOP YO .RNEA Y 
FOR QUALITY PARTS AT LOW PRICES! 

Top quality devices, fully functional, carefully Inspected. Guaranteed manufacturer's quality control procedures. These are not rejects, not 
to meet all specifications, both electrically and mechanically. All are fallouts, not seconds. In fact, there are none better on the market! 
made by well known American manufacturers, and all have to pasa Count on Radio Shack for the finest quality electronic parts. 

TTL Digital ICs 
First Quality 
Made by 
National 

Semiconductor 
and 

Motorola 

Type Cat. No ONLY 
7400 276.1801 35C 
7402 276.1811 39C 
7404 276 -1802 350 
7406 276 -1821 490 
7410 276-1807 394 
7413 276 -1815 790 
7420 276 -1809 390 
7427 276 -1823 490 
7432 276 -1824 490 
7441 276 -1804 990 
7447 276 -1805 990 
7448 276 -1816 990 
7451 276 -1825 390 
7473 276-1803 49C 
7474 276 -1818 490 
7475 276 -1806 791 
7476 276 -1813 590 
7485 276-1826 1.19 
7486 276 -1827 490 
7490 276 -1808 790 
7492 276 -1819 690 
74123 276- 1817 990 
74145 276 -1828 1.19 
74150 276 -1829 1.39 
74154 276 -1834 1.29 
74192 276-1831 1.19 
74193 276 -1820 1.19 
74194 276 -1832 1.19 
74196 276 -1833 1.29 

CMOS ICs 
100% guaranteed 
electronically 
and 
mechanically 

Type Cat. No. ONLY 
74C00 276-2301 491 
74CO2 276 -2302 490 
74C04 276 -2303 490 
74C08 276 -2305 490 
74C74 276-2310 890 
74C76 276 -2312 890 
74C90 276-2315 1.49 
74C192 276-2321 1.69 
74C193 276 -2322 1.69 
4001 276 -2401 494 
4011 276 -2411 490 
4013 276 -2413 894 
4017 276-2417 1.49 
4020 276-2420 1.49 
4027 276 -2427 894 
4049 276-2449 698 
4050 276 -2450 694 
4511 276 -2447 1.69 
4518 276-2490 1.49 

Linear ICs 
By National Semiconductor 
and Motorola - first quality 

Type Cat. No. ONLY 
301CN 276-017 490 
324N 276 -1711 1.49 
339N 276-1712 1.49 
386CN 276 -1731 99C 
555CN 276-1723 794 
556CN 276-1728 1.39 
566CN 276 -1724 1.69 
567CN 276 -1721 1.99 
723CN 276-1740 690 
741CN 276 -007 49C 
741H 276-010 490 
3900N 276-1713 991 
3909N 276 -1705 990 
3911N 276-1706 1.99 
4558CN 276-038 790 
75491 276 -1701 990 
75492 276-1702 990 
7805 276 -1770 1.29 
7812 276-1771 1.29 
7815 276 -1772 1.29 

Resistor and Capacitor Packs 

a 
ardr./N 

'ö s 
Resistor and capacitor kits in handy plastic storage boxes you 
can use over and over again. Stock up! 
'/2 Watt, 10% Tolerance Resistors. 271 -801 Pkg. of 350/9 95 
Y4 Watt, 5% Tolerance Resistors. 271-602 Pkg. of 350/9.95 
50WVDC Ceramic Disc Capacitors. 272 -601 Pkg. of 175/9.95 
35WVDC Radial Lead Capacitors. 272 -602 Pkg. of 35/9.95 
35WVDC Axial Lead Capacitors. 272 -603 ...... Pkg. of 36/9.95 

PC Board Accessories 

8 -piece photographic PC board processing kit - fastest. 
easiest way to produce perfect printed circuit projects. 
276 -1560 12.95 
Etch -Resist Marking Pen. 276 -1530 .. 1.19 
Etchant Solution. 276 -1535 1.89 
PC Board Assortment. 276 -1573 1.98 

Tantalum Capacitors 
Maximum capacity in smallest size. Low 
ESR, highly stable electrical characteris- 
tics and low leakage. Radial leads. 

Cat. No. yaF Each Cat. No. y F Each 

272 -1401 0.1 39e 
272 -1402 0.22 390 
272 -1407 0.33 39e 
272 -1404 0.47 390 
272 -1405 0.68 39e 
272 -1406 1.0 39e 

272 -1407 
272 -1408 
272 -1409 
272 -1410 
272-1411 

2.2 454 
3.3 45C 
4.7 490 
6.8 490 

10.0 496 

Nos. 1401 -1408, 35WVDC: 1409 -1411, 16WVDC. 

Build an LED 
Digital Clock 

12 -HR L_D Clock Module. Just add a transformer and switches for a 
complete clock with 0.5° LED display. 277.1001 14.95 
Transformer for above. 120VAC 60 Hz. 273-1520 3 99 
SPST Miniature Pushbutton Switch. 275 -1547 5/1.99 
Display Case. 1'7/,037 /ex47/1e". 270 -285 3.95 

LED Digital Displays 

Digits 
L 1 

E1 
® 1 

811 

Size Drive Cat. No ONLY 
Anod. 276 -056 2.99 

0.6" Cath. 276 -066 2.99 
0.3" Anod. 276 -053 1.99 

Cath. 276 -062 1.99 

C 
Digits Size Drve Cat. No. ONLY 

E 1 0.3" Anod. 276-1210 4/8.99 
OO 1 03" Ca +h. 276-1211 4/6.99' 
c 4 0.5" Axed. 276-1201 8.95 
55 4 0 5" Cah 276 -1202 6.95 

IC Accessories 
0 jf 

El 
.77 Bus Slop. 276 -173 1.99 
.0 Experimenter Socket. 276 -172 9.95 
fE DIP Switch. 275 -1301 1.99, 
7 DIP Header. 2761980 1 20 
T Right Angle 16-Pin Socket. 2761985 1.49 

E Low -Profile DIP sockets 
Pine Cat. No Pries 

8 2r6-1995 2/591 
14 276-1999 2/891 
16 276-1998 2/890 
28 V6-1997 Ea. 894 
40 276-1996 Ea. 991 

Computer Chips 

8080A Microprocessor. An 8 -bit Na- 
tional Semiconductor chip in a 
40 -pin DIP. 100% Prime. 
276 -2510. 17.95 

The CPU and Memory IQ's 
you need for building your 
own personal computer_ 

2102 Static RAM. 1024 -word by 
one bit reac/write memory. Under 
600 nS access time. 
276 -2501 2 49 Ea. or 8/11.95 

Power Supply Parts 

6 -Amp Full -Wave Bridge Rectifier. 50 PIV. 
276-1180 
50V 3 -Amp Power Rectifier. 300 -A surge. 
276-1141 Pkg. 2/69C 

Electrolytic Capacitors 
3300 4F at 35V. 272 -1021 299 
5000 4F at 35V. 272 -1022 3 49 
Heavy -Duty Transformers. All for 120VAC, 60 Hz. 

1.99 

Cat. No. Voss 

273 -1512 25.2 CT 
273 -1513 12 
273 -1514 18 CT 

Current Size 

2A 23/4x2Net 
5A 4x2x2K" 
4t1 4x2x2$- 

Fach 

4.99 
8.95 
8 95 

Silicon Solar Cells 

Pre-` ice Power from Light! 
2cf 4cm. 0.5V at 100mA. 276-120 
2a cm. 0.5V at 60mA. 276 -128 

Clock 
Chips 41.111/Mr 
50252. 12-hour clock, 24 -hour alarm chip. With 
full specifications. 276-1751 6 99 
7001. 12 -hour calendar alarm clock IC. With all 
data. 276.1756 10.95 

WHY WAIT FOR MAIL ORDER DELIVERY? 
IN STOCK NOW AT OUR STORE NEAR YOU! Radle Ibaekl Prices may vary at individual stores and dealers 

Prices and products may vary in Canada. 
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DX central 
reporting 

A world of SWL info! 

BY DON JENSEN 

Shortwave listening, thy name is 

change! 
Few situations change as much as the 

shortwave broadcasting picture. New 
stations come on the air, sometimes 
without any advance warning. Others, 
once easily heard, seem to vanish not 
to be logged again. Listeners find that 
even longtime favorites busily juggle 
frequencies and broadcasting schedules. 

Let's take a look at some of the past, 
present and proposed changes that may 
affect your SWLing. 

Not too many months ago, one of 
the more easily heard African short- 
wave stations was ETLF, the Radio 
Voice of the Gospel, a religious broad- 
caster in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The 
station, with a pair of powerful short- 
wave transmitters of 100 kilowatts each, 
was owned by the Lutheran World Fed- 
eration. 

Then the government of Ethiopia 

stepped in. Political changes had occur- 
red in that country. It was a different 
government, one with a different politi- 
cal philosophy than the one that had 
originally granted the Lutheran .World 
Federation Broadcasting Service the 
permission to construct the modern 
shortwave voice. 

The Radio Voice of the Gospel was 
no more. It became, overnight, the Ra- 
dio Voice of Revolutionary Ethiopia. 
And that's what the station is today, 
transmitting on 6,015 and 7,180 kHz, 
at 0400, 1030 and 1700 GMT in sev- 
eral languages, including English. 

Missionary broadcasters operating 
from other countries do have a precari- 
ous situation due to political changes. A 
fate similar to ETLF's was suffered dur- 
ing the year by a much smaller religi- 
ous station in Africa. 

Radio Cordac in Bujumbura, Burun- 
di had struggled along for years. It had 
only a fraction of the financial re- 
sources of the large Radio Voice of the 
Gospel. But occasionally North Ameri- 
can SWLs were able to hear the signals 
of Radio Cordac's two- and -a -half kilo- 
watt transmitter on 4,900 kHz during 
the late evening. But the Burundi gov- 
ernment changed that, ordering the sta- 
tion shut down for good. 

If you have been a shortwave listener 
for more than just a few months, you 
may remember the English language 

NEW! 
TRON -EX F/1.9 LENS 

featured In November 
Popular Science. 

portable color TV! TV not Included. 

Convect any few spare hours. required. 
Can be built in a 

No Special tOSAVÉ 
electronic 

ALL OPAICK AGE ORDERS! 

LIFESCREEN 111 

The LIFESCREEN III projection system gives you all the enjoyment and excitement 

of the $4000 systems. Our new injection molded Tron -Ex lens (F/1.9) produces 
an amazing image that is over 3 times brighter than most nationally marketed 

big-screen TVs -Including Sony. Md the iron -Ex delivers sharper locus to the 

screen edge for better overall clarity. Our light- enhancing Extron LS -50 screen is 

6 times brighter than most movie screens, because the molded parabolic contour 

rejects extraneous fight, concentrating a directionally selective TV image for clear. 

colorful viewing. The LIFESCREEN Ill plans provide exact dimensions to fit the 

13" Toshiba (model C389), but they can be modified to In most 12" to .19" 
portables. Pre- constructed LIFESCREEN Ill lens housings available for most 

Ns. Order the components catalog below. COMPLETE PACKAGE $319 

LIFESCREEN Il 
The self -contained protection system 

Mat uses any transistor portable TV 

(12" to 19") requires only 2 e 4 

feet of floor space .. lits neatly against 
any wall and lends its beauty to the decor 
of any room. Includes TronEx F /1.9 
lens, Extron LS -50 screen, two front 

surface mirrors, and building plans for 

the cabinet. 
COMPLETE PACKAGE $389 

LIFESCREEN I 

The original independent protection 

system from Extron. Works with the 

Sharp 13" model 13A29 color TV or 

Sony 15" model KV1541R color TV 

Can be used with any size screen. The 

LIFESCREEN I includes our new Tron -Ex 

F/1.9 lens, one front surface mirror. 

building plans for cabinet, and the LS -50 

screen, 32" a 40 " /50" diagonal. 
COMPLETE PACKAGE $339 

EXTR IN GUARANTEES EVERYTHING. the professional quality, accuracy of 

descnptan and availability of components described in this ad After building 
your LIFESCREEN PROJECTION SYSTEM. it you are not satisfied for any reason 

return all components to EXTRON for .nstant refund 

LARGER SCREENS FOR THE LIFESCREEN I AND LIFESCREEN Ill SYSTEMS CAN BE ORDERED FROM OUR CATALOG. 

Please send me the Rems checked below: 

ONE COMPLETE SET OF LIFESCREEN I PLANS $9.00 

ONE COMPLETE SET OF LIFESCREEN II PLANS 59.00 

ONE COMPLETE SET OF LIFESCREEN Ill PLANS $9.00 

COMPLETE LIFESCREEN I PACKAGE $339.00 

COMPLETE LIFESCREEN II PACKAGE $369.00 

COMPLETE LIFESCREEN III PACKAGE $319.00 

EXTRON COMPONENTS CATALOG . IAPp$cable toward any purchase) $1.00 

All orlon F.O.B. factory-Cal. resklents add 6% sales tax 

TOTAL S 

20 

2 EXTRON LIFESCREEN PROJECTION SYSTEMS 

8833 Sunset Boulevard Suite 202 
West Hollywood, CA 90069 L L. 

Name 

Address 

Cloy State Zip 

CARO NAME 

CARD NUMBER EXP. OATE 

SIGNATURE 
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programs of Radio Nacional in Brasilia, 
capital of the largest of the South 
American countries. 

More Political Problems. Radio Na- 
cional, Brasilia had a foreign service, 
intended primarily for European listen- 
ers, but which was widely heard in the 
U.S. and Canada as well. There was an 
English service at 2100 GMT, plus oth- 
er programs in Portuguese and German. 

But then, according to available in- 
formation, political considerations in- 
tervened. Apparently the Brazilian gov- 
ernment became concerned about for- 
eign shortwave broadcasts -and you 
probably can guess the origin of those 
broadcasts -having an impact on Bra- 
zilian listeners in the huge, underdevel- 
oped backcountry of that nation. 

So the foreign service was changed. 
Instead of using the Radio Nacional 
transmitters to reach overseas audien- 
ces in English and other languages, the 
stations focused on Brazilian listeners 
in the Amazon region and programs in 
Portuguese. 

The station can still be heard -on 
11,780 kHz from 1900 to 2300 GMT 
for instance -but the programs are no 
longer in English. 

Lots of Improvements, Too. Not all 
shortwave changes are negative. For in- 
stance, until very recently it was impos- 
sible to hear English language programs 
from Uruguay, B'razil's South Ameri- 
can neighbor. 

But that, too, has changed. A new 
International Service has been initiated 
by SODRE (which stands for Servicio 
Oficial Difusion de Radio Electrica), a 
shortwave station in Montevideo. Re- 
portedly the International Service is 
aired from 2200 to 0000 GMT, but 
SWLs report hearing English program- 
ming at various times a bit later, be- 
tween about 0230 and 0330 GMT, 
mixed with Spanish programming. The 
SODRE frequencies to tune are 9,515 
and 11,885 kHz. 

A Real Shocker. Many SWLs are up- 
set by reports from Great Britain that 
suggests that perhaps even Auntie BBC, 
the respected and venerated old British 
Broadcasting Corporation, may be sub- 
ject to change. 

The shock waves were set off by a 
report by Central Policy Review Staff 
report that suggested, for economy rea- 
sons mostly, some drastic cutbacks in 

BBC broadcasting. 
The proposals included these stun- 

ners! 
The famous and, yes, beloved Eng- 

lish language World Service would no 
longer be transmitted to North Ameri- 
ca, Australia, New Zealand or non - 
communist Europe. 

Many language services would 
cease to be, including programs in 
French, German, Italian, Portuguese, 
Greek, Finnish and Spanish (for 
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101 -416 p.- Electronic Circuit Design 
Handbook -4th Edition ($17.95) 

ELEGY RCUIT 

DESIGN 

HANDBOOK 
913 -478 p. -The Complete 
Handbook of Electrical 8 
House Wiring ($10.95) 

The CornP1eLe 
Natt[lUOOk 

E1ectriWirin 
HouSe 

950-396 p.- Illustrated Diction- 
ary of Broadcast -CATV -Tele 
communications ($14.95) 

An Extraordinary Offer to introduce you to the benefits of Membership -in 

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB 
of these unique 
electronics books 
(values to $6582) for only 

c 
each 

with a Trial Membership in the Book Club that guarantees to 
save you 25/ to 75 % -on a wide selection of electronics books 

754 -238 p.- Practical CB Radio 
Troubleshooting & Repair ($8.95) 

80-602 p. -Muter Handbook 
of 1001 Practical Electronic Cir- 
cuits ($12.95) 

í-`tytt 
,n,pnstrurticatlN>IS w s,Nicdlr 

554 -480 p.- Computer Techni- 
cians Handbook ($14.95) 

.._ - 

Erel 
ANIF 

678 -278 p. -Moden Communists. 
Dons Switching Systems ($17.96) 

í 
aCOM A 

T,69P 

mena 

ow,,` r., 

e..s,,,aá.xá, 

975 -322p. -The "Compulator" 
Book -Build Super Calculators 
8 Minicomputer Hardware With 
Calculator Chips ($10.95) 

oto cs éré moto 
AM/FM ePa- 

934 -288 p. -Photo Guide to AM/ 
FM Stereo Repair ($9.95) 

70e -298 p.- Modern Guide to 
Digital Logic: Processors, 
Mi nor. s & Interfaces ($9.95) r nwuliniiii/i 

to Repair 
HHne Kitchen 

3R GIASS 

FCC 

STUDCGUIUÉ 629 -224 p -Handbook of 
f IC Circuit Projects ($8.95) 

893.322 p. -Third Class FCC 
License Study Guide ($9.95) 

al ay we send you your choice of 4 of these practi- 
cal. time- and -money -saving books as part of an 

unusual offer of a Trial Membership in Electronics 
Book Club? 

Here are quality hardbound volumes. each 
especially designed to help you increase your 
know -how. earning power. and enjoyment of elec- 
tronics. Whatever your interest in electronics. 
you'll find Electronics Book Club offers practical. 
quality books that you can put to immediate use 

A and benefit. 
This extraordinary offer is intended to prove to 

you. through your own experience. that these very 
real advantages can be yours...that it is possible to 
keep up with the literature published in your areas 
of interest. and to save substantially while so do- 
ing. As part of your Trial Membership. you need 
purchase as few as four books during the coming 12 

months. You would probably buy at least this man 
anyway...without the substantial savings offered 
through Club Membership. 

To start your Membership on these attractive 
terms, simply fill out and mail the coupon today 
You will receive the 4 books of your choice for 
10-day inspection. YOU NEED SEND NO MONEY' 
If you are not delighted. return the books within 10 

days and Your Trial Membership will be cancelled 
without cost or obligation. 

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB. Blue Ridge Summit. Pa. 17214 
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885-294 p. -How to 
Repair Home Kitchen 
Appliances ($8.95) 

ev ge.n c"ics, 

868.168 p.- CBer's Handy - 
book of Simple Hobby 
Projects ($8.95) 

Facts About Club Membership 
The 4 introductory books of your choice carry publishers 

retail paces of up to $65 80 They are yours for only 994 
each (plus postage and handling) with your Trial Mem- 
bership 

You will receive the Club News. describing the current 
Selection Alternates and other offerings. every 4 weeks 113 
times a year) 

If you want the Selection. do nothing. it will be sent to you 
automatically It you do not wish to'eceive the Selection, or d 

you want to order one of the many Alternates offered, you 
simply give Instructions on the reply form (and in the en- 
velope) provided. and return It to us by the date specified 
This date allows you at least 10 days m which to return the 
form Q. because of late mail delivery, you do not have 10 
days to make a decision and so receive an unwanted Selec 
non, you may return it at Club expense 

To complete your Trial Membership. you need buy only 
four additional monthly selections or alternates during the 
one 12 months You may cancel your Membership any time 
after you purchase these four books 

All books -including the Introductory Offer -are fully re 

turnable after 10 days if you're not completely satisfied 

All books are offered at low Member prices. plus a small 
postage and handling charge 

Continuing onus if you continue after this Trial Mem 
bership. you will earn a Dividend Certificate for every book 
you purchase Three Certificates. plus payment of the 
nominal sum of $1 99. will entitle you to a valuable Book 
Dividend of your choice which you may choose from a list 
prowded Members 
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988406 p.- Modern Digital 
Conarrinloatlens (810A6) 

F-jr,i to ih°' 
AF RF 

áigttal C)(=fIE°t atol 
áicro(stl ing 

a 

srO9dM m 
_ 

Cvmp°t. 
ubayvv 

952 -382 p.- Microprocessor 
Programming for Computer 
Ilobbytete ($12.95) 

997.23e p.-How to Use AF & RF 
Signal Generators ($8.95) IM MINIM Me MI IN UM 
I ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB 

I 

I 
1 

1 

I 
' 

Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 

Please open my Trial Membership in ELECTRONICS 
BOOK CLUB and send me the 4 books circled below. I 

understand the cost of the books I have selected is only 
99c each, plus a small shipping charge. If not de- 
lighted, I may return the books within 10 days and owe 
nothing, and have my Trial Membership cancelled. I 

agree to purchase at least four additional books during 
the next 12 months, after which I may cancel my mem- 
bership at any time. 

101 554 
841 

921 927 

629 
868 

934 

678 
885 
950 

709 754 800 
893 913 

952 955 975 

Name Phone 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
(Ms one, Valid for new Mamban only Fwaan and Canada add td°ot EE-38 
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GIEPER 
ill "NORTH 

AMERICA'S 
SHORTWAVE 

MAIL ORDER 

PLACE" 

One -Step 
Armchair Shopping 
For All SWL Needs 

* Receivers - Drake, Yaesu - spedal 
mods for better performance * Frequency 

Readouts *Receiving Antennas *Antenna 
Tuners *Frequency Calibrators * Lo Books 

*FM or TV Guides *OSL Albums *AM Pattern 
Maps * ITU Publications *OSL Address Books 

*Confidential Frequency List *Clocks *All SWL Books 

The New 1978 
32nd Edition 
WORLD RADIO TV 
HANDBOOK 
Is Ready! 
Listen to the world with this 
comprehensive directory of 
stations at your side. Best 
there is! On'y $11.95 ppd. 

FREE SWL MINI -CATALOG 

GILFER SHORTWAVE 
Dept. EE 3 Box 239, Park Ridge NJ 07656 

CIRCLE _3 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

Includes 
Functional 

Tilt Stand! 

NEW EKO 270 
3'h DIGIT DN M KIT 

ONLY 
Introductoy Offer -FREE AC ADAPTOR 

The first and only lab accuracy por- 
table DMM Kit featuring MOS /LSI 
IC economy and reliability. Mea- 
sures DC /AC Volts, Kilohms, DC/ 
AC milliamps in 21 ranges. Polarity 
indicators and overload protection 
are provided, and 0.5 inch LED dis- 
plays give easiest -to -read digital 
readout to 1999. The 270 features a 
basic 0.5% DC accuracy, 10 Meg - 
ohm input impedance, low voltage 
drop in all current ranges and auto- 
matically- flashing overrange indi- 
cator. Assembled $109.95 

FREE 78 EICO CATALOG 
Check reader service card or send 500 
for first class mail. See your local EICO 
Dealer or call (516) 681 -9300, 9:00 
a.m. -5:00 p.m. EST. Major credit cards 
accepted. 
EICO -108 New South Rd 
Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 

EICOL¡ 
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DX CENTRAL 
Spain). 

That the 2000 to 0400 GMT shift 
transmissions be cut out. 

North American SWLs, who pt;ob- 
ably are less concerned about the for- 
eign language programs and who might 
be able to hear World Service programs 
when beamed to other parts of the 
world, are most concerned about the 
proposed loss of BBC programming dur- 
ing the 2000 -0400 GMT "prime time" 
listening. 

Frankly, our correspondent in the 
United Kingdom, an ace Dxèr named 
Roger Bowen reports that these "think 
tank" proposals are not at all likely 
to be adopted. Still, sometimes trial 
balloons are sent aloft simply to find 
out if anyone cares. So SWLs might be 
wise to fire off protest letters to either 
the BBC in London (Broadcasting 
House, London W1A 1AA, England) 
or to the British Embassy in Washing- 
ton, DC. 

Changes, Changes. Programming 
changes have been announced by Hol- 
land's Radio Nederland, a very popular 
station with SWLs. 

The changes are not prompted by 
political or financial considerations. 
These changes, which were to go into 
effect in November, result from a 
changing technology, and the use by 
Radio Nederland of relay stations on 
Madagascar and on the island of Bo- 
naire in the Netherlands Antilles. 

In the past, Radio Nederland feature 
programs have been tape recorded and 
shipped by air to the distant relay trans- 
mitters for broadcasting. With the 
change, however, the programs will be 
fed to the relay stations by satellite 
from Holland. 

The only problem involved here is 
that only one satellite circuit will be in 
use, meaning that it will not be possible 
to broadcast more than one language at 
a time. For instance, the Bonaire relay 
formerly had simultaneous English and 
Spanish transmissions on different fre- 
quencies. 

The answer chosen by Radio Neder- 
land has been to shorten each of the 
programs and to repeat these shorten- 
ed versions-by then taped- several 
more times. The program cuts an- 
nounced involved a decrease from 80 
minutes to 50 minute programs. 

Good or bad? There are SWLs on 
both sides of the question. There are 
those who will lose some favorite pro- 
gramming in the cutback. But, on the 
other hand, it is expected that news- 
casts will be strengthened. And a num- 
ber of SWLs have expressed the view 
that 50 minutes is a more reasonable 
listening time for the average listener 
than is 80 minutes duration. 

And so they go on, for whatever 

reason, for good or bad, the changes 
that are such a major factor in SWL - 
ing today. 

In the Mail. A question from Terry 
Concannon of Seattle, WA, is at the 
top of the mailbox this month. 

"I read in a SWL book that a num- 
ber of years ago there was a shortwave 
station called the Voice of the Prairies 
in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Could you 
tell me a - little bit about it and what 
happened to it ?" 

Interesting question, Terry, about an 
interesting station. 

To understand CFVP, the shortwave 
Voice of the Prairies, it is necessary to 
know a bit about Canadian private 
broadcasting. Going back a good many 
years, it seems, some Canadian AM 
broadcasters felt that with the vast 
reaches of the northland it was worth- 
while relaying their medium wave pro- 
grams on shortwave to reach these 
more distant listeners then beyond the 
range of the AM signal. 

And there still are today a number of 
such shortwave relays of AM stations. 
The best known are probably CFRX, 
6,070 kHz, relaying the programs of 
CFRB, Toronto, and CFCX, 6,005 
kHz, which relays MW outlet CFCF in 
Montreal. 

Down the dial. (Times in GMT, fre- 
quencies in kHz) : 700 -If you live on 
the West Coast of North America you 
may find Australian stations coming 
through on the AM medium wave band. 
One California listener pulled in 2NR 
in Grafton, Australia at about 1345 
GMT ... 1529 -And a listener on the 
Eastern Seaboard reports logging Vati- 
can Radio on this frequency at 2335 
with light music with some interference 
from WCKY ... 6,025 -Radio Portu- 
gal in Lisbon can be heard broadcasting 
in English at around 0300 ... 6,195 
-In addition to it's Radio Canada In- 
ternational foreign service, the Cana- 
dian Broadcasting Corporation has a 
home service network for listeners in 
northern Canada. This is the Northern 
Service broadcast. You can hear this 
one in English, perhaps with some na- 
tive Indian music and some broadcasts 
in Eskimo as well, at many times dur- 
ing the day. Try this frequency between 
0200 and 0300 ... 9,605 -If you have 
no success with hearing Vatican Radio 
on 1529 mediumwave, try this frequen- 
cy on shortwave at 0100 . . . 15,325 
-Uganda Broadcasting Corp. operates 
on this frequency in English from 1800 
to 1830. (Credits: Randy Tomer, CA; 
Richard Eckman, PA; Bill Bogel, CA; 
Glenn Thompson, NM; Bill McMillan, 
MI; Sydney Osterman, Ontario, Can- 
ada; National Radio Club, P.O. Box 
118, Poquonock, CT 06064; North 
American Short Wave Association, 
P. O. Box 13, Liberty, IN 47353) . 
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Lab Test 
Elementary 
Electronics 

For 
Yourself 

Get switched -on with - the 
magazine for electronics 
fans and 

hobbyists. ,1Cei 
mentary 

In case you're not all that familiar with 
us, were not a publication for electrical 
engineers and other wizards. No way. 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS is ex- 
pressly for people who like to build their 
own projects and gadgets -and maybe 
get a little knee -deep in tape, solder and 
wire clippings in the process. 
In fact, we have a sneaking suspicion 
that our readers like us because they 
think we're just as bug -eyed and down- 
right crazy over great new project ideas 
as they are. And I guess they're right! 

E/E thinks of you who dig electronics as 
the last of a special breed. It's more than 
just the "do -it- yourself" angle -it's also 
the spirit of adventure. In this pre- 
packaged, deodorized world, building 
your own stereo system, shortwave 
receiver, darkroom timer or CB outfit is 
like constructing a fine -tuned little 
universe all your own. And when it all 
works perfectly -it really takes you to 
another world. 

ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS 
knows the kinds of projects 
you like -and we bring 'ein 
to you by the truckload! 

Ever hanker to build a sharp -looking 
digital clock radio? Or to hook up an 
electronic game to your TV? Or an 
easy -to -build photometer that makes 
perfect picture enlargements? Or a 
space -age Lite -Com so you and the 
family can talk to each other on a light 
beam? We've got it all to get you 
started. 

WHEN IT COMES TO REPAIRS 
E/E can save you time, trouble 
and a pile of money! 

Has your sound system gone blooey 
just when the party's going great? Do 
you shudder when your friendly neigh- 
borhood electrician hands you the bill? 
E/E can help. 

Of course, we can't make you a master 
electrician overnight. But we can show 
you the fundamentals of repair plus 
maintenance tips. 

IF YOU'RE NEW TO ELECTRONICS 
YOU GET A "BASIC COURSE "! 

That's right! It's a regular feature. And 

ELEMENTARY 

it gives you the complete, ground -floor 
lowdown on a variety of important 
electronics subjects. For example - 
Understanding Transistors ... How 
Radio Receivers Pull in Signals... 
Cathode Ray Tubes Explained ... How 
Capacitors Work ... Using Magnetism 
in Electronics. And more! 

ENJOY GREAT ARTICLES 
LIKE THESE 

How to Build Your Own Transformer 
How to Select the Right Shortwave 
Receiver 
The Burgeoning World of Micro- 
computers 
Qufckdraw Rickshaw -The Electric 
Car that Really Gets Around 
What's Really Wrong with FM 
Radio? 
How to Power -Up Your Antique 
Radio 
The Vanishing Vacuum Tube 
How to Customize Your CB Antenna 
Those Incredible TV Sets of the 
Future 
Listening in on the Forgotten 
Continent 
DXing Endangered Species 
Sandbagging -CB Fun Without a 
License 
The World's Worst Hi -Fi Com- 
ponents 

TRY A FEW ISSUES 
EVALUATE OUR ... 

I. GREAT PROJECT IDEAS. Simulate 
space flight with our computer analog 
project. Build your own audio /visual 
darkroom timer. Restore your old car 
radio. Construct a see -through crystal 
radio. 

HOW- TO -DO -IT HELP. Tips and 
pointers that add up to money saved. 
For example- tuning up your tape 
player ... all about radios ... whys and 
hows of turntables ... care and feeding 
of speakers. 

NO- NONSENSE TESTS. The scoop 
on Pioneer's TP -900 FM stereo car radio 
... How well does GE's NiCad charger 
pep up your pooped batteries? ...What's 

AND 

EXCITING DISCOVERIES. What- 
ever your particular interest in elec- 
tronics, you'll be entering a world of 
discovery in the pages of ELEMENTARY 
ELECTRONICS. 

ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS 
is regularly $6.95 for 6 issues (one 
year). 

But with this special introductory offer 
you can enjoy a full year for only $3.98. , 

ORDER : ' 
TODAY 0k ; ' 
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your best bet in video games? Plus e+ ,. v '' y5 e 
help in making buying decisions. a tee o. 
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WHAT'S NEW? 

A O 

, 

vi, 

ME, semiconductor 

teaching kit 
The most MODERN, 
ECONOMIC 
spage age electronics. 
Starting even 
by performing 

and creating 

RAPID 
way to master 

from ZERO 
over 

100 EXPERIMENTS 

more than 20 practical applications 

You learn all about the most up to date electronic circuits: how to calculate, repair, 
and design them, while pursuing your favorite hobby. Start from scratch, or improve 
your present knowledge. train and earn money in your spare time,turn your pastime 
into valuable job opportunities. 
Compare our prices: you receive the entire course, "mini laboratory" and com- 
ponents for LESS than the price of the components alone. 

COMPLETE KIT : nothing else to buy 

you get : 

- Instruction manual: over 200 pages of detailed step -by -step instructions. Start 
from scratch, explains basic laws and physics of Electricity, semiconductor prin- 
ciples and operation electronic circuits: form diodes (including disc, zoner) tran- 
sistors, traits to integrated circuits(C.MOS, operational amplifiers) etc... 
Over 200 Electronic components: areospace technologie Printed circuit experiment 
board, phototransistor, triac, thyristor I.C.S. transistors (including FET, MOSFET) 
LEDS plus resistors, capacitors, speaker,milliameter, potentiometers, variable 
capacitor, etc... etc... etc... 
Measuring instruments (you assemble yourself from among component furnished 
in kit). 
ELECTRONIC VOLTMETERS, LOW FREQUENCY MEASURING AM- 
PLIFIER,LOGIC INDICATORS, REGULATED POWER SUPPLY, MULTIAMETER 

you perform : 

Over 100 different experiments: from the most basic voltage measurements to radio 
transmitter circuits and including HI FI, Flip Flops, lc applications, Triac use, etc... 
etc... etc... 

you construct : 

More than 20 complete fonctional systems: light modulator, high fidelity amplifier, 
radio control set, radio receiver and transmitter, electronic gadgets and games and 
many, many more. 

'Hand tools not furnished. 

INCREDIBLE! 
_____ 

,,,,?,. 
.4,..... 199 .,. ,,,.. 
,...,..,, 

__ 
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.- 
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tom' 

SAVE $ 20 - mail coupon today - SAVE $ 20 

6256 Oakdale Avenue 
C. I.CG J Woodland Hills - Los Angeles - Ca. 91367 

Please send me (OTY) IK2 KIT(S) 
I enclose check[or money order) for $ 
California residents add 6% sales tax 

NAME 

ADDRESS ZIP 
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Ask Hank, 
'¡/ : ' A He Knows! 

Got a problem with a project -ask 
Hank! But remember Hank won't 
design any circuits for you, so don't 
ask him that. Write to: 

Hank Scott, Workshop Editor 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS 

229 Park Avenue South 
New York, NY 10003 

Sounds Good 
I hear a hi -fi outfit now makes quality ham gear. Do they have 

anything for 2 meters? -L. V., Los Angeles, CA 
You're putting me on? You are referring to the Trio -Kenwood 

people at 116 E. Alondra, Gardena, CA 90248. They make a 
beauty of an FM tran3ciever for 2 meters. It's the TR -7400A 
that sells for about $400. Whatta rig! 

Fails When Cold 
Why is it TV antenna troubles always occur in the middle 

of winter? -A. S., Lincoln, NE 
Because TV antenna inspection and maintenance is never per- 

formed in the fall. Would you believe that my TV antenna is 
over 12 years old, and it is as good today as it was when new. 
I always replace the coax lead -in every other year. Bolts are 
checked, corroding rivets and hardware replaced. In fact, every - 
time an element is bent by birds, I replace it with a solid rod 
as opposed to seamed tubing. When I move, my antenna goes 
with me. 

Antenna Blues 
I have a Kenwood KR -77 with quite a few years on it. We 

have cable TV here and I am not too thrilled with their choice 
of FM stations. So, 1 put an omnidirectional antenna up on the 
roof -the best I could find. I still have difficulty "bringing in" 
some of the few stations I think worth listening to. Can I piggy- 
back an additional FM directional antenna on the omni I now 
have and direct the new antenna toward the few stations I think 
are super up here in the mountains of western North Carolina? 
Will this improve either or both? Should I go the whole way 
and get a rotor? -I. C., Hendersonville, NC 

You can piggy -back an FM directional antenna, but use an 
antenna switch to reduce the multipath reception the omni would 
be adding to the signal. A rotator? I would prefer it, but before 
you try it, install an MATV system (it works for FM signals, 
too!). Maybe your directional antenna is broad beam enough 
to be pulling those hill signals and get signal' boosting by the 
MATV amplifier. If not, go rotator. I suggest you write to The 
Finney Company, 34 West Interstate Street, Bedford, OH 44146. 
They're hotshots in MATV and their literature may offer a 
better solution to your problem. As for that Kenwood KR -77, 
it's a good unit, but have it checked out for it may need a 
front end alignment. And if you like Kenwood products, the 
latest recevers are real good buys. I suggest that you check our 
sister publication, Hi -Fi Stereo Buyers Guide, for specificatons 
on Kenwood equipment. 

Looking for Help 
$chematc diagrams and service information on specific radio r 

and TV sets are available at a nominal charge. Supreme Publi- 
cations is offering to mail promptly service material on almost 
any television, radio, or stereo. It is able to supply suçh informa- 
tion from its own service manuals, from its extensive files of 
factory data going back to the 1920's, and from manuals of other 
publishers. The charge is $1.50 and up, Land the usual charge 
is $2.50. "Each request for material is a challenge to us," James 
Lynch. manager of Supreme Publications said to me, "And 
while most items can be easily and quickly filled, at times our 
Mr. Beitman (who has been connected with diagrams and 
servicing for 40 years) spends an hour to find a hard one. It's 
fun, so he says." It is good to know that there is a large organi- 
zation ready to supply service material on a radio or a TV set 
you may find hard to repair and for which you do not have a 
diagram and other helpful service data. Write Supreme Publica- 
tions, 1760 Balsam Road, Highland Park, IL 60035 and tell 
them Hank Scott sent you. They'll be very glad to hear from 
you, and you'll hear from them before you know it! 

(Continued on page 26) 
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THE IN THING! 
Realistic Low -Cost, In -Dash 

40- Channel CB /AM /FM Stereo 

In -dash means great looks plus 
convenience plus "built -in" se- 

curity. That's why you'll love the 
TRC -471, from Realistic, leader in 
CB since 1960. The 40- channel 
transceiver features ANL to cut 
ignition -type noise, lighted S /RF 

meter, transmit /receive indicator, 
plus bright red one -glance "LED" 
channel display. The radio has 
ample power for up to 4 speakers, 
with controls for tone, left -right 
and front -back balance. A 
monitor switch lets you enjoy AM 
or FM and simultaneously receive 
CB calls. With plug -in mike, 
mounting hardware for a neat in- 

m.ut barg, 

These two 
credit cards 

honored at most 
Radio Shacks. 

'Prices may vary at 
individual stores and dealers. 

dash factory- installed look. Con- 
trol shafts adjust to fit most U.S. 
cars - includes 2 sets of custom 
knobs and trim plates, one for GM 
and one for Ford; also under -dash 
hardware. Remember- Realistic 
is sold and backed at over 5500 
convenient locations in ail 50 
states. Come in and see the 
TRC -471 today -just 259.95' 

SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN: 

ftadie IhaeK 
A TANDY COMPANY FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102 

OVER 6000 LOCATIONS IN NINE COUNTRIES 
Prices and products may vary in Canada. 
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burglar -fire alarm catalog 

-FREE! 
MORE THAN 
900 PRODUCTS 

detectors, 
controls, 
sounders, 
locks, 
tools 

EVERYTHING NEEDED 
TO PROTECT HOME, 

BUSINESS, INSTITUTION 
Huge selection of high quality profec sional 
alarm products. 64 fact -filled pages with 
detailed specs, diagrams, technical notes. 

Products range from basic switches, con- 
trols, bells, sirens to most sophisticated 
detectors - radar, modulated or passive 
infrared, microwave, ultrasonics, ion, data 
links using pulse code multiplex, FSK 
radio, automatic phone dialers, leased line 
connections and display panels. Full sel- 
ection of tools, relays, wire, foil, terminals, 
books. 
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG TODAY! 

(Outside U.S send $1.00.) 

mountain west alarm 
box 10780phoenix, az 85064 

(602) 263 -8831 
CIRCLE 17 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
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GOING DIGITAL? 
-GO ALL THE WAY! 

KEYBOARD & ENCODER 
Assembled & Tested 

Hookup instructions 

Only 

2398 
Complete 

TTL Compatible 
Temporary or Permanent 

Installation 
Edgeboard for Hookup 

Convenience 
Compact 3/8x 3 1/8 x 5 1/8 

Mounting Brackets 1/8 Holes 

Black Keyboard - White Keys/ 

Black Numerals 

TRIONETIC ENTERPRISES 
P. 0. BOX 424 TWO RIVERS,Wi. 54241 
Please rush! Enclosed is my check( 1 or 
M.O. (l. No C.O.D. please. 
Name 
Street 
City /State /Zip 
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ASK HANK, HE KNOWS 
He Has the Answer 

In reference to your column in ELE- 
MENTARY ELECTRONICS (Sept. /Oct. 1977) 
entitled "Radio Contact ", 1 have listened to 
Voice of Nigeria for quite sometime. 
Granted, VON does broadcast in English 
at 0425 GMT in the 41 -meter band and in 
the afternoon until 1755 GMT. Also try 
the 25 -meter band at these times. But it's 
all in vain -these times and frequencies 
are only good in our winter season. Have 
D.J. of Cumberland, Ohio try 0555 GMT 
on 7255 kHz. He'll be surprised to find 
that VON is one of the strongest, if not 
the strongest signal in the 41 -meter band. 

-K. T., Bing, NY 
Thanks for your help!! 

Where to Receiver Shop 
I read about the Barlow - Wadley XCR- 

30, Mark III receiver in an old issue of 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS a while back 
and would like to buy one now. Who do 
I write to because I can't seem to buy one 
locally? 

-Y. L., Tucson, AZ 

Write to Gilfer Associates, Box 239, 
Park Ridge, NJ 07656. They sell Barlow - 
Wadley and R.L. Drake receivers besides 
other goodies for the shortwave listener. 

4 -1 -1 Service 
Hank, Ma Bell has gone bezerk! The 

prices they ask for are unbelievable. I 
want touch -tone dialing in my house and 
refused to be ripped off. What do I do 
By the way, my phone exchange is 
equipped for touch -tone service. 

-L. F., Hollis, NY 

Rest easy! Just look into our May /June 
1977 issue Of ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS 

and read the story entitled, "Add Tone to 
Your Phone." Also, watch the surplus ads 
because the touch -tone phones should be 
popping up in the marketplace. 

Computers Catching On 
Hank, I can't read "computerese "! Where 

can I get beginner's information so a be- 
ginner can understand it? I read ELEMEN- 
TARY ELECTRONICS, but it has been very 
limited on computer coverage. 

-D. L., Chicago, IL 

Stay with ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS. 

Your letter came about the same time as 
the Sept. /Oct. 1977 issue was released. 
This issue was jammed packed with corn - 
puter stories you can understand. The 
Nov. /Dec. 1977 issue is packed also, and 
I'm told that the first half of 1977 will 
find lots of computer stories in it. 

Read Closer 
Where can I get 1C sockets really cheap? 

-D. M., Tucumcari, NM 

You've got to be kidding? First ad I 

turn to in ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS sells 
14 -pin IC sockets for 250 each, 220 each 
for 25, and 200 each for lots of 100. Look 
for the Optoelectronics ad in your issue. 

News from Tonto 
Hank, your editors are the greatest! I 
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built the Lone Ranger Light Meter and it 

worked right off. Calibration was perfect. 
I shot several rolls of film on vacations 
and both black- and -white and color snaps 
came out perfect. Good job! 

-S. T., Prairie de Sac, WI 

Why a Kit? 
What is the advantage of wiring your 

own color TV set from scratch? 
-A. M., Little Rock, Ark. 

Each person has their own set of reas- 
ons. I know one experimenter who enjoys 
soldering parts together. There is, also, 
the thrill of seeing your kit work. I take 
the hard cash position. If you build and 
adjust a color TV set, you will repair it 
saving cash each time. When the conver- 
gence or purity fall off, you'll bring it 
back to superb color and not put up with 
poor color to avoid a TV service call. 

Help Wanted 
Here are some readers who need your 

help. Lend a hand, boys! 
A Blank or pre- recorded cartridges for 
Bell-O-Matic stereo tape recorder, Model 
603: Send info to Andrew Cuneo, 157 
W. Albemarle Avenue, Lansdown, PA 
19050. 
A Salvage cover and main circuit board 
from J.C. Penney, SSB Model 981 -6240 
CB transceiver: Write to Pat Chapman, 
P.O. Box 7674, Ketchikan, AK 99901 and 
give post -paid price. 
;1 Service info for a Carnegie AM /FM/ 
8 -track console, Model V6S039 -R made 
by Carnegie Electronics, Inc.: Write to 
Marvin Kosmal, 1931 Palmgrove Avenue, 
Pamona, CA 91767 who needs help in 
servicing the radio section. 
A National NC -90 LW and SW receiver 
instruction book and circuit diagrams: 
Write to Jose Pevez Muros, 882 Valero 
St., (Delicias), Rio Piedras, San Juan, 
Puerto Rico 00924. Jose would like to 
correspond with pen pals. 
A Hallicrafters Model S -38C receiver in 
need of repair: please send schematic dia- 
gram and data to Herminio Rodrequez, 
General Contreros #20, Santa Isabel, Puer- 
to Rico 00757. 
A Hallicrafters SX -11 and S -108 receivers 
and HT -40 transmitter instruction manuals 
and schematic diagrams: Keith J. Thibo- 
deaux, P.O. Box 476, Baton Rouge, LA 
70821. 
A Hallicrafters HQ -110C receiver owners 
manual and schematic diagram: Frederick 
J. Onucki, 63 Highland Ave., Metuchen, 
NJ 08840. 
A Juliette stereo phonograph, Model 
ACH -195SA schematic diagram: Russ 
Johnson, 4122 Harbrook Sq., Navarre, OH 
44662. 
A Tube chart and manual for Superior 
Model MOD -1240 tube tester: Robert 
Wm. Gag, Sr., Box 386, R.D. #4, Kerby - 
town Rd., Middletown, NY 10946. 
A Gonset transceiver Model G76 sche- 
matic diagram and owner's manual: C. C. 
Brown, P.O. Box 14, Revenna, KY 40472. 
A Wants to rebuild Stromberg- Carlson 
receiver, Model 633W: send data and 
history of unit to John Steven Leonard, 
207 3rd Avenue, Red Oak, IA 51566. 
A Pacco Speed -Check tube tester Model 
T -61 operating instructions: Nana Kwa- 
mina Sam, 1424 W. 105th Pl., Chicago, 
IL 60643. 
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go backpacking ... go trailering ... go trail blazing... go fishing... 
go relaxing ... go adventure.., but 

don't go outdoors again 
without CARPING JOURNAL 

the #1 outdoor recreation magazine! 

It's more than that. It's the #1 passport to America's fa- 
vorite recreation ... and the whole wonderful world of out- 
door fun and enjoyment for you and your family! 

Now you can discover for yourself the new and exciting 
places to get you away from the ordinary day -to -day routine. 
With CAMPING JOURNAL to guide you on a weekend trip or a 

camping vacation - you get the expert help you need to 
make it all more pleasurable than ever. In each issue, 
you'll find he Travel Section filled with new suggestions for 
where to go ... see the How To Do It features and hints from 
the experts to keep your camping trouble -free ... take ad- 
vantage of the Buyer's Guide to let your budget fit your camp- 
ing plans. (A single idea inn cny coming month's CAMPING 
JOURNAL can save you hundreds of dollars!) 

So pack your gear and go CAMPING JOURNAL! Try it 
under the no -risk subscription offer shown in the coupon. Just 
check the money- saving subscription you prefer. Then mail 
the coupon to CAMPING JOURNAL, P.O. Box 2600 Greenwich, 
CT 06830. Send your subscription in TODAY. 
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SPECIAL 
GET -ACQUAINTED 

OFFER! 
Act now to get 

8 adventure -filled 
months for only $4.87 

CAMPING JOURNAL 
P.O. Box 2600 
Greenwich, CT 06830 
Please send Camping Journal to me at once as shown: 

Enter my trial subscription for 8 months for only 
$4.87. (Regular subscription price $6.95; on the 
newsstand, $6.00.) Add $1.36 in Canada, all 
other countries. 

Please extend my subscription. New Order. 

Please bill me. Payment enclosed. 

Name 
(please print) 

Address 

City State Zio 
New subscribers allow 6 to 8 weeks for your first copy 118CO25 

MOM 
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NOWIFOR MC G E E'S 
BIG SPEAKER CATALOG 

1001 BARGAINS IN 
SPEAKERS- PARTS -TUBES -HIGH FIDELITY 

COMPONENTS-RECORD CHANGERS 

Tape Recorders -Kits -Everything in Electronics 

1901 McGee Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64108 

BeCKSMITII 

EARN WHILE 
ciCOU LEARN 

Send for 
FREE BOOK I® 

Big opportunities. Big prof- 
its. Earn quickly. Full or 
part time. Learn at home, 
it's easy. Do real jobs: All' 
Tools- Materials Sup- 
plied. Accredited member 
NHSC. Lic. State of NJ- 
Appd. for Vet. Send name 

Locksmithing Institute, Dept.1472 -038 
d address for FREE book. 

Div. Technical Home Study Schools, Little Falls, N.J. 07424 

AUDIO PROGRAM CONTROL CENTER 

POWERCOM CORPORATION 
Box 454 Dept 36 Troy, N.Y. USA 12181 

$19.95 PPD. USA 

10 inputs, 4 out- 
puts. Switch TV, 
Short -Wave, Ham, 
FM to Stereo Ampli- 
fier & Recorder. 
Listen & Record. 

PARTS! 
.t'nn for 

0'Pe 

CORNELL'S 
New Color 

Catalog 
43 Pgs New Items 

CORNEL I TUBES! 
36 per 

tube 
Der 

tube ORDER FREE 
IF NOT SNIPPED 

IN LOTS OF 100 IN 74 HOURS' 

4219 L UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92105 

HIGHLY 
PROFITABLE ONE -MAN 

ELECTRONIC FACTORY 
Investment unnecessary, knowledge not required, 
sales handled by professionals. Postcard brings 
facts about this unusual opportunity. Write today! 
Berta- EC ,Box 248, Walnut Creek, CA 94597. 

FREE KIT Catalog 
2708 - 2000 
I amp variable powr supply $19.95 
Clocks Counters 
Micro Computer 
Function Generator 
Fairchild Tech. Kits TM 

ETRONIX ISOSAOUÁH, WA 98207 

Let's Clean Up America 
For Our 200th Birthday 

Sponsor an environmental 
improvement. Write: 
Johnny Horizon '76, 
U.S. Department of the 

Interior, 
Washington, D.C. 20240 
This space donated as a public 
service 
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newscan 
Electronics in the News! 

Disco Riddle Solved 

in Milwaukee 
A .discotheque . riddle from Milwau- 

kee: What do smoke, energy- saving and 
dancing have in common? "Air ", says 
Zoy Maholias, owner of The Attic 
night club. But he didn't know the 
answer or the riddle until Lee Curtis of 
Auer Steel Heating Supply Co. helped 
analyze a problem of haze over the 
dance floor from tobacco smokers. 

"It became really evident when the 
spotlight came on over the dance floor," 
Moholias said, "The excitement of dis- 
co dancing is the flashing, multi- colored 
spotlights as well as the solid, rhythmic 
beat of the music. But the lights on the 
ceiling had trouble penetrating the haze. 
And the dancers had trouble breathing 
-you need clean fresh air when you're 
exercising to disco music." The Attic 
needed clean air. 

Curtis saw a solution to the problem 
that . would save Maholias enough 
money in electrical energy costs to pay 
for the equipment he needed to clean 
the air. The answer was not more ven- 
tilation air, the answer was cleaning the 
already conditioned (either heated or 
cooled depending on the season) air 

and using outside air for ventilation 
when the outside air was at a tern - 
perature you needed inside. 

Cleaning the inside air, instead of 
dumping it out the ventilation system 
and having to heat or cool new air that 
was brought in, meant saving a lot ->f 

heating and air conditioning dollars. 
"Canes Heating & Cooling Co., in- 
stalled 10 electronic air cleaners which 
Honeywell says removes more than 90 
per cent of airborne smoke particles," 
Curtis said. "This saved money on 
heating and air conditioning and also 
cleaned the air," he said. 

Then Canes installed damper controls 
and outside air sensors that sensed 
when outside air in the evening was 
cool enough to bring in fresh air for 
ventilation without using the air con- 
ditioning systems. This saves a bundle 
in energy. In the case of The Attic, it 
started saving about 30 per cent on its 
energy bills. That means The Attic will 
pay for the new equipment in less than 
two and a half years, and save more 
then on plus getting a hedge against any 
energy price increases. 

Increase in Solar Cell Efficiency 
A major increase in the efficiency of 

solar cells -which convert sunlight di- 
rectly into electricity -has been achieved 
by scientists of the IBM Corporation. 
The high efficiency solar cells, made of 
the semiconductor material gallium ar- 
senide coated with a thin layer of gal- 
lium aluminum arsenide, convert 22 
per cent of the sunlight falling on them 
at the earth's surface into electricity. 

Only six years ago, the best efficiency 

Dancers bump to live bands and eight - 
track music but never choke to tobacco 
smoke. Ten electronic air cleaners like th 
one are installed over the dance floor. 
Honeywell engineers said they remove 
more than 90 per cent of airborne smoke 
particles which reduces ventilation air 
requirements and saves electrical energy 

Jerry M. Woodall, left, and Harold J. Hovel 

of IBM Research prepare to test an 

is ' experimental solar cell in a "solar 
simulator." The simulator measures the 

cell's response at various wavelengths of 
light. The cells developed by Woodall and 

Hovel have an energy conversion efficiency 
of 22 per cent. 
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attained with gallium arsenide solar 
cells was 11 per cent. The best solar 
cells made of silicon, widely used to 
power space vehicles, are now 18 per 
cent efficiency for terrestrial use. 

The 22 per cent efficiency of the 
IBM solar cells is close to the theoret- 
ical maximum of 27 per cent expected 
for gallium arsenide, and represents a 
considerable increase over the previous 
highest efficiency reported for gallium 
arsenide solar cells -18 per cent -at- 
tained by researchers at IBM in 1972. 

Although gallium arsenide solar cells 
are now substantially more expensive 
to make than silicon cells, they have 
two advantages that may make them 
competitive. First, they are more ef- 
ficient in converting sunlight into elec- 
tricity at the earth's surface. Second, 
they function well at high temperatures, 
allowing them to be used at high levels 
of sunlight concentration. 

Concentration of sunlight using in- 
expensive mirrors or lenses may well be 
a key to making solar electricity eco- 
nomical, since solar cells themselves 
may always be relatively expensive. 
Gallium arsenide cells can operate at 
sunlight concentration levels as high as 
1,000 to one. In contrast, silicon solar 
cells are limited to concentration levels 
of no more than several hundred, be- 
cause the efficiency of silicon cells de- 
creases rapidly with rising temperature. 
Moreover, silicon requires more expen- 
sive cooling procedures than does gal- 
lium arsenide for the same efficiency. 

The critical processing technique used 
in making the new cells is quite simple, 
requiring only one step to form the ac- 
tive region of the device. Other tech- 
niques for making high -efficiency gal- 
lium arsenide cells generally involve a 
more complex sequence of processes. 
The overall fabrication process of 
course involves many steps including 
making gallium arsenide wafers of the 
necessary quality, applying metal elec- 
trodes to collect the electric power, and 
packaging the devices. 

Long Beach Grand Prix Goes CB 

The Long Beach Grand Prix Asso- 
ciation added yet another first to its list 
of unique accomplishments in holding 
America's through- the -streets Formula 
One race in downtown Long Beach, 
California -the use of CB radios in 
track communication. 

In 1976 the Long Beach Grand Prix 
Association won the award for the best 
organized Formula One race in the 
world, quite an accomplishment for its 
first Formula One race. In 1977 they 
improved their organization by using 
CB radios around the circuit for com- 
munications. The new 40- channel mo- 
bile units were used before the week- 
end and during the race weekend for 

The Tram CB firm's DN -4B racing car, 
which was one of the entries in the Long 
Beach, California, Grand Prix auto race. 

vehicle traffic and ticket control. 40- 
channel units were at key points around 
the circuit and in officials' cars who 
kept in touch with each other and with 
the Base Station at the Long Beach 
Grand Prix office. 

Comments by Mr. Pete Biro, Vice 
President of the Long Beach Grand 
Prix, were more specific: "Our circuit, 
as you know, is unique in that we have 
a completely portable safety system 
consisting of over 1,700, 8,000 pound 
concrete blocks and over five miles of 
fencing which are installed on a 2.02 
mile race course, using the city streets 
of downtown Long Beach. This year, 
the entire operation of installation and 
tear -down was coordinated through I 

constant communication with our fence 
crews, barrier crews, security personnel 
through the use of CB radios. The 
equipment performed flawlessly 
throughout and we feel that without 
the equipment, it would have been im- 
possible to meet our schedule and have 
the circuit built in time to run the 
event." 

News for Home Entertainment 
Predicting a Billion- Dollar industry 

within three years, RCA began selling 
the electronics industry's first four -hour 
video cassette recorder,- "player, which is 
optionally priced at $1,000. The RCA 
"SelectaVision" Video Cassette Record- 
er unit is priced some $300 below the 
current leading competitive VCR in- 
instrunient. 

The Japanese -made RCA unit offers 
the homeowner the choice of recording 
either two hours or four hours of pro- 
gram material, either live or off- the -air, 
on a single cassette. Competing units 
currently on the market offer only two - 
hour recording capability. 

Roy H. Pollack, Vice President and 
General Manager of RCA Consumer 
Electronics, said RCA believes the 
home video cassette recorder market 
"is a promising new business that will 
reach the billion -dollar sales level with- 
in three years." 

By contrast, he noted that it took the 
color television industry 10 years to 

reach the same sales plateau. 
"The advent of VCR marks a major 

milestone in the history of the con- 
sumer electronics industry. In the past 
century, consumers have seen the birth 
and development of the phonograph, 
audio recording, radio, television, video 
games and now sight and sound record- 
ing in the home," Mr. Pollack said. 

The RCA "SelectaVision" VCR at- 
taches to any brand of TV receiver and 
allows the user to record up to four 
hours of television in color for viewing 
at a later time. By using the built -in 
electronic digital clock /timer, programs 
can be recorded automatically if the 
viewer is away from home. "Selecta- 
Vision" will also record the program 
being viewed or another program on a 
different channel at the same time. 

Cheryl Enright selects her own TV program 
with a new four -hour video cassette 
recorder system just introduced by RCA. 
The "SelectaVision" system allows the user 
to store up to four hours of favorite 
television material in color for playback 
at a later time. A built -in digital electronic 
clock /timer and remote pause control 
makes everyone a TV producer. 

Optional accessories complement the 
RCA VCR, including a choice of two 
monochrome TV cameras with built -in 
microphone for "instant home movies," 
a microphone and two cassettes with up 
to two or four -hour recording capacity. 

Mr. Pollack noted that RCA's first 
participation in videotape recording be- 
gan in 1951, with a research program 
for a broadcast -quality machine that 
resulted in the Quadruplex video tape 
recorder now in wide use in the broad- 
casting industry. 

Following the introduction of con- 
sumer VCR instruments that were ca- 
pable of one hour recording, later in- 
creased to two hour capabilities, RCA 
earlier this year selected the new four - 
hour VCR system- designated VHS 
which is supplied to RCA by the Mat- 
sushita Electric Industrial Company, 
Ltd. Several other brands names will be 
selling similar Matsushita VCR systems, 
and the various systems are expected to 
be compatible with the two hour tapes. 
At present, the four hour tapes are 
only compatible with the machine that 
records them. 
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wire wrapping 
center 

for quality electronic parts and tools. 

WIRE -WRAPPING KITS 

Contains: Hobby Wrap Tool WSU -30, 
(50 ft.) Roll of wire 
Prestripped wire 1" to 4" 
lengths (50 wires per package) 

stripped 1" both ends. 

Wire Wrapping Kit (Blue) WK2 -B $1295 
Woe Wrapping Kit. IYetowl WK 2 Y $1295 
Wire Wrapping Kit. (White) WK 2 W $12.95 

Woe Wrapping Kit (Red) WK 2 R $12.95 

WIRE -WRAPPING KIT 

Contains: Hobby Wrap Tool WSU -30, 
Roll of wire R -30B -0050, (2) 14 
DIP's, (2) 16 DIP's and Hobby Board 
H- PCB -1. 

I 
Wire -Wrapping Kit IWK -3B (Blue)I$16.951 

»ìuú(ü'míuuuu 

WIRE -WRAPPING KIT 

Contains: Hobby Wrap Tool WSU -30 M , 

Wire Dispenser WD -30 -B, (2) 14 DIP's, 
(2) 16 DIP's, Hobby Board H- PCB -1, 

DIP /IC Insertion Tool INS -1416 and 
DIP /IC Extractor Tool EX -1 

Wire -Wrapping Kit IWK -4B (Blue)I$25.991 

STRIP WRAP UNWRAP REGULAR 
WRAP 

MODIFIED 
WRAP 

HOBBY WRAP 

TOOL 

Wire- wrapping, stripp- ing, unwrapping tool for 
AWG 30 on.025 (0,63mm) Square Post. 

Regular Wrap WSU-30 $6.95 
Modified Wrap WSU-30M $7.95 

NEW 
±t 

14011114 wew 
Model BW 630 

Fiat tery 
Wire 

Wrapping 
tool 

COMPLETE 
WITH BIT 

AND SI.LLVI 

WIRE -WRAPPING TOOL 

For .025" (0,63mm) sq. post 
"MODIFI ED" wrap, positive 
indexing, anti -overwrapping 
device. 

For AWG 30 BW-630 $34.95 
For AWG 26-28 BW 2628 539.95 

Bit for AWG 30 BT-30 $3.95 

Bit for AWG 26-28 BT-2628 $7.95 

USE "C" 512E NI -CAD BATTERIES 

(NOT INCLUDED) 

ROLLS OF WIRE 
Wire for wire -wrapping AWG -30 
(0.25mm) KYNAR' wire, 50 ft. roll, 
silver plated, solid conductor, 
easy stripping. 

30 AWG Blue Wire 50tt Roll R 30B -0050 51.98 
(. AWG Yellow Wire 50ft Roll R 30Y 0050 51.98 
30 AWG White Wire 50ft Roll R 30W -0050 $198 

30 AWG Red Wire 50ft Roll R 30R 0050 5198 

WIRE DISPENSER 

With 50 ft. Roll of AWG 30 
KYNAR'' wire -wrapping wire. 
Cuts the wire to length. 
Strips 1" of insulation. 
Refillable (For refills, see above) 

Blue Wire WD-30-8 $3.95 
Yellow Wire WD -30 -Y $3.95 
White Wire WD -30 -W $3.95 
Red Wire WD -30R $3.95 

PRE CUT 

PRE STRIPPED WIRE 

Wire for wire 
wrapping,AWG -30 
(0.25mm) KYNAR' 
wire, 50 wires per 
package stripped 
1'" both ends. 

30 AWG blue Wire 1" Long 30 880010 $99 
30 AWG Yellow Woe. l' Long 30 Y 50 010 $99 
30 AWG White Wire. 1 "Long 30 W 50-010 $99 
30 AwG Red Wire 1" Long 30 R 50-010 $99 

30 AWG Blue Woe 2" Long 30 880 020 6107 
30 AWG Yellow Woe 2' Long 30 V 50 020 SI 07 

30 AWG WnRe Woe 2' Long 30 W 50 020 $1 07 

30 AWG Red Woe. 2 Long 30 R-50020 $107 
10 AWG Blue we 3 Long 30 B 50 030 

30 AWG Yellow Wire 3' Long 30 Y 50 030 
5116 

6116 
30 AWG White Wire. 3 Long 30 W 50 030 $116 
30 AWG Red Wre. 3 Long 30 R 50-030 61.16 

30 AWG Blue Wire 4 Long 30 B 50040 $123 
30 AWG Yellow Wire 4 Long 30 V 50 040 SI 23 

30 AWG While Woe. Al Long 30 W 50 040 SI 23 

30 AWG Red Wire 4" Long 30 R 50 040 Si 23 

30 AWG Blue Woe 5' long 30-B-50-050 $1 30 

30 AWG Yellow Woe 5' Long 30 Y 50 050 SI 30 

30 AWG White Woe 5 Long 

30 AWG Red Woe 5' Long 

30 AWG Blue Woe 6 - Long 

30 W 50 050 
30-R 50-050 

30 B 50 060 

$1 30 

6130 
$1 38 

30 AWG Yellow Wire 6" Long 30 Y 50-060 $138 
30 AWG Whop Wire 6" Long 30 W 50060 $1 38 

30 AWG Red Woe. 6 long 30 R 50 060 SI 38 

MINIMUM ORDER 25.00 SHIPPING CHARGE 1.00 N.Y. CITY AND STATE RESIDENTS AD. TAO 

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION 
3455 Conner St Bronx N Y 104758(212) 994 -6600 Telex 125091 

xYNAR PENNWAL 
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DIP /IC INSERTION TOOL wit. PIN STRAIGHTENER E Fr: 
STRAIGHTEN PINS RELEASE PICK UP INSERT 

14 -16 Pin Dip IC Inserter I INS-1416 1$3 49 

DIP /IC EXTRACTOR TOOL 

Extractor Tool 
1 

EX -1 
1 $1.491 

P.C. BOARD The 4 x 4.5, 1/16 inch board is made of glass coated EPDXY laminat 
and features solder coated 1 ot copper pads. The board has provn,on 
for 22/44 two sided edge connector, wdh contacts o standard .156 
spen a ,c ng. Edge contacts re non dedatad for maximum fleubdrty. 

The board contains a matra, of 040 in diameter holes on 100 inch 
centers. Th component side contains 76 two -hole pads that can accom 
modale any DIP size from 640 pins, as well as discrete components 
Typical density is 18 of 14 Pin or 16 Pin DIP's. Components may be 
soldered d,rcuy to the board or intrmea,t sockets may be used for 
soldering or wire wrapping 
Two independent but systems are provided for voltage and ground on 

soda of the board. In addition, the component side contains I4 
individual busses running the full length of the board for complete e, 
mg fle b,hty. These busses enable access from edge contacts to distant 

grmponents These busses c also serve to augment the voltage o 
ound busses. and may be 

an 
t to length for particular applications 

Hobby Board 1 H PCB -1 114.991 

PC CARD GUIDES 

Card Guides 
1 

TR -1 1 $ 1.89 

QUANTITY - ONE PAIR (2 pcs.) 

i 
PC CARD GUIDES & BRACKETS 

Guides & Brackets 1 TRS -2 I$3.79 

QUANTITY - ONE SET (4 pcs.) 

PC EDGE CONNECTOR 

44 Pin, dual read out, .156" (3,96 
mm) Contact Spacing, .025" (0,63 
mm) square wire -wrapping pins. 

P.0 . Edge Connector CON 1 1 $3.49 

P.C.B. TERMINAL STRIPS 
the TS strips pro.,de positive screw act,. led 
ing action, a modetwire saes 14 30 AWG (I.O 
25mm, Pins are solder plated copper 042 inch Imn 
diameter on 200 into ,Smm) centers 

4-Pole TS- 4 $1.39 
8-Pole TS- 8 S1.89 

12-Pole TS-12 $2.59 

DIP SOCKET 

Dual -in Ine package, 3 level wire - 

wrapping. phosphor bronze contact, 
gold plated pins .025 (0,63mm) sq.. 
.100 (2,54mm) center spacing. 

14 Pin Dip Socket 14 Dip $0.79 

16 Pin Dip Socket 16 Dip $0.89 

t....-......e.- 

RIBBON CABLE ASSEMBLY 
SINGLE ENDED 

With 14 Pin Dip Plug 
24" Long (609mm) SE14 24 $3.55 

With 16 Pin Dip Plug 
24" Long (609mm) SE16 -24 f3.75 

DIP PLUG WITH COVER 
FOR USE WITH RIBBON CABLE 

14 Pin Plug & Cover 14 -PLG $1.45 

16 Pin Plug & Cover 16-PLG $1.59 

QUANTITY 2 PLUGS. 2 COVERS 

RIBBON CABLE ASSEMBLY 
DOUBLE ENDED 

With 14 Pin Dip Plug -2' Long DE 14 -2 $3.75 
With 14 Pin Dip Plug -4" Long DE 14 -4 $3.85 
With 14 Pin Dip Plug -8" Long DE 14 -8 $3.95 
With 16 Pin Dip Plug -2" Long DE 16-2 $4.15 
With 16 Pin Dip Plug -4" Long DE 16 -4 $4.25 
With 16 Pin Dip Plug -8" Long DE 16.8 $4.35 

C'.. 'F"` A4 

TERMINALS 

.025 (0,63mm) Square Post 

3 Level Wire Wrapping 
Gold P''ated 

Slotted Terminal WWT- 1 $2.98 
Single Sided 
Terminal WWT 2 $2.98 

IC Socket Terminal WWT -3 $3.98 
Double Sided 
Terminal 

WWT -4 $1 98 

25 PER PACKAGE 

TERMINAL INSERTING TOOL 
For inserting W1NT- 1, WWT -2, WWT3, 
and WWT-4 Terminals into .040 
(1,01mm) Dia. Holes. 

INS -1 1 $2.49 

WIRE CUT AND STRIP TOOL 

Easy lo 09.101. place wore; (up to 41 on shipping slot wnh 
ends ...tendons beyond cutter blades press fool and poli 

were ,s cul and stropped 10 proper ' wire wnapp,ng length 
The hardened steel cutting blades sod sturdy construct qat of 

the fool insure long life 

Slnp tanglh eafdy adlustable for yon, appbcaons 

DESCRIPTION MODEL 
NUMBER 

ADJUSTABLE 
SHINER LENGTH 

Of STRIPPED WIRF 

INCHES TB INCHES 

Pries 

24 ga. Wire Cut and Strip Tool ST -100 -24 S 8.75 1'. - l'. 
26 ga. Wire Cut and Strip Tool ST100 -2g I1, - 1 '-. 5 8.75 
26 ga. Wire Cut and Strip Tool ST- 100-26 -B TS l - e S 8.75 
28 ga. Wire Cut and Strip Tool ST100 28 - 114.. $11.50 
30 ga. Wire Cut and Strip Tool 51-1000 $11.50 e - I', 

'+f sOr1 ,4, Or CO, aaO Parv tOON AC e0, aMt iCaa.1 iJ,i ,r,,, a i.. 

MINIMUM ORDER 25.00 SNIPPING CHARGE 1.00 N Y CITY AND STATE RESIDENTS ADD TAR 

OK MACHINE 8 TOOL CORPORATION 
3455 Conner SI Bronx N Y 10446(212) 994 6600M Telex 125091 
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SAVE UP TO 50% 
ON PARTS. 

Hobbyist or professional, there 
are probably a lot of circuits you 
build just for the fun of it. And a lot 
you'd like to build, but never get 
around to. 

One reason is the cost of parts. 
Parts you buy for one project, but 
can't re -use ... because you haven't 
time to take them carefully apart. 
Or because of heat and mechanical 
damage that occur when you do. 

Now, there's an easier way that 
can save you big money on parts 
and hours on every project, as well: 
Proto- Boarcfa Solderless 
Breadboards. 

Now, assembling, testing and 
modifying circuits is as easy as 
pushing in -or pulling out -a lead. 
IC's, LED's, transistors, resistors, 
capacitors... virtually every kind of 
component ...connect and inter- 
connect instantly via long -life, nickel - 
silver contacts. No special patch 

CIRCLE 30 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

MODEL 
NO. OF 

TIE-POINTS 

14 -PIN DIP SUGG. 

CAPACITY LIST 

PB -6 630 6 $15.95 

PB -100 760 10 19.95 

PB -101 940 10 29.95 

PB -102 1240 12 39.95 

PB -103 2250 24 59.95 

PB -104 3060 32 79.95 

P8.203 2250 24 80.00 

PB -203A 2250 24 129.95 

OTHER 
FEATURES 

Kit -10- minute 
assembly 

Kit -with larger 
capacity 

8 distribution 
buses. higher 
capacity 

Large capacity, 
moderate price 

Even larger 
capacity: only 
2.7e per tie -point 

Largest capacity: 
lowest price 
per tie -point 

Built -in 1 % -regu- 
lated 5V, 1A low - 
ripple power 
supply 

As above plus 
separate 'z -amp 
+15V and -15V 
internally adjust- 
able regulated 
outputs 

Manufacturer s suggested list 
Prices and specifications subject to change without nohce 

cords or jumpers needed -just 
lengths of ordinary #22 -30 AWG 
solid hookup wire. 

Circuits go together as quickly as 
you can think them up. And parts 
are re- usable, so as your "junk box" 
builds, you build more and more 
projects for less and less money. 

Before you invest in your next 
project, invest in a CSC breadboard. 
See your dealer or order by phone: 
203 -624 -3103 (East Coast) or 415- 
421-8872 (West Coast) - major 
charge cards accepted. You've got 
nothing to lose ...and a lotto gain. 

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION =0= 
70 Fulton Terrace, Box 1942, New Haven, CT 06509 

203 -624 -3103 TWX 710-465-1227 
WEST COAST: 351 California St., San Francisco, CA 94104, 

415- 421 -8872 TWX 910- 372 -7992 
GREAT BRITAIN: CSC UK LTD. 

Spur Road, North Feltham Trading Estate, 
Feltham, Middlesex, England. 

01- 890 -8782 Intl Telex: 851 -881 -3669 

1977, Continental Specialties 
Corporation 
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elementary Ma197 
Pr'l 

Electronics 

TELEPHONE 
TRIllER 
Keep the home 

fires burning when 
yours for. faraway 

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE to be able 
to energize any electrical device 
in your home, from anywhere in 

the country, and do it without paying 
for a phone call? You can -do it, and it's 
perfectly legal. The remote control de- 
scribed in this article is a simple digital 
circuit which responds to the sound of 
the telephone bell. There is no need to 
make any hard wire connections to the 

v telephone line, and it is this feature 
which permits you to build and use this 
device without any permission from 
Ma Bell. You can't even be charged 
any tariff for using it. 

The remote control circuit is pro- 
tected against accidental operation 
through normal telephone calls by 
means of an automatic reset feature 
which cancels out the effects of any 
telephone calls made by others. This 
is accomplished by incorporating a 
time delay circuit which allows the cir- 
cuit to receive a valid code for a 

by Anthony Caristi 

period of ninety seconds. When the 
ninety second period is completed, the 
circuit resets itself and waits for the 
next telephone call. 

The proper code to activate the cir- 
cuit consists of 2 rings of the telephone, 
a 25 to 40 second delay, and 2 more 
rings. If, and only if this code is re- 
ceived before the 90 second delay is 
terminated will the device be activated. 
Any other combination of rings will not 
operate the circuit. Since it is very 
unlikely that anyone would ring your 
telephone with such a sequence, acci- 
dental operation is virtually eliminated. 
Included in the circuit is a group of 
LED indicators which monitor the con- 
trol pulses and indicate the status of 
the circuit at all times. 

How It Works. The best way to un- 
derstand circuit operation is to refer to 
the illustration of several pertinent 
waveshapes in the circuit, and to the 
schematic. A crystal or ceramic micro- 

phone is used as the sensing element 
which detects the sound of the tele- 
phone bell. The output of the micro- 
phone is fed to the negative input of a 
comparator, IC 1. The positive input 
of the comparator is set to a positive 
DC voltage by means of a potentiome- 
ter which acts as a sensitivity control. 
This forces the output of IC 1 to +5 
volts. During periods of silence there is 
insufficient output from the micro- 
phone to exceed the voltage setting of 
the sensitivity control, and the output of 
the comparator remains at 5 volts. 
When the telephone rings, the increase 
in sound energy causes the output of 
the microphone to exceed the setting of 
the sensitivity control. The output of 
the comparator oscillates between zero 
and 5 volts as the bell continues to 
ring. This is shown in the illustration as 
waveform A. 

The output of IC i is fed to the 
trigger input terminals of IC 2 and IC 
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,g/g TELEPHONE TRIGGER 

3, pin 2. Each of these IC's is a 555 
timer connected to operate as a mono- 
stable or one shot multivibrator. IC 2 
produces an output pulse of about 3 

seconds duration, and IC 3 produces an 
output pulse of about 90 seconds dura- 
tion. These output pulses are illustrated 
as waveforms B and C. 

The purpose of IC 2 is to convert 
the rapidly oscillating output of IC1 to 
a rectangular pulse of known duration, 
about 3 seconds. Note that the pulse 
time of IC 2 is greater than that of one 
ring, but stops before the start of the 
next ring. IC 2 provides an accurate 
waveform which can be counted by IC 
4. 

The output of IC 2 is inverted by IC 
7D, which in turn drives LED "R." 
This provides a visual indication of the 
circuit response to the sound of the 
telephone. 

IC 3 is used as the control of the 
binary counter IC 4. When the circuit 
is in a standby condition the output of 
IC 3 is at a logic level of zero. This is 
fed to IC 4 reset terminals 2 and 3 

through NAND gate IC 6C and forces 
IC 4 to be set to a count of zero. 
When the first telephone ring is re- 
ceived, the output of IC 3 goes to a 
logic one state, thus allowing IC 4 to 
count for a period of 90 seconds. 

The output of IC 2 feeds the clock 
input, pin 14, of IC 4 which clocks on 
the trailing or falling edge of the pulses. 
IC 5 is a 4 bit decoder which provides a 
zero logic level at any one of its output 
terminals as determined by the binary 
information fed from IC 4 to its input 
terminals. The output of IC 5 is used to 
drive a set of LED's and also to control 
a 25 second timer, IC 8. 

This is a 555 timer chip which oper- 
ates as a one shot multivibrator in a 
similar manner as IC 2 and IC 3, ex- 
cept that its period of operation is 25 
seconds. The purpose of IC 8 is to 
provide a 25 second time interval, start- 
ing after the second ring, which will 
cause the circuit to reset itself should 
a third ring be received before IC 8 

resets itself. IC 8 is also retriggered 
after the fourth ring to prevent the 
appliance from being turned on if a 
fifth telephone ring is received. When 
IC 4 reaches a count of 2, the 25 
second time is activated. This is shown 
in the figure as waveform D. If IC 4 
receives a third clock pulse from IC 2 

during this interval, it is reset to zero 
through inverter IC 7A and NAND 
gates IC 6D and IC 6C. Once IC 8 re- 

Here's a close -up of a prototype board for Telephone Trigger. The placement of the 
major components is the same, though your editors eliminated the jumper wires in the 
final version. However, this should give you a fairly accurate idea of how the final 
version will appear. Keep in mind that there will be slight differences from this. 

BASIC PULSE 
FROM ICI, 
PIN 3. 

DIVIDER OUTPUT 
PULSE, PIN 4 
OF IC3B 

PULSES AT 
PIN I I OF IC4B 

PULSES AT 
PIN IO OF IC4C 

PULSES AT 
WIPER OF 
TRIMPOT R7 

+9V 

-0V 

Here's the best way to understand the operation of a circuit such as Telephone Trigger, 
by studying these waveshapes in conjunction with the schematic and the lucid expla- 
nation presented in the text. Read the explanation over a few times, referring to the 
diagram and schematic as you do. Soon you'll be a logic- circuit, solid -state "maven." 

turns to its normal state after the period 
of 25 seconds, IC 4 is ready to receive 
additional clock pulses without being 
reset to zero. 

When IC 4 reaches a count of 4, the 
25 second timer is reactivated is shown 
in waveform D. The output of IC 5, 
pin 5, is prevented from reaching Q1 
base until the 25 second period is over. 
Should IC 4 receive any more input 
pulses Q1 would not be activated at the 
end of the 25 second period, since the 
counter would then be at a count of 5 

or more. 
The outputs of IC 5 are shown in 

figure one as waveforms E. When IC 5 

is fed a binary number from 0 to 9, 
the corresponding output terminal as- 
sumes a logic level of zero. All other 
output terminals remain at a logic level 
of one. By connecting LED's to out- 
puts 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, (pins 1, 2, 3, 4, 

and 5) the status of binary counter ÌC 
5 is visually indicated. 

The coil of a 12 volt relay is con- 
nected in the collector circuit of Q1 so 
that it is activated whenever Q1 con- 
ducts current in response to the zero 
logic level of IC 5, pin' 5. Since the 
output of IC 5 is not permanent, one 
section of the relay contacts is con- 
nected to the coil circuit so that the 
relay latches and remains activated 
even though IC 4 is reset to zero at the 
end of the 90 second pulse time of IC 
3. The other set of contacts of the relay 
is used as a single pole switch. 

Power to operate the circuit is ob- 
tained through a 12 volt transformer 
feeding a full wave bridge rectifier. The 
output of the rectifier is fed to IC 9 
which is a fixed 5 volt regulator. The 
entire circuit, with the exception of the 

(Continued on page 40) 
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The schematic diagram for Trigger, the automatic telephone 
relay tripping circuit. As you see, there are plenty of 
components in the circuit, so exercise a reasonable amount 
of care as you assemble them and build this exciting project. 

C1, C2, C7- .01 -uf capacitors (Radio Shack 
272 -131 or equiv.) 

C3- .47 -uf capacitor (Radio Shack 272 -1071 
or equiv.) 

C4- 220 -uf. 10 -Volt, tantalum electrolytic ca- 

pacitor (Allied 852.4166 or equiv.) 
C5- 150-uf, 15 -Volt, tantalum electrolytic 

capacitor (Allied 852 -2:35 or equiv.) 
C6, C8- 15 -uf. 10 -Volt, tan:alum electrolytic 

capacitor (Allied .852 -4400 or equiv.) 
C9-.1-of capacitor (Radio Shack 272 -135 or 

equiv.) 
01- D5- IN2069 -type silicon diodes (Radio 

Shack 276 -1139 or equiv.) 
IC1 --LM339 -type (Radio Shack 276 -1712 or 

equiv.) 
IC2, IC3, IC8 -555 timers (Radio Shack 276- 

1723 or equiv.) 
IC4- SN7493N -type (Allied 570 -7227 or 

equiv.) 
IC5- SN7442N -type (Allied 570 -7199 or 

equiv.) 

JI 

PARTS LIST FOR TELEPHONE TRIGGER 

IC6 -SN7400N -type (Radio Shack 276-1801 or 

equiv.) 
IC7-- SN7404N -type (Radio Shack 276 -1802 or 

equiv.) 
IC9-- LM309H -type (Allied E69R1278 or 

equiv.) 
K1 - SPDT relay (Radio Shack 275 -206 or 

275 -208 or equiv.) 
LEDs 0 -4, R -Light emitting diodes (Radio 

Shack 276-1622 or equiv.) 
Mic -microphone (Radio Shack 270 -095 or 

equiv.) 
01 -- 2N3904 -type (Radio Shack 2762030 or 

equiv.) 
RI --5000 -ohm PC -type potentiometer (Radio 

Shack 271 -0217 or equiv.) 
R2 -47 -ohm resistor (Radio Shack 271 -1307 

or equiv.) 
R3......10,000 -ohm resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

1335 or equiv.) 
R4 -- 100,000 -ohm resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

1347 or equiv.) 

01 

.C6A 
3 

5 

b 

8 IC 1, 4,6,7 14// 

view 1` 
Bottom 

9 IC 5 

Bor tom 
View 8 

6 

01 
I Bottom 

C View 

RI9 
4.7K 

C8 
15 

IC 7C 
R20 
1.5 K ----- 

® RpP 
VIEW 

3 IC9 
Bottom 
View 

5 31 IC 2,3,8 
Bottom 
View 

R5, R7, RS, R16, R17, R19, R21- 4700 -ohm 

resistor (Radio Shack 271 -1330 or equiv.) 
R6 -- 330,000 -ohm resistor (Allied RD1 S796 

or equiv.) 
R8- . -4.7 -m egchm resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

1360 or equiv.) 
R10 -R15- 470 -ohm resistors (Radio Shack 

271.1317 or equiv.) 

R18-- 1- megehm resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

1356 or equiv.) 
R20 - -- 1500 -ohm resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

1357 or equiv.) 
71 -115 to 12 -volt transformer (Radio Shack 

273 -1385 or equiv.) 

Misc. -Line cord. AC socket, IC and transis- 
tor sockets, Hardware, Wire and Solder. 

(Allied Electronics' address is: 401 East 
8th St., Ft. Worth, Texas 76102) 
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The New Heathkit Catalog has everything from Personal 

The Digital 
Electronic Scale 

with laboratory-type 
precision 
Unique and functional truly describe 

the new Digi -Scale electronic "weighing machine ". Big, 
bright LED's show your weight with more precision than nor- 
mal scales and there are no springs or weights to compro- 
mise performance. Unlike cheaper digital scales, this one 
uses a precision strain gauge for the utmost in accuracy. 
The digital readout may be mounted on the wall or just 
about anywhere. 
GD -1186, only $99.95 

Low -Cost Starter Series 
Test Bench 
These five starter instruments 
are an economical low cost 
way to your first bench. They're 
intended for (but not limited to) 
the beginner and you'll be sur- 
prised at the features and per- 
formance these new instru- 
ments have to offer! There's 
the IG -5280 RF Oscillator with 
320 kHz to 220 MHz frequency 
range, the IM -5284 high perfor- 
mance multi meter that reads 
volts, ohms and DC current, the 
IT -5283 Signal Tracer for RF, 
AF and logic tracing, the Iß- 
5281 RCL Bridge for design 
and experimentation and the 
IG -5282 Audio Oscillator with 
a 10 Hz to 100 kHz frequency 
range. And to power the 5280 
series, you can build the IPA - 
5280-1 power supply. Only 
$37.95 each, $24.95 for the 
power supply. 

Learn all about the Microprocessor 
with this new Self- Instruction Course 
Our EE -3401 Microprocessor Course ($89.95) is your key to 
learning about microprocessors. Features Heath's famous 
individualized learning techniques to provide you with a 
thorough background in microprocessor operation, inter- 
facing and programming. Accompanying software and hard- 
ware experiments provide "hands -on" experience with the 
companion ET -3400 6800 Microprocessor -based trainer 
($189.95). 

Build this new Stereo Hi -Fi Receiver 
for top performance and value 
Experience the subtle shadings of the symphony, cool jazz, 
and the driving beat of rock all with this stereo performer 
from Heath. 35 watts, minimum RMS, per channel into 8 
ohms with less than 0.1 % total harmonic distortion from 
20- 20,000 Hz. The AR -1429 is perfect for the budget con- 
scious stereo buff who requires a high quality system. It 
has all the features of a high -priced receiver and the per- 
formance too. Phono hum and noise are - 65 dB. FM sen- 
sitivity is 1.8 /V. Has provision for optional Dolby' FM 
module. AR -1429, only $319.95 

Heathkit /Dana Elec- 
tronic Speed Control 
Fits Most Cars 
Long distance drivers will 
really appreciate the CS- 
1048. It makes the most of fa- 
mous Dana Corp. technology 
and a crystal clear Heath in- 
struction manual for easy in- 
stallation. Electronically main- 
tains your auto's speed uphill 
or downhill. 

CS -1048, only $64.95 

1, RESUME- . °!4,0EE 

. SET 
SPEED 

Super -Value Digital Alarm Clock 
A perfect kit for the first time kitbuilder. This super- accurate 
timepiece has an attractive blue four -digit display that dims 
automatically according to ambient light. It also has the 
features you need in a clock; 24 -hour "smart" alarm, snooze 
switch, alarm -on indicator and power failure indicator. 
GC -1107, only $27.95 

Read more about these and nearly 400 other unique and exciting 
kit products - all in the big, NEW, Heathkit Catalog. 
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Entertainment to Personal Computing 

H11 Computer 

H9 Video 
Terminal 

H10 Paper Tape 
Reader /Punch 

Complete "Total Concept" Personal Computer Systems and 
Systems Software: Economy, power and service backup from 
a single source! 
Heathkit Computers and System Soft- 
ware are designed for complete con- 
tinuity from top to bottom. The 8080A 
based H8 computer is a good example. 
It features a front panel ROM monitor 
program readout, 8 -bit operation, a 
heavy duty power supply and a host of 
other user benefits. Like all Heathkit 
Computers, it's easily expanded. In- 
cludes BASIC, assembler, editor and 
debug software for only $375. 
Our most sophisticated computer, the 
H11, utilizes the famous DEC LSI -11 
CPU for 16 -bit operation. Has a 4096 x 
16 read /write MOS semiconductor 
memory and 38 high speed data, ad- 
dress, control and synchronization 
lines. Executes and includes the pow- 
erful 400 + PDP -11 /40 instruction set. 
It also includes a complete software 
package for only $1295. 

Heathkit Peripheral Devices follow the 
same total concept philosophy. Our H9 
12" CRT ASCII Video Terminal has all 
standard serial interfaces, auto scroll- 
ing, erase mode, long and short form 
and plot mode displays and ASCII 67- 
key keyboard for just $530. If you need 
hard copy, the LA36 DEC Writer Il is 
perfect. Fully compatible with the H8 
and H11, this incredible terminal has a 
7 x 7 dot matrix print head, selectable 
10, 15 and 30 CPS print speeds, half or 
full duplex operation and much more 
for a low $1495. Our low cost mass 
storage peripheral is the H10 Paper 
Tape Reader /Punch. Precise ratchet/ 
solenoid drive, 50 CPS max read rate, 
10 CPS max punch rate and the fea- 
tures of similar units that cost far more 
than $350. 

IGet your copy of the latest 
HEATHKIT CATALOG 
Nearly 400 exciting u electronic kits 

MAIL COUPON TODAY 
or bring it in person to any of the 
50 Heathkit Electronic Centers 
(Units of Schlumberger Products 
Corporation) listed at right, 
where Heathkit products are 

displayed, sold and serviced. 
(Retail prices on some products 
may be slightly higher.) 
Prices are mail order net F.O.B., 
Benton Harbor, Michigan. 
Prices and specifications subject 
to change without notice. 

Heath Company, Dept. 139 -390 

HEATH 

Schlumberger 

w .. ` '-- ' . 
..,.m..,` 

AVAILABLE LOCALLY IN 
THESE MARKETS 
ARIZONA: Phoenix, 85017, 2727 W. Indian School 
Rd., Phone: 602 -279 -6247; CALIFORNIA: Anaheim, 
92805, 330 E. Ball Rd., ..hone: 714- 776 -9420; El 
Cerrito, 94530, 6000 Potrero Ave., Phone: 415 -236- 
8870; Los Angeles, 90007, 2309 S. Flower St., 
Phone: 213 -749 -0261; Pomona, 91767, 1555 Orange 
Grove Ave. N., Phone: 714 -623 -3543; Redwood 
City, 94063, 2001 Middlefield Rd., Phone: 415-365 - 
8155, Sacramento, 95825, 1860 Fulton Ave., Phone: 
916 -486 -1575; San Diego (La Mesa, 92041), 8363 
Center Dr., Phone: 714 -461 -0110; San Jose (Camp- 
bell, 95008), 2350 S. Bascom Ave., Phone: 408- 
377 -8920; Woodland Hills, 91364, 22504 Ventura 
Blvd., Phone: 213- 883 -0531; COLORADO: Denver, 
80212, 5940 W. 38th Ave., Phone: 303 -422 -3408; 
CONNECTICUT: Hartford (Avon, 06001), 395 W. 
Main St. (Rte. 44), Phone: 203-678 -0323; FLORIDA: 
Miami (Hialeah, 33012), 4705 W. 16th Ave., Phone: 
305- 823 -2280; Tampa, 33614, 4019 West Hills- 
borough Ave., Phone: 8'3- 886 -2541; GEORGIA: 
Atlanta, 30342, 5285 Roswell Rd., Phone: 404 -252- 
4341; ILLINOIS: Chicago, 60645, 3462 -66 W. De- 
von Ave., Phone: 312-583-3920; Chicago (Downers 
Grove, 60515), 224 Ogden Ave., Phone: 312 -852- 
1304; INDIANA: Indianapolis, 46220, 2112 E. 62nd 
St., Phone: 317 -257 -4321; KANSAS: Kansas City 
(Mission, 66202), 5960 Lamar Ave., Phone: 913- 
362 -4486; KENTUCKY: Louisville, 40243, 12401 
Shelbyville Rd., Phone: 502- 245 -7811; LOUISIANA: 
New Orleans (Kenner, 70062), 1900 Veterans 
Memorial Hwy., Pnone: 504- 722 -6321; MARYLAND: 
Baltimore, 21234, 1713 E. Joppa Rd., Phone: 301- 
661 -4446; Rockville, 20852, 5542 Nicholson Lane, 
Phone: 301 -881 -5420; MASSACHUSETTS: Boston 
(Peabody, 01960), 242 Andover St., Phone: 617- 
531 -9330; Boston (Wellesley, 02181), 165 Wor- 
cester Ave. (Rt. 9 just west of Rt. 128), Phone: 
617 -237 -1510; MICHIGAN: Detroit, 48219, 18645 
W. Eight Mile Rd., Phone: 313 -535 -6480; E. De- 
troit, 48021, '8149 E. Eight Mile Rd., Phone: 313- 
772 -0416; MINNESOTA: Minneapolis (Hopkins, 
55343), 101 Shady Oak Rd , Phone: 612 -938 -6371; 
MISSOURI: St. Louis (Bridgeton), 63044, 3794 
McKelvey Rd., Phone: 314 -291 -1850; NEBRASKA: 
Omaha, 68134, 9207 Maple St., Phone: 402 -391- 
2071; NEW JERSEY: Fair Lawn, 07410, 35 -07 
Broadway (Rte. 4), Phone: 201 -791 -6935; Ocean, 
07712, 1013 State Hwy. 35, Phone: 201 -775 -1231; 
NEW YORK: Buffalo (Amherst, 14226), 3476 Sheri- 
dan Dr., Phone: 716 -835-3390; Jericho, Long Is- 
land, 11753, 15 Jericho Turnpike, Phone: 516 -334 - 
8181; Rochester, 14623, 937 Jefferson Rd., Phone: 
716 -244 -5470; White Plains (North White Plains, 
10603), 7 Reservoir Rd., Phone: 914- 761 -7690; 
OHIO: Cincinnati (Woodlawn, 45215), 10133 
Springfield Pike, Phone: 513- 771 -8850; Cleveland, 
44129, 5444 Pearl Rd., Phone: 216- 886 -2590; Col- 
umbus, 43229, 2500 Morse Rd., Phone: 614 -475- 
7200; Toledo, 43615, 48 S. Byrne Rd., Phone: 419- 
537 -1887; PENNSYLVANIA: Philadelphia, 19149, 
6318 Roosevelt Blvd., Phone: 215 -288 -0180; Frazer 
(Chester Co.), 19355, 630 Lancaster Pike (Rt. 30), 
Phone: 215- 647 -5555; Pittsburgh, 15235, 3492 Wm. 
Penn Hwy., Phone: 412 -824 -3564; RHODE ISLAND: 
Providence (Warwick, 02886), 558 Greenwich 
Ave., Phone: 401 -738 -5150; TEXAS: Dallas, 75201, 
2715 Ross Ave., Phone: 214 -826 -4053; Houston, 
77027, 3705 Westheimer, Phone: 713-623-2090; 
VIRGINIA: Alexandria, 22303, 6201 Richmond 
Hwy., Phone: 703 -765 -55'5; Norfolk (Virginia 
Beach, 23455), 1055 Independence Blvd., Phone: 
804- 460 -0997; WASHINGTON: Seattle, 98121, 2221 
Third Ave., Phone: 206 -682 -2172; WISCONSIN: 
Milwaukee, 53216, 5215 W. Fond du Lac, Phone: 
414- 873 -8250. 

moi--- riMIMi-- - - 
Heath Company, Dept. 139 -390 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Please send me my FREE Heathkit Catalog. 
I am not on your mailing list. 

Name 
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G X -340 
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TELEPHONE TRIGGER 
(Continued from page 35) 

relay is returned to the unregulated 
output of the bridge rectifier, 12 volts. 

Construction. The entire circuit is 
constructed on a printed circuit board. 
The crystal microphone cartridge was 
mounted directly on the board with ad- 
hesive, but also may be connected by 
means of a shielded wire to some re- 
mote location by the telephone bell. 
The foil pattern of the printed circuit 
board is shown full size, as is the 
component layout. Although this is a 
relatively simple digital circuit, it is 
recommended that sockets be used for 
the IC's and Q1. The initial checkout 
of the circuit will be simplified if IC 3 

can be temporarily removed from the 
circuit. In the event that the unit ever 
requires service you will find that it is 
well worth the added cost of sockets. It 
is extremely difficult to remove a multi - 
pin IC which has been soldered directly 
into a printed circuit board without 
destroying the IC. When mounting the 
electrolytic capacitors, diodes and LED 
indicators, be sure to observe the cor- 
rect polarity as shown in the schematic. 

Mount and solder all parts to the 
printed circuit board as shown in figure 
3. After this is done you will be able 
to locate and insert the proper jumpers 
into the printed circuit board. 

Be sure to use a relay which is 

capable of carrying the current of the 
appliance which is to be turned on. The 
parts list shows a choice of two relays. 
Part number 275 -206 has a current 
rating of 10 amperes. You will have to 
use the higher current relay if you 
plan to operate a high current appliance 
such as an air conditioner or coffee - 
maker. If the remote control is to be 
used to operate a heating system, relay 
contacts can be connected into the 
thermostat circuit. Such a connection 
permits the use of the lighter duty 
relay. The relay coil driver transistor, 
Ql, can safely carry up to 150 milli- 
amperes to drive the relay coil. 

A receptacle for plug -in appliances 
is mounted on the circuit board and is 

wired directly to the line cord and 
relay as shown in the schematic. Be 

sure to use a line cord and wire which 
will safely carry the desired current. 
For 10 ampere operation use at least a 
#16 gauge wire. 

Testing And Adjusting. Checks are 
made with only the built -in LED indi- 
cators and a DC voltmeter. The first 
check is on the timing of IC 2. It will 
be helpful if you temporarily remove 

Here's an exact -size PC board layout to make your own Telephone Trigger. If this is 

your first time etching out a complex board, avail yourself of some of the excellent 
layout aids which are available at many large electronic supply houses. You might 
also investigate some of the photographic kits used to make boards by copying images 
such as this right off the magazine page, a defnite help to those of us who have trou- 
ble drawing a straight line with a ruler. One thing, you will find that in a project 
such as this one doing your own PC board is an additional part of the enjoyment. 
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IC 3 from the circuit to prevent it from 
resetting the counter while you perform 
the first part of the check. 

Apply power to the unit and measure 
the voltage at pin 1 and pin 2 of IC 9. 
The voltage at pin 1 should be about 12 
volts and the voltage at pin 2 should 
be 5± 0.25 volts, measured with re- 
spect to ground. Set the sensitivity 
control about 3/4 maximum clockwise. 
Gently tap the microphone while 
watching LED R. It should light when 
the microphone is tapped, and remain 
lit for about 3 seconds. Each time the 
microphone is tapped LED R should 
light for at least 2 seconds and not 
more than 4 seconds. It is important 
that the timing of IC 2 falls into this 
range so that it will be able to sense 
each telephone ring separately. You 
may change the value of R 8, if neces- 
sary, to bring the timing of IC 2 within 
the range of 2 to 4 seconds. 

To check the operation of IC 4 and 
IC 5 momentarily short pin 9 of IC 6 
to ground to clear the . counter and set 
it to zero. LED 0 should be lit. Gently 
tap the microphone and wait for LED 
R to be extinguished. When this oc- 
curs, LED 1 should light, indicating 
that the counter 'has advanced one 
count. Connect a voltmeter to pin 3 of 
IC 8. Tap the microphone while watch- 
ing the voltmeter. At the end of the 3 

seconds the counter should advance to 
a count of 2, and the voltage at pin 3 
of IC 8 should rise from zero to about 
5 volts. This voltage should hold for at 
least 25 and not more than 30 seconds. 
You may adjust R 18 to bring the 
timing of IC 8 into this range, if 
necessary. 

After IC 8 has completed its opera- 
tion, tap the microphone 2 more times 
to advance the counter to 4. At this 
time IC 8 should again be activated. 
When IC 8 completes its second cycle, 
the relay should be activated. 

You may check the operation of the 
reset circuitry by tapping the micro- 
phone three times to simulate three 
telephone rings without the required 
25 second delay. When this is done the 
counter should not advance to a count 
of 3, but should reset to zero after a 
count of 2. 

Replace IC 3 in its socket. Check the 
timing of IC 3 by connecting a volt- 
meter to pin 3. The voltage should be 
zero before the circuit is triggered by 
tapping the microphone, and should 
rise to about 5 volts and hold for at 
least 80 and not more than 95 seconds. 
You may adjust R6, if necessary, to 
bring the timing into this °range. The 
operation of IC 3 may be visually 
checked by advancing the counter to a 
count of 1 and watching the LED indi- 

cators. After IC 3 completes its 90 
second time, the counter should be reset 
to zero. 

The final adjustment is the sensitivity 
control. If possible have a friend call 
you up and let the telephone ring for 
about a minute. Locate the remote con- 
trol microphone as close to the tele- 
phone bell as possible. Set the sensi- 
tivity control the maximum counter- 
clockwise (least sensitivity) position. 
Slowly turn the sensitivity control while 
watching LED R, and leave it set to the 
least sensitive position which gives a 
reliable detection of the sound. It is 
best to avoid excessive sensitivity so 
that the circuit does not respond to 
random noises in the house. 

The remote control is now ready to 
be placed in operation by connecting 
the appliance to the receptacle on the 
circuit board and turning its power 
switch on. Once the hookup is made 
the appliance will automatically be 
turned on when you call your own tele- 
phone number with the the proper 
code. The 25 second delay time be- 
tween the 2nd and 3rd rings is not 
critical, but should not be less than 25 
seconds and not more than 40 seconds. 
The circuit will operate properly if you 
happen to get a partial ring when you 
call, but if there is any doubt that the 

(Continued on page 90) 

Following this full -size component layout will help to make construction of your Telephone Trigger as simple as dialing a phone. Make 
certain to observe the polarity of diodes and LEDs; the LEDs will have a notch on the negative lead to help you distinguish which is 

which. Some of the foil runs are close together so, if this is one of your first projects, or even if you're a seasoned construction 
veteran, check after building for any solder bridges. If you find one repair it carefully with a sharp knife blade. 
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YOU'VE JUST SPENT a couple of hours 
loading your personal computer 
with a long, complex program such 

as Lunar Lander, Wumpus, or Ham - 
murabi, or maybe a school project; you 
have spent perhaps another hour de- 
bugging the program to get the so- called 
"universal BASIC" into your computer. 
Your fingers are sore from typing on 
the terminal, and all that effort can be 
wiped out by a sudden powerline inter- 
ruption. Similarly, if you turn the pow- 
er off after a computer session, the 
program is cleared and that requires 
another long session of typing 'and de- 
bugging the next time you need to run 
the program. 

The plain truth is, after you've typed 
out a small twenty line program for the 
fourth time you have probably had it 
up to here with personal computers. 
Imagine what it's like reloading a hun- 
dred, two hundred, or 500 -plus step 
program! 

Fact is, anyone who wants to use a 
personal computer for more than a toy 
must have some means of recording 
and reloading programs. The problem 
with recording, however, is that the 
marketplace is jam -packed with per- 
sonal computer recording equipment. 
Few of these are compatible with each 
other, or different hobby computers. 
The prices for the hobby -quality re- 
corders range from budget to astro- 
nomical, with price not necessarily re- 
flecting either reliability or ease of use. 

Since your selection of personal com- 
puter recording equipment can make or 
break your bank account, as well as 
your interest in hobby computers, we're 
going to describe a few of the mod- 
erately priced equipment that provide 
a good balance between price, perform- 
ance, and, most important, convenience. 
Keep in mind we will be covering only 
hobby -grade personal computing acces- 
sories. Please don't write in that we 
overlooked an IBM Selectric terminal 
with computer interface, or surplus 
magnetic tape or disc devices from a 
discarded commercial system. We will 
be talking only about equipment spe- 
cifically made for what is essentially 
the entry -level to hobby or personal 
computing. 

A warning before we get started: 
Take notice that virtually all of the 
personal computing recording equip- 
ment we've used have come with in- 
structions setting a new low for clarity. 
They barely suffice for getting power 
into the equipment; they are worse 
than useless if you run into problems, 
so be certain you can get assistance 
from someone who knows or has used 
the equipment you're planning to pur- 

chase. If you're a college level tech- 
nology student or a flaming technical 
genius you can probably go it alone. 
(Don't forget, when it comes to corn- 
puters proper grammar is not a sub- 
stitute for the ability to express an idea 
or instruction clearly. Do not be fool- 
ed by slick, well edited instructions: 
they are probably beyond intelligent 
comprehension. Get some skilled back- 
up before you tackle a recording sys- 
tern.) 

Paper Tape. The basic recording me- 
dium is paper tape, the type with up to 
eight holes representing each character 
and parity -called 8 -level ASCII (see 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS Sept. -Oct. 
1977) . It can be punched and read 
under computer control by an ASR 
33 teletype or similar equipment being 
used as a computer terminal. The chief 
advantage of paper tape is that, unlike 
magnetic storage systems which are 
subject to accidental erasure by strong 
magnetic fields, paper tape is virtually 
destruction- proof. Short of setting fire 
to the tape, the recording will last for 
years and years. Should the tape be 
damaged it can be easily repaired by a 
Mylar pa, ch similar to a movie film 
splice, which is applied by an editing/ 

splicing device also similar to a movie 
film editor. 

You can even use the editor /splicer 
to remove sections of the recorded pro- 
grams, or splice in new additions. 

Many of the personal computer BA- 
SIC interpreters (compilers) are avail- 
able on TTY paper tape, as are core- 
sident assembler /editors and some 
game programs. Naturally, it might not 
be worth several hundred dollars for a 
tape reader you might only use a few 
times, so you can consider a manual 
tape reader that sells for less than $80. 
You simply pull the tape through the 
reader by hand, or jury -rig some form 
of winder. (Check your local computer 
store for an Oliver tape reader.) 

If you're thinking of swapping pro- 
grams with friends or using them on a 
school or time -share computer system, 
paper tape is the easiest way to get a 
reliable, essentially universal format. 

Kansas City 
Computing 

The punch /reader of 
an ASR -type teletype- 
writer is one of the 
more common systems. 
It's very easy to use; 
just push a button to 
transmit a signal from 
the computer and it 
will punch or read a 

tape or do both. 

CIRCLE 31 ON READER 
SERVICE COUPON 

Damage a paper tape? Or, do you want to 
splice two program parts together? Never 
fear, it's as easy as splicing film. 

Need paper tape equipment without a 

TTY? The H -10 from Heathkit is an eco- 
nomical punch /reader. The punched tape 
comes out one of the front panel slots. 
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To make tapes you'll need a punch. 
A combination punch and reader used 
to run many hundreds of dollars; now 
you can build one yourself for a mod- 
erate price. The Heathkit H10, priced 
at $350 in kit from, can be easily adapt- 
ed to most personal computers having 
a standard parallel I/O port. 

Though the H10 is somewhat more 
inconvenient to load and operate than 
some other punch /read devices, it has 
several advantages for the hobbyist. 
Firstly, there's reader speed. Paper tape 
is punched at the standard rate of 10 
characters per second, which represents 
a theoretical maximum of 110 wpm 
(words per minute) at the TTY stand- 
ard 9.09 mSec character rate. Now this 
might look fast on paper, but when 
being read into a computer it's a crawl; 
some 8K BASIC programs take as long 
as 18 minutes to load at 110 wpm. But 
the Heathkit reader operates at five 

times the punch speed, and the tape is 
read in 20% of the normal time. The 
same tape that would take 18 minutes 
to 

, 
read at 110 wpm takes only 3.6 

minutes with the H10 reader. 
The H10 will also directly copy a 

paper tape, and it's punch and reader 
can operate independently under com- 
puter control if needed. 

In combination punch /readers the 
H10 is about the best buy, even though 
it can be a little troublesome to load, 
or reload if you want to pick up from 
a stop. 

Kansas City. Though paper tape is 
essentially indestructible, under normal 
handling it is prone to spill, leaving 
yards and yards of curling, twisting 
ribbon on the floor. Besides, until the 
Heathkit H10 came along, hobbyists 
had to put up with a slow read of 110 
wpm, or an ASR TTY terminal. At a 
computer fair in Kansas City several 

Keep your computer loaded with these 
up -to- the -minute techniques. 
by Herb Friedman 

You don't need a special interface for the 
CC8 "Computer Aid" recorder. 

It couldn't be easier 
to install Personal 
Computing's Model 
33. Line up the pins, 
and just press down! 
This Kansas City inter- 
face also includes a 

big plus -a level ad- 
just indicator to re- 
duce some of the 
overload problems. 

CIRCLE 73 ON READER 
SERVICE COUPON 

CIRCLE 65 ON READER 

SERVICE COUPON 

The AC -30 is only 
available in kit form. 
But, the board is large 
and there's a lot of 
room for assembly. It 
goes together. 

CIRCLE 62 ON 
READER SERVICE COUPON 
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years ago, Byte magazine proposed a 
tape recording system operating at 300 
baud (about three times TTY paper 
tape speed) using audio tones of 1200 
and 2400 Hz on standard Philips cas- 
settes. The system came to be known as 
the "Kansas City" standard. It's pri- 
mary advantage is that an ordinary, in- 
expensive cassette recorder can be used 
to record the audio tones which result 
from conversion of the computer's digi- 
tal data. 

Unfortunately, the originators were 
"digital designers ", and there probably 
wasn't an audio engineer in the room. 
No self- respecting audio engineer would 
ever use two harmonically related fre- 
quencies for information storage. How 
the Kansas City proponents ever Olt 
tangled with what we will show is the 
weakness of harmonic relationships 
we'll never know, because the tele- 
phone Touch -Tone frequencies, which 

Magnetic recording is the speediest method 
of mass data storage. Many hobbyists use 
either Philips -type cassettes or the mini - 
floppy disc, known as a diskette. Specially 
tested and certified cassettes such as the 
Maxell on the right cost more than usual 
audio cassettes but are needed for high 
computer speeds. The diskette on the left 
is permanently housed in a protective 
sleeve. The entire unit, sleeve and all, is 
placed into the disc drive system. 
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KANSAS CITY UPDATE 

are non -harmonic, have been around 
for many years, and just about everyone 
but the Kansas City designers use 
Touch -Tone frequencies for encoding, 
signaling, etc. 

To use Kansas City you need an in- 
terface such as the SWTP AC -30, 
which also uses computer signals to 
control up to two associated recorders. 
We spent four weeks trying to "repair" 
a working AC -30. The problem was 
that the distortion in the tape recorder 
was providing sufficient harmonic en- 
ergy from the 1200 Hz signal to inter- 
fere at 2400 Hz. It is somewhat tricky 
to get the recorder's output level and 
tone control properly set for reading. 
It is one hell of a job to get the record 
level correct with some small recorders; 
too much signal and the distortion con- 
fuses the read of the tape. Too little 
level and the inherent tape /electronic 
noise confuses the read of the tape. 

For those with SWTP 6800 com- 
puters there is a small Kansas City 
interface that plugs right into the com- 
puter- taking up an I/O port simply for 
power -that provides for easy level ad- 
justments. This device, the Personal 
Computing Company's model 33, is the 
easiest -to -use Kansas City interface we 
have yet to see. It becomes part of the 
computer, doesn't require a separate 
power cord, is easy to set up because 
of an L.E.D. level indicator, and best of 
all, the PCC Model 33 is sold corn- 

(Continued on page 93) 

Where to Find More Info 
Info on the products shown in this 
article is available from: 1-110 paper 
tape punch /reader from Heathkit, Ben- 
ton Harbor, MI 49022; AC -30 cassette 
interface from Southwest Technical 
Products, Inc., 219 W. Rhapsody, San 
Antonio, TX 78216; PCC Model 33 cas- 
sette interface from Personal Com- 
puting Company, 3321 Towerwood 
Drive, Dallas, TX 75234. CC8 Cassette 
Data Recorder from National Multiplex, 
Corp., 3474 Rand Ave., South Plain- 
field, NJ 07080; BFD -68 Floppy Disc 
System from Smoke Signal Broadcast- 
ing, Box 2017, Hollywood, CA 90028. 

Personal Computing's 
Model 33 Kansas City 
interface for the SWTP 
6800 computers is 

supplied factory-as- 
sembled. It plugs di- 
rectly into the com- 
puter's motherboard. 

CIRCLE 73 ON READER 

SERVICE COUPON 

cOMourER AID 
0.11. .COPOSA 

11 II MIMI, 

National Multiplex's 
CC8 digital data re- 
corder may resemble 
an ordinary cassette 
recorder, but inside 
it's another story. It 
can reliably record up 
to 1200 baud with any 
good, audio cassette 
and up to 4600 baud 
with a high -quality, 
data cassette. 

CIRCLE 68 ON 

READER SERVICE COUPON 

Smoke Signall's mini -floppy disc system can be connected to a SWTP 6800 computer 
just by plugging one board into the computer's motherboard. There are no adjust- 
ments. For more information about this product circle number 63. 

CIRCLE 67 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

The AC -30 from SWTP is a cassettte inter- 
face using the Kansas City system which 
is capable of controlling two audio record- 
ers. Output is self -clocking, and this inter- 
face works with RS -232 systems. 
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FOR ALMOST THE ENTIRE modern his- 
tory of the telephone the telephone 
companies, led by Ma Bell, held the 

public in an iron monopolistic grip. 
With the assistance of easily influenced 
and cooperative state regulatory agen- 
cies the telephone subscriber had abso- 
lutely no control or rights where his 
phone was concerned. Legally, a Ma 
Bell subscriber could not even attach a 
shoulder rest to a handset, or apply felt 
to the bottom of a phone to prevent 
worn "feet" from scratching the furni- 
ture. In short, if there was any tele- 
phone device the phone company could 
not charge you for, or didn't supply 
because there was not enough profit in 
it for them, you 'couldn't use it. 

In what was to become a landmark 
court decision always referred to as 
"The Carterphone Decision ", the death - 
grip monopoly of the telephone com- 
panies was broken, and typical of 
American business freed from the heavy 
hand of state- supported monopolies, 
businesses rushed into the marketplace 
with telephone accessories that not only 
competed in quality with standard tele- 
phone company equipment, but were 
generally better, priced at a fraction of 
the usual rental price, and often deliv- 
ered a service Ma Bell claimed "couldn't 
be done." 

For example, consider the message 
repeater. Back in the days of Ma Bell's 
monopoly your local theater might have 
used a Ma Bell message repeater to an- 
nounce the movies and their showtimes. 
If you remember, these announcements 
were often garbled, with more wow 
and flutter than a $15 cassette deck 
with worn out batteries. Often, you had 
to call back two or three times to get 
the message, and of course, each call 
was another 5 -cents for Ma Bell. The 
theater couldn't get a better machine 
because it wasn't allowed. 

Today, you can walk into a Radio 
Shack, Olsen, or other electronics sup- 
ply store and for well under $100, less 
than a few months rental for Ma Bell's 
old voice garbler, buy your own com- 
plete message repeater and recorder 
with performance as good as any gen- 
eral purpose cassette deck. Fact is, the 
free marketplace so far. outclassed Ma 
Bell's repeater she discontinued the ser- 
vice in many areas. Fact is, you can 
probably find just about any specialized 
telephone accessory you need, every- 
thing from a low cost speakerphone to 
a gadget that instantly tells you if some- 
one is listening in on an extension 
phone or has tapped your line with a 
monitor headset. 

Lots of New Tele- Services. The 
photograph shows some of the most 
popular telephone accessories other 

TELEPHOflE 
Gizmos 
Make your ringer do things 
you never thought possible. 

By Herb Friedman 

than "decorator" extensions, or surplus 
Western Electric, Stromberg Carlson, 
and Northern Electric telephone sets. 

In the photograph we show Radio 
Shack's $80 telephone answering sys- 
tem, a battery powered device that plays 
a 15- second message, and can record 
30- second messages. There is also the 
famed Record -A -Call, a telephone an- 
swering machine that records as long 
as the user talks up to the full length 
of a cassette; a machine that can be 
keyed by the user from a remote loca- 
tion to play back all messages received, 
and then rewind and reset to the be- 
ginning of a cassette for more messages. 
There are two "conference" speaker- 
phones, the $30 Radio Shack and the 

$70 Heathkit. Simply press a button 
and you talk into, and listen to the 
phone without lifting the handset, just 
like "Mr. Big" in the movies. The major 
difference between the Radio Shack 
and Heathkit types is the built -in dial 
on the Heathkit. To dial a number 
when using a low cost "basic" speaker- 
phone such as the Radio Shack model 
you must place the call with a regular 
phone, then switch on the speaker- 
phone and hang up the telephone hand- 
set. To place a call with the speaker- 
phone having a built -in dial you sim- 
ply press the on button and dial with 
the built -in dialing mechanism. 

The other gadgets in the photo are a 
sample of the devices made by an out- 

This Record -A -Call 
machine plays your 
message through an 
endless cassette on the 
left, and records in- 
coming messages on 
the right hand cas- 
sette. You can record 
on either cassette, al- 
lowing you to prepare 
different messages 
which are easily 
snapped into place. 
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@/I@ TELE- GADGETS AND GIZMOS 

fit known as Telco, who also packages 
under many private and "house" labels. 
These gizmos usually sell for under $30 
and include a device that shows when a 
second telephone on your line has been 
lifted, or when someone has placed a 
headset across your phone line. About 
the only tap it can't spot is a high im- 
pedance bridge such as used by so- 
phisticated eavesdroppers. (No way you 
can beat these boys. They can even un- 
scramble a scrambler as easy as losing 
a slug in a coin telephone.) For $20 
or less you can get a conference con- 
nector. If you have two telephone lines 
coming into your home this device will 
connect them together so you can make 
conference calls. (Ask your local tele- 
phone company how much this service 
will cost you -if they give it to you.) 

In states where they are allowed you 
can use a device that will automatical- 
ly start recorder when a phone is lifted, 
and stop the recorder when the call is 

completed. 
If you need a device that will simply 

play a message like "Due to rain all 
Little League games are canceled" and 
you can't get a sponsor to spring for a 
full telephone answering machine Telco 
has an inexpensive gadget that let's you 
use your own cassette recorder for 
giving the message. 

More Telephone Technology. If 
you're fortunate enough to live in an 
area where the phone company has 
kept up with modern technology you 
can arrange for a call diverter service. 
By simply dialing a special number on 
your phone incoming calls are diverted 
to another number. A great service 
when you're out for the evening? Sure! 
But this service isn't available in all 
localities. However, you can purchase 
your own call diverter (you will need 
two telephone lines but it's worth the 
peace of mind when the children are 
home alone) when your friendly tele- 
phone company won't provide the ser- 
vice. What's that? You used to read 
about such a device used by gamblers 
called a "cheesebox." Right you are! 
When the police bust a bookie the 
newspaper talks about the infamous 
"cheesebox ", when the phone company 
rents you a "call diverter" they brag 
about their state of the art central 
switching system. Well, even if you're 
not a bookie, and your local phone 
company hasn't caught up with modern 
technology, you can arrange for your 
own call diverter. 

(Continued on page 88) 

C 

E 

A few of the most popular telephone accessories. A -The Heathkit speakerphone or 
"hands -free telephone" with built in dialer. B -the Record -A -Call remote control tele- 
phone answering machine that can be keyed from a remote location to play messages 
back over the telephone lines. C -Radio Shack's budget telephone answering machine. 
D -Radio Shack's low cost speakerphone (no built in dialer). E -An assortment of Telco 
devices to indicate if your phone is being tapped, to start a recorder each time your 
phone is used, to provide conference -connecton between two telephone lines. 

The big breakthrough -the stackable phone 
plug (two are used to illustrate the con- 
struction). One side has the four standard 
prongs. The rear, instead of having a cover, 
has sockets allowing another plug to be 
stacked on top. A virtual endless stack of 
accessories can therefore be added. 

No larger than a pack of cigarettes this 
tone generator can signal a Record -A -Call 
to playback all received messages when 
you phone in. You reset the Record -A -Call 
with a second tone burst. 

A favorite with the paranoid set. The small 
lamp indicated by the finger lights if any 
other telephone or headset is tapped 
across the line used by the telephone to 
which the "snitch" has been calibrated. 
Instantly shows if someone is listening in 
on an extension phone, even if they have 
equipped the phone with a cut -off switch. 

To prevent others from raiding your mes- 
sage machine, the tone generators provide 
a specific frequency output to which the 
machine responds 
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e/e checks the... 
RADIO SHACK 
TRS -80 
COMPUTER 

This system brings the Computer Age into your livingroom. 

Though there has been much talk of 
personal computers in the sense of two 
cars in every garage and a computer in 
the den, until the Radio Shack TRS -80 
there was nothing that could be used by 
someone totally unfamiliar with elec- 
tronics. If you couldn't tell a Molex 
socket from a D- connector there wasn't 
much chance you'd be able to interface 
(fancy term for interconnecting) the 
components that go into making up a 
basic computer system. 

The TRS -80, however, is a whole 
different idea in personal computing. 
Just push together three common DIN 
connectors such as you might find in a 
typical hi -fi system and you have an 
instant computer system pre- program- 
med with BASIC. Press the power 
switch and your computer system is ap 
and running. 

The TRS -80 consists of three inde- 
pendent equipments. First, there's the 
computer itself with it's associated plug - 
in power supply. Housed in a cabinet 
approximately 16'/2 -in. wide x 
high x 8 -in. deep, with an integral key- 
board, the computer has a resident 4K 
basic, graphics, and 4K RAM (random 
access memory) which can be expand- 
ed to 16K on- board, or 62K with a 
plained outboard accessory. The back 
of the computer has DIN connectors 
for it's power supply, the video output 
(for CRT display), and a tape record- 
er. The main power on -off switch is 
located adjacent to the connectors. On 
the rear left is a cover plate for an 

expansion port (fancy term for printed 
circuit connector), and the reset switch 
that bails you out if your program 
bombs and locks the computer into a 
loop. 

The basic computer and its plug -in 
power supply is priced at $399.95 (as- 
suming it ever becomes available as a 
separate item). 

The second equipment in the system 
is a 12 -inch video display monitor 
priced at $199.95. Front panel operator 
controls are the on -off switch, and 
brightness and contrast adjustments. 
Unlike the usual video monitor which 
has a UHF or BNC connector input - 
and you provide the matching cable 
and connectors -the Radio Shack video 
display has a permanently attached in- 
put cable with a DIN connector that 
plugs into the computer. 

The final equipment in the package 
is a Realistic CTR -41 cassette recorder 
usually priced at $49.95. It is supplied 
with signal and control cables that plug 
directly into the computer. The record- 
er is used for storing user- programs, or 
for loading the computer with a pro- 
gram from several program packages 
available from Radio Shack -among 
them a payroll program for up to 
twelve employees, a personal finance 
program, and a special math education 
program. 

Though the three items individually 
represent a cost of $649.95, the pack- 
age price, including a 300 page in- 
struction / programming manual, is 
$599.95. 

How It Works. Let's start with the 
manual. The final version was not avail- 
able when this article was prepared. In- 
stead, an abbreviated user's manual, 
sufficient to get anyone started, was 
supplied with the first systems. It is lit- 
erally a work of art The quality of 
documentation (another fancy word, 
meaning instructions and technical in- 
formation) usually supplied with per- 
sonal computing equipment is "the pits" 
-abysmal is too good a description. 
The preliminary instruction manual for 
the TRS -80, howeve :, is outstanding 
by any consumer standards. We can 
only hope the same person prepared 
the final 300 page manual. The only 
problem with the manual is that the 
demonstration "multiplication tables" 
program has two typographical errors 
and the program won't run. This is a 
fun program and will probably be the 
one you'll try at a Radio Shack store so 
make the following changes: statement 
#70 should read " GOTO 
130 "; statement #110 should read 
" GOTO 20 ". (As we said, 
this is a preliminary manual.) 

To use the computer, just press the 
power switch. If the screen fills with 
scrambled alpha -numerics simply press 
the power switch again and you'll see 
the word READY. The computer is 

This is the actual computer, just one IC after another. The two large chips in the 
middle, with the white centers, are plug -in ROMs (Read Only Memories,. These are the 
chips which contain BASIC. Circle No. 32 on the Readers Service Card for information. 
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I RADIO SHACK COMPUTER 

now ready for use. 
If you want to save a program you 

need only install a good quality audio 
cassette in the recorder, preset the re- 
corder's controls to record, and enter 
CSAVE on the terminal. The computer 
automatically starts the recorder and 
feeds the program to the tape. Taped 
programs can be loaded into the corn- 
puter by entering CLOAD on the ter- 
minal. (The computer automatically 
converts the digital pulses to audio sig- 
nals for recording and vice versa for 
loading.) 

Radio Shack has announced inten- 
tions to make available, at a later time, 
peripherals for "hard copy" (a printer) 
and a disc system. By the time you are 
reading this one or more accessories 
might already be available. 

Though the overall concept for the 
TRS -80 personal computer is good, the 
4K BASIC leaves a bit to be desired. It 
somewhat limits the potential, primary 
consumer use of a computer -that of an 
educational aid. The. 4K BASIC lacks 
trignometric and transcendental func- 
tions, limiting it's math level to ele- 
mentary grades. Junior High and High 
School would require, at the very least, 
the trignometric functions. Radio Shack 
has announced a Level -II BASIC will 
be made available -which we assume 
will be essentially some form of 8K 
BASIC with the trig and transcendental 
functions. 

The BASIC is in plug -in ROM (read 
only memories) so we assume Level -II 
BASIC would be installed by simply 
exchanging one or two ICs. (The com- 
puter easily comes apart by removing a 
few screws.) 

The recorder runs at 300 baud, so 
saving and loading a user program can 
take considerable time. One of our 
programs took almost 8 minutes to 
save, and 8 minutes to load. Radio 
Shack undoubtedly used 300 baud in 
order to utilize an inexpensive audio 
recorder, but a high speed digital re- 
corder would be preferable. There are 
indications from Radio Shack that they 
are planning for high speed mass -data 
recorders in the near future. 

Why For Me? Perhaps you're im- 
pressed by the specifications of a com- 
puter such as the TRS -80, but you're 
still hesitant about letting the "com- 
puter age" right into your living -room. 
You may be wondering: isn't a home 
computer mostly for an engineer or 
accountant? 

Right now, the field of Hobby Com- 
puting is expanding at a truly amazing 
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The TRS -80 microcomputer from Radio Shack can be the first step in bringing the 
Computer Age into your own home! It's available in a complete system, fully as- 
sembled, and you can be programming in just a few hours after you take a TRS -80 
home. Already, thousands of people are involved in the new Personal Computing 
hobby. A system such as the TRS-80 can be a fantastic introduction to it. 
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The three DIN connectors on the rear are for the video terminal, the power supply, 
and an audio cassette recorder. A cover, shown lifted, conceals an expansion port 
which will be used for optional accessories in the future -things such as magnetic 
and disc recorders, hard -copy printers and a variety of memory expansion boards. 

rate and encompasses people from ev- 
ery walk of life and of a myriad of 
varying interests. A typical computer 
user can be a High -School student run- 
ning a few amazingly realistic games in 
his spare time; a housewife using her 
own computer system to help plan a 
big dinner from recipes designed for a 
much smaller crowd; to a small busi- 
nessman doing the payroll and invoic- 
ing, which used to take his secretary 
days, in just a matter of minutes. 

Computers are no longer in the fu- 
ture. Computers are here, right now, 
ready to change your life for the better. 

Radio Shack has recognized the 
needs of the home computerist and has 
supplied taped programs which will 
help you get started on using the TRS - 
80 on a day -to -day basis. The "Games" 
tape which comes with the TRS -80 in- 
troduces you to the fun aspects of com- 
puting. More tapes are available from 
Radio Shack which include such things 
as programs to help you run your 
kitchen and housekeeping more eco- 
nomically and efficiently; tapes that pro- 
gram the computer to be your private, 

business secretary ready at any time to 
do your books and payroll perhaps 
more accurately -and certainly quicker 
-than ever before. 

Once you get started, you won't be 
able to stop. Courses, such as our in- 
troduction to the BASIC Language 
which has been running in this maga- 
zine, will enable you to plan your own 
programs and to solve your own, spe- 
cial problems without having to depend 
on taped cassettes. In fact, one of the 
most exciting aspects of this new hobby 
is the programming. It is a real thrill to 
set yourself and your computer the goal 
of solving some problem or other, to 
program the computer, and watch that 
problem melt away. 

For the past few years, thousands of 
people have been introduced to the 
Hobby Computing field. With the in- 
troduction of the TRS -80 (and other 
computers like it) into the marketplace 
there will soon be millions of people, 
just like yourself, using computers in 
their everyday lives. 

For more information circle No. 32 
on the reader's service card. 
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SUPER 
SENSOR 
Sniff out those gas leaks 
before they get you with 
this nose that knows. 
by Cass Lewart 

IS YOUR FURNACE generating carbon 
monoxide in addition to heat? Does 
your car deliver exhaust fumes 

straight into the passenger compartment? 
Our Super Sensor will warn you of these 
and other hazards of modern living 
before it is too late for action. This 
sensitive instrument will also help you 
in locating gas leaks in your kitchen or 
basement, or gasoline leaks in your car 
or boat. You may also use Super Sensor 
as a "breathometer," as even small 
amounts of alcohol on one's breath will 
give an indication on the built -in meter. 

The instrument is based on a newly 
developed and recently improved, inex- 
pensive, solid -state gas sensor respond- 
ing to combustible and oxygen reducing 
gases or vapors. Carbon monoxide, nat- 
ural gas, methane, propane, hydrogen, 
cigarette smoke, gasoline or alcohol 
vapors, and other hydrocarbons are de- 
tected in concentrations as low as 10- 
50 parts per million. 

The sensor consists of a pellet' of 
semiconductor material, mainly tin 
oxide, molded around a small 5 -volt 
filament heater. The resistance of the 
semiconductor pellet decreases in the 
presence of deoxidizing gases or vapors. 

The sensor element is enclosed in a 
plastic cylinder covered with a fine 
mesh and its six pins fit into a stand- 
ard 7 -pin vacuum tube socket. 

The sensor used in our project, 
though similar in function to earlier 
models (e.g. in DC Powered Gas Alarm 
in Nov. -Dec. 1974 issue of this maga- 
zine), provides several new and impor- 
tant features. It is more stable with a 
shorter warm -up time requiring less 
heater current than the previous model, 
and also provides electrical insulation 
between the heater and the sensor ele- 
ment. The new features made it possi- 
ble to design this unique Super Sensor. 

What's the Inside Story? The sche- 
matic of the Super Sensor shows the 
circuit is powered by six D -cell bat- 
teries in series. The power drain is 
approximately 150 mA. 

ICI provides a regulated 5 Volt sup- 
ply for the filament heater of the sen- 
sor. The gas sensitive element is con- 
nected as one arm of a resistance bridge 
consisting of R4, R7, R8 and the meter 
M1 with its associated resistors R5 and 
R6. The bridge can be balanced by ad- 
justing R8 so that no current flows 
through the meter. 

A change in the sensor's resistance, 
caused by detection of noxious gases, 
will unbalance the circuit and deflect 
the meter. Diodes D1, D2 and resistor 
R5 protect the meter from overload 

This will give you an 
idea of the way the 
six "D" cells are 
mounted. That many 
batteries are heavy, 
so be sure that they 
are securely fastened 
to the back and the 
bottom of the cabinet. 

while R6 determin s Super Sensor's 
overall sensitivity. R2 limits the current 
through the sensor; R1 and LEDI in- 
dicate that the circuit is working, so 
that you do not drain batteries by leav- 
ing the unit on inadvertently; R3 and 
S2 give you a battery check so you 
know when to replace the batteries. 

Making It Happen. As shown in the 
photographs, the sensor circuit fits 
snugly into a metal cabinet of approxi- 
mately 8 -in. W x 3 -in. H x 5 -in. D. 
Most of the space is taken by the six 
D- cells. If you deckle to substitute C- 
cells, which would limit you to about 
5 hour operation in;atead of 20 hours 
with D- cells, you may fit the sensor in a 
smaller cabinet. All controls, meter and 
the sensor are mounted on the front 
panel of the cabinet. 

Sometimes it may be more conven- 
ient to mount the sensor element sepa- 
rately and to connect it with a cable 
to the main unit. As this is a purely 
DC project no special wiring precau- 
tions are required. 

Setting It Up. Turn Super Sensor on 
with SI and let the unit warm up for 
two minutes. The needle on the meter 
will rise quickly and then, slowly, set- 
tle down. Turn pottsntiometèr R8 for 
maximum meter deflection and press 
S2. If the reading is between 35 and 
50 microamperes, mark the reading on 
the meter with a magic marker. If you 
find this reading decreases by more 
than 10% it is time to change bat- 
teries. If the initial reading is not within 
35 -50 AA range change R5. A typical 
range for R5 is between 1 and 5 kil- 
ohm depending on the meter. Resistor 
R6 controls the circuit's overall sensi- 
tivity to gas concentration. Maximum 
sensitivity is achieved when R6 is com- 
pletely removed from the circuit. Even 
a small amount of impurities will then 
fully deflect the metr;r. We found that 
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I@ SUPER SENSOR 

View from the top of Super Sensor with 
the cabinet removed. You can see the 
format by which the "D" cells are laid 
out. Also, check the size and shape of 

the pert board on which most of the 
components are mounted for clearance. 

the value of 2200 -ohms was about the 
best for general purpose measurements. 
Change of R6 may also require a 
change of R5 as these two resistors are 
interacting with each other. R6 could 
also be replaced with a two -position 
switch for High and Low sensitivity. 

If you are planning to use recharge- 
able batteries or a 12 Volt car battery 
the only change in the circuit is that 
ICI should be mounted on a heat sink 
(e.g. cabinet ,wall). 

Sensing the Changes. Always warm 
up Super Sensor by turning it on for 
two minutes before using. Then set the 
meter for maximum reading with R8 
and test batteries with S2. Turn R8 
slowly to null the meter and you are 
ready to go. After a few minutes re- 
peat the nulling procedure. Presence 
of detectable gases or vapors (you may 
test it with a puff of cigarette smoke) 
will deflect the meter needle nearly in- 
stantaneously. It may take the air in- 
side the sensor element a minute or two 
to clear and return to a normal, fresh 
air reading. 

Life- saving Uses. Your Super Sensor 
can be one of the most important addi- 
tions to your household. With it you 
can search out potentially dangerous 
leaks in your household natural gas 
supply, around your oil- burner, and 
among storage cans which may contain 
gasoline or other inflammables about 
which you may have forgotten. For 
some uses you may want to make an 
extended sensor head, which since the 
circuitry is not critical, involves simply 
attaching carefully insulated wires to 
the sensor. 

Your car, too, may be the source of 
undetected leaks. Use Super Sensor to 
search out gas leaks around the engine, 
fuel line, and gas tank. Also, exhaust 
leaks can be found by- carefully -letting 
the engine run for a few minutes with 
the car up on a rack. Bring the sensor 
into close proximity with the exhaust 
pipe and muffler, especially in -those 
areas where there are joints or cou- 
plings, or where rust looks suspicious. 
When you do this particular test, al- 
ways be sure that there is plenty of 
ventilation. 

tl ELECTRONICS OAS 

Front view of the Super Sensor shows the positioning of the meter, the null control, 
and the battery check and off -on switches, as well as the gas detector itself. 
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PARTS LIST FOR 

B1, -Six, D -cell batteries wired in series. 
(Radio Shack 23 -508 or equiv.) 

D1, 02- Germanium diodes IN34 (Radio Shack 

276.1123 or equiv.) 
GS1 -Gas Sensor, Model 812 (Order directly 

from Southwest Technical Products, Dept. 

EE2, 219 West Rhapsody, San Antonïo, 
TX 78216, $7.50 ppd.) 

IC1-5 -volt regulator (Radio Shack 276 -1770 
or equiv.) 

LED1- Light -emitting diode (Radio Shack 276- 

041 or equiv.) 
M1 -50 -uA panel meter (Radio Shack 22 -051 

or equiv.) 
R1- 1000 -ohm resistor (Radio Shack 271-0023 

or equiv.) 
R2- 10,000 -ohm resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

PINS 1,2 AND 3 CAN BE 
INTERCHANGED WITH 
PINS 4,5 AND 6. 

R7 
4700 

RB 
10K 

SUPER SENSOR 

0034 or equiv.) 
R3- 22,000 -ohm resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

0038 or equiv.) 
R4- 15,000 -ohm resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

0036 or equiv.) 
R5, R6- 2200 -ohm resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

0027 or equiv.) (see text) 
R7- 4700 -ohm resistor (Radio Shack 271.0030 

or equiv.) 
R8- 10,000 -ohm potentiometer, linear taper 

(Radio Shack 271 -1715 or equiv.) 

S1 -SPST toggle switch (Radio Shack 275.602 
or equiv.) 

S2 -SPST pushbutton switch (Radio Shack 275- 
609 or equiv.) 

Misc. -Metal cabinet, Battery holders, 7 -pin 

miniature tube socket, Solder, Wire, etc. 
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EFflEE: L978 
Fight the Star Wars with a play -by -mail computer. 

By Neil Shapiro WB2KQI 

Look up past the treetops, further 
still, beyond the clouds and the familiar 
blue sky into the black velvet of Space. 
Height no longer has meaning, and the 
stars are sprinkled like a diamond cut- 
ter's dust and scattered to the farmost 
edges of Infinity. In the silence of that 
void, like technological phantoms, in- 
terstellar ships of competing galactic 
empires move at unimaginable speeds 
through uncharted dimensions. The 
ships fly on their missions of power 
and conquest, linking together the blue 
and habitable worlds which circle yel- 
low stars, and often these ships clash 
terribly in that night, temporarily bring- 
ing light to an emptiness never lit be- 
fore. 

In a way, all of this is fantasy -but 
on the other hand, it seems quite real 
to the hundreds of people who play 
GALAXY II each month by mail. Once 
every turn a prospective Galactic Em- 
peror must make hard and fast de- 
cisions on how to run his own segment 
of the galaxy. Everything, from build- 
ing ships and naming their captains to 

founding colonies, fighting battles, col- 
lecting and disbursing taxes, and much 
more, is all figured into each turn. 
There are more than forty players in 
eachlgame who send in monthly moves. 
The moves are then collated, followed 
through, and any player interactions 
decided, all by computer. 

Of course, it's not just any computer 
which can handle the complexity of a 
game such as GALAXY II. The game 
is run on two System 370 model 168's 
from IBM. These are huge computers 
with over seven megabytes of real core 
storage. In fact, these computers use 
something termed "virtual storage" 
which, as the name implies, means that 
the available memory space is virtually 
unlimited depending on how the sys- 
tem is configured. 

Does this mean that only computer 
programmers and high -level scientists 
are aniong those playing GALAXY II? 
Well, many of the players (all of whom 
hope to become a Galactic Emperor) 
come from backgrounds widely di- 
vorced from the sciences and research. 

Brett Tondreau, GALAXY II's de- 
signer, states, "We're looking for over- 
worked, highly educated people who 
are jaded with the cursory forms of 
entertainment currently so common in 
the TV and movie theatres. We need 
people who are conscious of what they 
like and have a very high respect for 
both their own creative energies and 
those of others." 

So, if you're tired of watching Star 
Trek re -runs on the tube, here's your 
chance to set out on your own mission 
and go `where no man has gone before.' 
All it takes is the creative energy to be 
able to envision what it would be like 
to run your own galactic empire, and 
the desire to give it a try. The rules are 
complex in their entirety, but each part 
of the whole can be readily enough 
comprehended with just a little effort. 
Once you know what you're doing, you 
would be hard put to swear that all 
those spaceships, planets and colonies 
don't exist. It is simply amazing how 
receiving personal reports of a mission 
accomplished from one of your favor- 
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GALAXY COMPUTER GAME 

ite starship captains tends to make you 
believe. in everything that's going on. 

Because of the wealth of detail in- 
volved in GALAXY II, there is really 
no such thing as a typical turn. There 
are, however, typical parts to most 
turns, operations which are done again 
and again but put together in varying 
ways for different goals. 

For instance, let's say you're ready 
to launch a new spaceship. Your first 
act is to see that the planet launching 
that ship has enough Matter- Antimat- 
ter -Drive units (MADs) to contribute 
to a vessel of the size you plan on de- 
signing. If not, you'll have to decide 
how much of that planet's industrial 
capabilities to assign to producing those 
MADs, and then you'll have to begin 
juggling priorities. To make it easy, we 
will assume that the planet has already 
stockpiled 8 MADs, which is enough 
to fashion a Lance -Class vessel. 

So, you have the eight MADs. Now, 
each MAD has to be contained within 
a hull unit (HU). You will then have 
to assign at least 8 HUs to the ship. 
Again, you have to decide to either 
build new HUs or to use any stock- 
piled. 

Let's not forget the fact that the ship 
has to be crewed. You may want to 
also assign it a goodly number of col- 
onists in "cold sleep," along with maybe 
one or two high -level passengers. All of 
these people breathe, and so you will 

GALAXY It is run on . . 

an IBM -370 model 168 

like the one shown 
here. The computer of- 
fers seven megabytes 
of real core storage 
along with virtual 
storage systems which 
give an almost unlim- 
ited storage capabil- 
ity. The game makes 
use of the system's 
peripherals which are 
configured to include 
such things as: 32 
disk drives, three 
banks of tape drives 
and IBM's fastest 
printer terminal. 
Right now, GALAXY II 

is using only 500K 
of memory so there is 

plenty of room for 
future Empires to ex- 
pand and war into. 

have to assign a value of Life Support 
(LS) that will last at least as long as 
the mission you plan. To get those peo- 
people where you want to send them 
will require you to assign Power Sup- 
port (PS). 

Unfortunately (though it's a lot of 
fun!), everyone "out there" isn't going 
to be friendly. It would be a good idea 
to assign that Lance -class ship a certain 
number of Beams (BEs) for offense 
and a goodly number of Shields (SHs) 
for defense. Combat will be decided 
using these variables along with how 
experienced your ship's captain is from 
previous battles or missions. 

Further, you may want to assign each 
ship a number of Probes (PBs) so that 
it may gather intelligence for you. Of 
course, don't forget the Screens (SCs) 
which can shield that ship front an 
enemy's probe and mask its identity. 

Figure on having only a small fleet 
in the beginning of the game. Sooner or 
later, once you figure out which stars 
hide your opponents' own degenerate 
races as opposed to your own race of 
superbeings, you'll have to build a big- 
ger fleet to root the blighters out. 

Be sure you don't forget your plane- 
tary development. This is one of the 

(Continued on page 90) 

WHAT FOLLOWS IS AN ACCOUNT OF THE ACTIONS ON THE PLANET AVALON GALACTIC COORDINATES 14 -14 -3 IN THE POST FLIGHT PHASE 
COLONY LOCATION GOVERNOR PEAMS SHIELDS PROBES SCREENS MARS HULLS ECONOMIC MINERAL-II INDUSTRIAL UNITS CAPACITY 
AVALON 14 -14 -3 GAWAIN 18 20 20 20 

EXPERIENCE DESIGNATION 
1 AH 

I 0 RESOURCES 466 2817 13.32 
MINERAL -I MINERAL -III UNIVERSAL UNITS EFFICIENCY 

522 ° 293 -21988 3.97 

Each month the GALAXY II computer tells you how your dreams of Empire are being made into reality- either that or how you're gradu- 
ally being wiped from the map by your opponents. Here we see a typical report on a planet by the name of Avalon, which is governed 
by a gentleman named Gawain. The planet is in fairly good shape mineral -wise, and is just beginning to show signs of economic ex- 
pansion. Obviously the treasury has been depleted, as shown by the -21988 Universal Unit figure. Hopefully, this money has been 
invested soundly and new factories (Industrial Units) have been planned as well as investing in the indexes of Capacity Ind Efficiency. 
If this plan of deficit financing succeeds then Gawain will wind up governor of a rip- roaring planet. 

SHIPS LL G OF TrE VESY(L IGRAYNE CLASS: MSH FIRST FLIGHT PHASE 

FLIGHT EX.CU1eC. PRESèN1 LOCATION OF IGRAYNE IS 14 -14 -2. 

CAPTAIN eLAML, REPORTING A SUCCESSFUL FOUNDATION OF COLONY CORNWALL AT 14 -14 -2 WITH 30 INDUSTRIAL UNITS. 

COLONY CORNWALL kcFtNIS SUCCLSSFUL AUAPTATION. INITIAL CONDITIONS INDICATE THE CAPACITY OF,PLANET AS 0.33 . -CAPT. BLAMUR 

WE HAVE T'(ANSFERRt'r 12 Si-,S TO THE COLONY CORNWALL 
VESSEL LOCAIICN CAPTAIN SEAMS SHIELDS PROBES SCREENS MAOS SECURITY TRIBUTE POWER SUPPORT MINERAL CARGO MINERAL -II 

IGRAYNE 14 -14 -2 SLAMUR 20 20 0 0 6 (S) O 25.1999 O 

EXPERIENCE PASSENGER L EXPERIENCE CLASS HULLS DESIGNATION INOUNITS LIFE SUPPORT MINERAL -I MINERAL -III 

20 C MSH 6 AH - 0 79.9951 0 t1 

SOLAR SYSIcM REPORT Ar 14 -14 (RAC,,DG,CLNU.,COLONY): (NO RACE UH UNNAMED I (LOGRES AH CORNWALL) (LOGRES 

AND Z VESSELS (FY (4L ,HULL,DG,C,LFACE): ORBIT O: ORBIT 1: ORBIT 2: 1GRAYNE AH MSH LOGRES ORBIT 3: YSOLDE 
AH AVALON ) 

AH MSL LOGRES 

The computer also reports on each and every one of your starships; tells you where they've been, what they've seen and what actions 
they've taken. Here we see the log of the Igrayne, under the command of the noble Captain Blamor. The good Captain is able to report 
to his Leader that the colony of Cornwall was successfully founded and the colonists transported safely there. His ship is now empty 
of cargo (INDUNITS) as all the colonists have been dropped off. The Igrayne's armament, while not too very formidable, consists of 
a good selection of beams, shields, screens and MAD. The Igrayne under Blamor's command would be a tough nut to crack 
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e/e checks out the... 

AS MOST ELECTRONIC hobbyists have 
learned, the Touch -Tone dual -fre- 
quency signals used by telephone 

companies for quick dialing have now 
become standards for many other appli- 
cations. Salesmen out in the field can 
phone to a central computer and enter 
their orders by keying the appropriate 
keys on a Touch -Tone phone; standard 
computer systems can be accessed by 
Touch- Tones; even some amateur re- 
peaters are accessed via a touch -tone 
pad, particularly if the repeater uses an 
autopatch for connecting the amateur 
radio operator's transceiver to the tele- 
phone system. There are even devices 
that divert a telephone call to another 
number when accessed through touch - 
tones. 

Problem is, how do you utilize touch - 
tone if all you have is the standard 
rotary dial type of telephone? The type 
where you stick a finger or pencil in 
the appropriate hole, pull the dial 
around, and then let go. The answer is: 
With a Soft -Touch Touch -Tone con- 
verter, a device that's a touch -tone dial 
and microphone replacement in a stand- 
ard mouthpiece. To install the device 
you simply unscrew the telephone's 
mouthpiece and microphone (the mike 
falls out when the mouthpiece is re- 
moved) and substitute the Soft -Touch. 

In seconds any modern -type rotary 
dial (or even no -dial) telephone is con- 
verted to a Touch -Tone phone, and ei- 
ther the rotary dial or the touch -tones 
can be used for dialing. 

The Soft -Touch is powered through 
the telephone, power being automati- 
cally supplied through two internal 
handset, connections after the Soft - 
Touch is screwed into place. The tone 
generator circuits are crystal controlled 
so there's no chance of frequency drift 
under normal, even extreme variations 
in ambient temperature. Dialing, (trans- 
mitting tones) is accomplished by 
simply pressing a fingertip against a 

SOFT-TOUCH 
TELEPHONE 
DIALER 
Add the convenience of touch -tone 
dialing, and prepare for computer 
shopping with this little accessory. 

pressure- sensitive membrane switch, 
which has the standard calibrations of 
1 to 9, 0, #, and *. The switch mech- 
anism can be easily rotated through 
360° so the user can orient the "dial" 
calibrations any way that's most con- 
venient. 

Testing. The Soft -Touch, which is 
priced at $34.95, worked exactly as 
claimed, converting modern -type, rotary 
dial telephones into Touch -Tone oper- 
ation. As for the voice quality, several 
tests conducted with different indivi- 
duals through different telephone cir- 
cuits showed the voice quality to be 
about the same as the standard Western 
Electric T -1 microphone (transmitter). 
With the volume level of the Soft - 
Touch at its worst it was a smidgen 
lower than that of the T -1 microphone. 

Caution. Though the Soft -Touch 
converts a telephone for Touch -Tone 
that doesn't necessarily mean it will give 
your particular telephone Touch -Tone 
dialing. Firstly, Touch -Tone must be 
available in your exchange. Secondly, it 

must be available on your particular 
telephone line. In some communities the 
entire exchange is touch -tone and any 
Touch -Tone phone connected to any 
phone line will work. In other ex- 
changes Ma Bell only turns on the tone 
control circuits after the subscriber has 
agreed to a monthly charge for a 
Touch -Tone phone. Of course, if you 
already pay for Touch -Tone any addi- 
tional Touch -Tone phones will work. 

Other Applications. Perhaps the best 
way to handle the Soft -Touch in special 
applications is to treat it as a standard 
T -1 microphone. And if you plan to use 
the Soft -Touch in a home -brew project, 
or as a replacement mike for your ama- 
teur FM transceiver, keep in mind that 
the minimum operating power require- 
ments are 3 volts DC at 10 mA. 

Circle No. 71 on the Reader's service 
coupon to get more information about 
Soft -Touch from the manufacturer. 
Your reply will come as quickly as pos- 
sible, so write now and get ready for 
Soft -Touch and trouble -free dialing. 

CIRCLE 71 ON READER SERVICE CO 

The two circles on the back of Soft- Touch's printed circuit board are the connections 
to the telephone. Two spring terminals built into the handset which normally make 
connection to the telephone microphone (transmitter) press against the PC connec- 
tions when the Soft -Touch is screwed down. Installation just couldn't be simpler! 
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SKY-HIGH 

All it takes is a plane 
to triple your range. 

by David Vine 

Bill checks out the CB antenna mounted on one of his planes, a workhorse World 
War Two vintage Stinson L -5 high wing monoplane. The antenna, as noted in the 
article, is a regular unit designed for use in automobiles, which works fine here! 

BILL DELISLE IS ONE Of a growing 
number of airborne CBers. Citizens 
Band radio has long been a way of life 
with ranchers and folks living in the 
less populous areas of the U.S. Since 
many ranchers use planes to "check the 
north 40," it's just a natural progression 
to put CB radios into these planes as 
CB begins to rival the telephone in pop- 
ularity. In ranch country, CB is often 
more convenient than Ma Bell. 

"We have a ranch operation in west- 
ern Nebraska," says Bill. We use CB 
radio to check windmills to make sure 
they're irrigating the land, and we can 
quickly notify a neighbor by CB if his 
windmills are not working. We also 
count bulls, and any problems we spot 
from the air can be reported to home 
by CB radio." 

The ranch houses in Bill's hometown 
of Bingham, Nebraska, are spaced six 
to ten miles apart, but CBs in the air- 
plane have a range of 15 to 25 miles 
at about 2,000 feet altitude. Bill reports 
the busier channels such as 19 and 11 

are just about impossible to use unless 
the squelch is set at maximum, since 
airborne CBs pull in signals from such 
a long distance. 

Planes Pose Problems. Bill explains, 
"We went to an aviation radio shop to 
have our CB installed. It worked fine 
parked on the ramp but as soon as we 
revved up the engine, we couldn't hear 
a thing. The engine noise drowned out 
the CB audio." He decided to run the 
CB audio output through the aircraft 
radio system, allowing him to hear it 
through the headset and cabin loud- 
speaker. "Our call numbers are KGO- 

6830," says Bill. "There are a lot of 
CBs going into aircraft in our area and 
the operators sometimes use the aircraft 
type as a handle. We get called the 
grasshopper because our plane is small 
and green but in our area everyone 
knows each other so we usually use 
first names." 

On one trip along I -80, motorists 
called Bill eyerything from `old army 
plane" to "spy in the sky" to "bear in 
the air," and he says, "We were ac- 
cused of all kinds of things." 

CB is Everywhere. Bingham is about 
40 miles east of Alliance, the nearest 
"big" city. "We have a population of 21 
in Bingham. One family had a couple 
of kids and that shot our population 
way up recently," says Bill, laughing. 
He adds, "You'll find an antenna on 
every pickup out our way. If something 
goes wrong, if someone gets stuck in 
the snow, or medical help is needed for 
a sick cow, or a person just needs to 
communicate with a neighbor quickly, 
CB is the answer. We feel CB is a safety 
factor you just can't afford to pass up." 

"In our country area, about every 
third airplane has a CB. We have a unit 
in our station wagon, another in the 
pickup, a big base unit, and a portable 
unit that I carry in the tractor. The 
tractor got stuck in a vicious snow 
storm last February. There was just 
about zero visibility and tremendous 
winds. The tractor got hung up but I 
called a neighbor on the CB and he 
came and got me out. I would have had 
a long, hard walk of about three miles 
had it not been for the CB," says Bill. 

"We got away with a rather cheap 

set in our less noisy Cessna Skyplane 
but when I got the Stinson L -5 (an 
older army plane) we needed a better 
unit with microphone gain control to 
damp out the noise in the cabin," Bill 
reports. "You'll find this control is a 
big help, even on motorcycles. You can 
reduce the sensitivity of the mike and 
you'll have to scream into it but people 
don't hear cockpit noise." 

Snow Storm CB Rescues. Most of the 
emergency rescues in Bill's area have 
been caused by bad storms, so he's been 
grounded, unable to join search efforts 
with his aerial CB station. However, CB 
has played a key part in saving lives. 
He recalls two potentially fatal emer- 
gencies. "There was an auto broken 
down during a particularly bad Ne- 
braska snow storm. The person 
squawked for help on channel 19 and 
Lord love a duck, everybody came baok 
to him. He was out in the country 
somewhere and everybody thought they 
knew where he was. Everybody and 
his brother jumped into their pickups, 
trucks, and cars and off they went look- 
ing for this poor fellow. The farmers 
and ranchers in that area took a terrible 
beating. The fences were cut, knocked 
down, and run over. It was a disaster 
because so many people came to help, 
but the guy was found before he froze." 

In another blizzard situation, CB 
radio can be credited as a communica- 

(Continued on page 90) 
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El The dual -inline- package (DIP) in- 
tegrated circuit (IC) is not a really new 
electronics device; it's been around for 
more than ten years. While it was the 
microprocessor and mini -computer rev- 
olution that focused attention on this 
device, even those of us not involved in 
computers use ICs. For example, tape 
decks, radios, and television receivers 
now use them. Unfortunately, ICs are 
not infallible, and do on occasion break- 
down. Due to the compact size of the 
IC, working space between devices is 
scant, to say the least. The need for an 
IC tester becomes apparent when ótie 
tries to follow a schematic diagram, 
manhandle two snake -like probes, and 
keep one eye on a meter and the other 
on an IC pin at the same time. That's 
where our deluxe Chip -Clip becomes a 
necessity. 

Most frequently, repairmen come 
across digital ICs. In digital logic cir- 
cuits there are only two . input and out- 
put values (called states), low or high, 
corresponding to off or on. Most digital 
logic ICs use a voltage of +5 volts DC 
for the high state and 0 volts for the 
low state. We use the low or high volt- 
age to turn off or on a light emitting 
diode (LED) and let a., number of 
LEDs tell us what the present state is at 
every IC pin simultaneously. Chip -Clip 
will close on the small, tightly spaced 
IC pins without shorting adjacent pins. 
Equally important, it can be attached to 
an IC when there is only a quarter of 
an inch of space between circuit com- 
ponents. 

To further illustrate the utility of our 
Chip -Clip, lets take a look at two types 
of logic ICs. We have illustrated a 
7420, quad input, positive, NAND 
gate. It actually contains two separate 
four -input NAND gates, one on each 
side of the DIP. In either circuit, the 
output voltage will be high if a low 
voltage appears on any of the four in- 
put pins. When all four input voltages 
are high, the output voltage goes low. 
Therefore, to find out why the output 

c ip-clip 
IC testing got you flipping? Don't 

give up, try Chip -Clipping! 
by James Gupton 

is high on either or both NAND out- 
puts, there are eight close -quarter volt- 
age measurements that you must make. 
Imagine how difficult it would be to 
keep your meter probe in the right spot 
without wandering and shorting be- 
tween pins! We have also diagram- 
med the 7404 hex inverter logic IC. 
Here we have not two logic devices but 
six independent inverting circuits. In 
operation, if a high voltage appears on 
the input pin, the output drops to a 
low voltage. Should the input go low, 
the output goes high. By taking ad- 
vantage of the high and low voltage 
states, we can observe the on or off 
condition of the LEDs and see the sta- 
tus of all six inverters simultaneously. 
Here, too, the Clip -Chip will prove an 
invaluable aid. 

Building the Chip -Clip. The founda- 
tion of the Chip Clip is the standard 
14 pin or 16 pin IC test clip available 
at any Radio Shack store or from any 
number of electronic mail order firms. 
To the IC test clip we add subminiature 
LEDs and a current limiting resistor 
between each logic test -clip pin and 
the IC ground pin. As mentioned pre- 
viously, when low voltage is present on 
the IC pin, the LED does not light. 
When +5 volts appears on the logic 
input pin, the LED turns on. In addi- 
tion, Chip Clip has a different color 
LED on the Vcc connection (pin 14 or 
16) to confirm the presence of Vcc 

voltage. The contrasting LED color 
prevents confusing Vcc indication with 
a logic indication. 

The assembly drawing illustrates the 
necessary connections for the 14 pin 
Chip -Clip. If you are building a 16 pin 
unit, two additional LEDs and resistors 
are needed for the two extra test points. 
The IC ground changes to pin 8 and 
Vcc input changes to pin 16. The ad- 
ditional LEDs are connected to pins 
7 and 15. No other changes are neces- 
sary. 

The ground pin is connected to a 
common ground wire loop. It consists 
of two rectangular loops fashioned 
from 20 gauge solid wire. One of these 
loops is placed around each edge of 
the test clip one -half inch down from 
the top of the plastic. Four 0.028 holes 
are drilled to anchor the ground bus to 
the test clip. Since there is one ground 
bus loop on each half of the test clip, 
they must be connected together with a 
short piece of #20 flexible stranded 
wire to allow free movement of the test 
clip's sections and enable the test clip 
to clamp onto the IC DIP pins. 

On the 14 pin test clips, six 150 
ohm, quarter watt resistors are soldered 
to the ground bus loop on each side of 
the test clip and are positioned vertical- 
ly. The body of the resistors should not 
stand above the top of Chip -Clip's frame 
and the resistor leads should be trimmed 
to the level of the metering pins. The 

Shown is a nearly com- 
pleted, 16 -pin Chip 
Clip. The green LED 
is connected to the 
Vcc pin, number 16. 
The contrasting size 
and color serve as 
pointers to the correct 
positioning. 
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A NAND unit's output 
is low only if all inputs 
are high. If any inputs 
are low, the output 
must be high.The 7420 
is actually two separate 
NAND logic units 
housed in the same 
package and powered 
from the same source. 
An inverter's function 
is to convert a high sig- 
nal into a low signal, 
or vice- versa. The 7404 
Hex inverter contains 
six independent units. 
Like the 7420, the only 
interfaces are common 
packages and Vcc in- 
puts. 

7420 NAND 

Vcc 

GATE 

20 2C NC 

14 13 12 II 

7404 

IA 

HEX 

V cc 

IB 

INVERTER 

6 IN 

NC 

6 OUT 

IC 

5 IN 

2B 2A 20UT 

10 9 8 

ID IOUT 

50UT 4IN 

7 

ONO 

4 OUT 

I IN 1 OUT 2 I N 

TOP VIEW 
OF CLIP -CHIP 

2 OUT 3 IN 3 OUT 

GROUND 
BUS LOOP 

FLEXIBLE 
STRANDED WIRE 

GND 

GROUND 
BUS LOOP 

Composite wiring- component placement drawing for 14 pin Chip -Clip. The LEDs are 

shown connected to the test clip's metering pins. They are attached to the current limit- 
ing resistors which are in turn all fastened to the ground bus loops. The ground bus 

loops must be firmly anchored to the test clip. Flexible wire connects both loops elec- 

trically making them into a common ground wire loop which is wired to pin 7. 

I CHIP -CLIP TESTER 

resistor for the Vcc pin is positioned 
at the same level as the rest of the re- 
sistors but instead of being positioned 
on the side of the test clip, it is placed 
at the end of the clip next to the Vcc pin. 

Finishing Touches Installing the 
LEDs is only a matter of soldering the 
cathode LED lead to a resistor and the 
anode lead to one of the test clip's me- 
tering pins. The cathode lead can be 
identified by its knotch or flat side. 
Remember, no LED goes to the test 
clip's pin 7 on a 14 pin Chip -Clip, or 
pin 8 on a 16 pin one. All oher test 
clip metering pins have a LED and 
resistor attached. It should be noted 
that the specified LEDs have a forward 
voltage rating of 1.6 volts d.c. and a 

maximum current rating of 20 mA. 
For voltages greater than 5 volts at 
Vcc, a new value .Fbf current limiting 
resistance must be used. (See accom- 
panying box.) 

Determining Limiting Resistance 
The simplest way to determine the 
value of current limiting resistance 
for any value Vcc is by the formula: 

Vcc- 1.6 
R - .020 

Vcc = voltage greater than + 5 volts. 
1.6 = forward voltage of LED 
.020 = maximum LED current 
R = the new resistance 

While almost any size LED can be 
used, the subminiature LED is recom- 
mended because of the limited space 
across the side of the IC test clip. In 
the author's model, a green emitting 
LED, jumbo size, was used to indicate 
the presence of Vcc voltages. The con- 
trasting color prevents mistaking the lit 
LED as a logic function and serves as a 
pointer to the correct positioning of the 
test clip on the IC under test since the 
Vcc indicator is on pin 14 or 16. 

Final Checkout. There are two 
things to be sure of. Be certain that 
the LEDs polarities are observed. Also, 
identify pins 1 and 14 on the 14 pin 
test clip or 1 and 16 on the 16 pin test 
clip and always be sure that these num- 
bers always point towards the IC iden- 
tifying notch, dot, or indenture on the 
top of the IC case. Final note, while 
these logic status test clips have been 
designed only for logic type ICs, it may 
be possible to employ them for other 
14 or 16 pin ICs providing your sche- 
matic diagram confirms pins 7 or 8 as 
ground and pins 14 or 16 as Vcc. If in 
doubt, don't use the Chip -Clip. 
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VEN THOUGH THE STORM had passed, 

Dave, WA6RGJ, stayed close to 
his radios. He knew that local 

flooding can short underground cables, 
interrupting power and telephone ser- 
vice. If that happened, two -way radio 
might be the only link to safety. But the 
bands remain quiet. Just a single carrier 
on Channel 9, without modulation. 
Probably some kid playing with the 
family CB rig. Dave politely asks the 
station to stop blocking the emergency 
channel which is continuously moni- 
tored by Dave and other REACT volun- 
teers in this coastal town. 

Suddenly the carrier flicks on and off 
rapidly! Always alert, Dave asks, "Are 
you in trouble? Do you need assis- 
tance?" 

Again the carrier flicks on and off. 
"Use one click for no, two clicks for 
yes. Again, are you in trouble ?" Two 
clicks. "Do you need help ?" Two clicks. 
"Are you in a car ?" One click. "A 
boat ?" Two clicks, and another two 
clicks, faster this time. 

Before Dave dials the Coast Guard, 
he tries a stab in the dark, "Do you 
know the Morse code ?" Two clicks! 
"Standby while I hook up a system to 
copy code on this CB rig." 

Moments later, Dave has connected 
a jury- rigged beat frequency oscillator, 

's essential for copying code. "Go ahead. 
Describe your location and problem. I 
am a ham radio operator and will copy 
your code and relay to the Coast 
Guard." 

Soon Dave has the Coast Guard on 
the line, asking them to go to the res- 
cue of a small yacht a few miles off the 
coast. Badly battered in the storm, it 
is leaking, engines out, and microphone 
smashed. 

The Coast Guard dispatcher is skep- 
tical. "How did you find out all this if 
his microphone is broken ?" 

MORSE 
CODE-- 

ObsiacI or 
Opportunity? 

by Charles J. Harris 
WB2CHO 

Dave quickly explains the makeshift 
code transmission. Within minutes the 
Coast Guard cutter is on the way. 

Ridiculous? Never happen? What you 
have just read is a dramatization of a 
true story. Dave McCollum is a ham 
who never lost his interest in CB public 
service work. He regularly monitors 
both channel 9 and the local amateur 
radio emergency frequencies. His ability 
to use Morse code often comes in handy 
on the ham bands, but this was his 
first cw contact on the 11 -meter Citi- 
zen's Band! The skipper of the troubled 
ship learned code as an Eagle Scout; 
this was his first oportunity to make a 
contact in cw! Normally prohibited by 
FCC rules, cw is allowed under emer- 
gency situations to help save a life. 

Ham Talk. Morse code, cw, the In- 
ternational code, that dit -dah. stuff. By 
whatever name, the Morse code is an 
essential and valuable part of every 
amateur radio operator's training. It is 
what sets the radio ham apart from 
other communicators, and is the com- 
mon bond between amateurs through- 
out the world. 

To get a ham radio license in the 
United States, you have to pass an ex- 

amination in sending and receiving 
code. (A code -free license has been 
proposed by the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission, but the increased in- 
terest in CB has postponed action on 
this idea for at least a couple of years.) 
Meanwhile, a new, easier code examina- 
tion and improved teaching methods 
have greatly simplified the once -difficult 
task of mastering the code. These 
changes and improvements have put the 
amateur radio license, with its world- 
wide range and almost unlimited free- 
dom, within the reach of any interested 
radio communicator. 

Is Morse Obsolete? Why code? The 
simplest answer is that international 
agreements require it. Every amateur 
must possess knowledge of the Morse 
code. But this does not really answer 
the question. Why does this require- 
ment exist? 

Morse code is still the most efficient 
method of radio 'communication known. 
The equipment needed to send code is 
far less complex than that needed for 
voice, and far less expensive. Code can 
get through interference and noise more 
effectively than any other mode of com- 
munication, which is why it is used to 
handle most amaetur radio messages, 
and is also used in weak signal work 
such as bouncing radio signals off the 
moon. Code is efficient in the use of 
the radio spectrum: almost 30 code 
signals can fit into the same band oc- 
cupied by a single voice station, which 
helps reduce interference. Finally, code 
is a universal language. Hams through- 
out the world, from Russia to Roches- 
ter, can communicate with each other 
with Morse code. 

More than 40% of all amateurs in 
the United States use code as their ma- 
jor amateur radio activity; many more 
use the code regularly. Every amateur 
has the ability to communicate in code; 
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WI@ EASY MORSE CODE 

it is the common bond which ties to- 
gether amateurs from all walks of life, 
in every country and every age bracket. 
Code and amateur radio have been in- 
separable more than 60 years.. Unless 
you are willing to wait at least until 
1980 to get your code -free ham license, 
you will have to spend a little time 
getting to know the code. It's a lot 
easier than you think! 

First Steps. It takes only a few 
hours of study to reach a code pro- 
ficiency of five words per minute (5 
wpm), needed for the most basic ama- 
teur radio licenses: Novice and Techni- 
cian. Almost everyone can pass the new 
comprehension -style code exams with 
less than ten hours of code practice, 
and many make do with as little as five 
hours. A mere 15 minutes of practice 
each day is all you'll need to pass that 
magic 5 wpm level in a few weeks, and 
be well on your way to higher code 
speeds. It really is simple, thanks to 
some of the new teaching aids now 
available. 

In learning the code, you want to 
build up a habit, just as in learning to 
ride a bicycle. You learn a few motions, 
and pretty soon you are riding -or copy- 
ing the code -without thinking about 
it. The trick is to start on the right 
foot. You can cut your effort in half by 
using the proper approach. 

Many would -be radio amateurs have 
run into difficulties learning the code 
because they tried to tackle two trans- 
lations at the same time. They learned 
it from a piece of paper, with the code 
written down as either dots and dashes 
or dits and dahs. Either way, they 
learned letters as combinations of dits 
and dahs, not as sounds. If you learn 
this way, you have to translate the 
sounds you hear into dits and dahs, and 
then translate that into the letters. The 
double translation is twice as much 
work and twice as difficult, especially 
when you are trying to learn both 
translations at the same time. 

The right way to start is to translate 
the code from sounds to letters directly, 
skipping the additional step: half as 
much effort, and twice as fast! All you 
need is the correct training aids. 

To learn the code by this sound -only 
system; you need someone to speak the 
letter and send the code. "A- didah, a- 
didah." Every time you hear the sound, 
think of the letter, and write it down. 
The letters should be sent at a fast 
character speed, with long spaces be- 
tween them to lower the resultant speed. 

Slow Speed Code Practice from W1AW 

Monday, Wednesday and Friday. 

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday 

Frequencies: 1.835, 3.58, 7.08, 14.08, 21.08 and 28.08 MHz 

UTC pdst cdst edst 

1300 6 am 8 am 9 am 

2300 4 pm 6 pm 7 pm 

2000 1 pm 3 pm 4 pm 

0200 7 pm 9 pm 10 pm 

Using this method, you can avoid the 
temptation to think of code in terms of 
dots and dashes. A character speed of 
about 16 words per minute is about 
right to start, with long spacing be- 
tween letters to reduce the effective 
speed down to a couple of words per 
minute. (A code "word" is five letters 
long; a speed of 5 words per minute 
(wpm) is 25 letters per minute, or 
about one letter every two seconds. 
Numbers and punctuation each count 
as two letters.) Finally, avoid learning 
similar sounding letters at the same 
time. Before long, you'll be copying 
code in automobile horns and whistles. 

What if you don't have someone to 
say the letters and send the code? A 
good recording of an instructor talking, 
reading the characters and sending the 
code, is an adequate substitue. The re- 
cording in the ARRL Tune in the 
World with Ham Radio package uses 
two instructors and properly formed 
characters to lead you quickly through 
the first steps in code learning. This 
ssytem has been used by more than 
50,000 prospective amateurs during the 
past few months, with unparalleled suc- 
cess. Heathkit Company offers the same 
system in their Novice training courses, 
and even the military training programs 
now use the Tune in the World code. 

Practice -the Key to Code. Learn- 
ing the letters is the first step in build- 
ing code skill. The next step is prac- 
tice. There is no substitute for con- 
tinued, diligent practice in mastering 
the Morse code. Proper forms of prac- 
tice, however, can smooth the path to 
code proficiency just as proper teaching 
techniques make it easy to learn the 
letters in the first place. 

The three simplest ways to enhance 
your command of the Morse code are: 
code practice oscillators, tapes and rec- 
ords, and on- the -air code practice. If 
you're willing to devote between 15 and 
20 minutes each day with one or more 
of these aids, you'll be on the bands 
with your own amateur license in weeks. 

The most flexible of these is the code 
practice oscillator, or cpo. Even a buz- 
zer will work for a cpo, but there are 
many kits and ready -made electronic 
cpos available from only a few dollars 
(see table). With the addition of a key, 
speaker and power supply of some na- 
ture (usually an inexpensive battery), 
any one of these cpos will produce a 
note very similar to what you will hear 
on the air. 

Sit down with another member of 
the family or a friend and send to each 
other for a few minutes. The instructor 
of your radio class can provide code 

Every month, thousands of new Hams take to the airwaves -and it's not as hard to be 
among them as you might think. The Morse Code (or CW) can be easily mastered by 
just about everyone. You can learn at one of the thousands of classes throughout the 
country, as pictured here. Or, you can pick up one of the new study -at -home courses. 
No matter which method you choose, Ham Radio communication can open the world. 
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Sources of Code Practice Oscillators 

Supplier part number cost address 

Radio Shack 20-1155 $ 1.99 (local store or catalog) 
28 -105 4.49 

Heathkit HD -1416 12.95 Benton Harbor, Ml 49002 
G. R. Whitehouse 5.95 Newbury Drive, Amherst, NH 03031 
MF1 Enterprises CPO -555 15.95 P.O. Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762 
Ramsey Elect. CP0 -1 2.50 P.O. Box 4072, Rochester NY 14610 

practice material geared to your prog- 
ress through the letters, or you can use 
any book or magazine, sending only 
those letters you have learned. Try 
sending for about five minutes straight, 
and then compare what you sent with 
the text. Then switch roles for another 
five- minute session. 

If you don't have someone working 
with you on the code, you can still use 
the readily available tapes and records 
for additional practice. Just make sure 
the code is sent at high character speed, 
with longer spacing between letters. 
Most of the popular brands use this 
system today: AMECO, 73, and the 
new ARRL Code Kit. Random letters 
and numbers, such as found on the 
Code Kit cassettes, make for long -last- 
ing practice, as you cannot anticipate 
or memorize the code. 

Another alternative for additional 
code practice is listening to contacts or 
code practice on the air. If you already 
own an amateur band receiver or trans- 
ceiver, you can receive a wealth of code 
practice throughout the ham bands. The 
Novice bands in particular are filled 

Novice Frequencies: Code 

3700 -3750 KHz 21100-21200 KHz 

7100 -7150 KHz 28100 -28200 KHz 

with slow speed contacts, and make 
good practice for the comprehension 

code exam and future on- the -air con- 
tacts. The well -known W1AW code 
practice is also very useful, as many 
thousands of amateurs have found that 
its machine -produced code is excellent 
practice. This station recently changed 
its code practice schedule to include 
more practice at slower speeds; check 
the schedule which accompanies this 
article. 

Whatever method you use to practice 
the code, you should be conscientious 
about sticking to a regular schedule. As 
little as 15 minutes each day will do 
wonders -but an hour one day in four 
will leave you frustrated and disap- 
pointed. It's daily practice that helps 
the most. 

Have your code practice partner send 
(or listen from tapes or W1AW) at a 
speed a little faster than you can copy 
perfectly. Your greatest increase in 
speed comes when you are pushing a 
little. If you get almost every letter at 
3 words per minute, do most of your 
practice about 4 to 5 wpm: you'll get 
fewer letters, but your speed will in- 
crease that much faster. 

If you want to spend more than 15 
minutes per day on the code, break up 
the practice sessions in blocks of no 
more than 20 minutes. Do something 
completely different for a while, and 

Heathkit's study -at -home course includes a 

Code tape and a second cassette used in 
conjunction with their specially prepared, 
loose -leaf course covering everything you 
will need to pass the Novice exam. The 
course is also available with a CPO kit. 
Either option has a unique guarantee -your 
money back if you don't pass the Novice. 

The American Radio Relay League's (ARRL) 
study course for the Novice includes a CW 
tape and a hundred -page workbook, to speed 
you on your way to a Ham 'ticket.' This and 
any other course can be enriched by listening 
to W1AW, the ARRL's on- the -air CW practice 
station. The frequency and time schedule is 
included in this article. Good Luck! 

then go back to the code for a few 
minutes. Hours and hours of continu- 
ous practice can be discouraging, and 
really isn't necessary although some 
people have mastered the code in less 
than a single day of dedicated effort! It 
can be done. 

Off and Running. Receiving is only 
half of communicating via Morse code; 
you also must be able to send accu- 
rately. It is a lot easier to learn how to 
send properly than to receive, but you 
should spend at least a few minutes of 
each session working on the other half 
of code communications. 

If you are working with someone 
else, you automatically get your send- 
ing practice on a regular basis. Any 
sending problems such as running let- 
ters together or poor character forma- 
tion will stand out quickly, and be 
quickly corrected. If you are using a 
tape for practice, record a few minutes 
of your own sending on a blank cas- 
sette. Listen to it the next day, and see 
if you can copy it. Again, any slight 
irregularities will show up rapidly. 
Finally, WIAW includes some text from 
recent issues of the monthly ARRL 
journal, QST, every week. You can send 
along (not on the air!) and compare 
your "fist" to the code practice ma- 
chines at W1AW. The booklet in the 
ARRL Code Kit contains additional 
hints on both sending and receiving. 

The Finish Line. If you are like most 
of us, a few weeks of 15- minute per 
day, 5 -6 day per week practice will 
bring you to the needed 5 word -per- 
minute proficiency level. All that re- 
mains is to take the code lest itself. Any 
qualified amateur radio operator can 
give you the test; The ARRL, Newing- 
ton, CT 06111, has a file of more than 
4,000 instructors who regularly give 
comprehension style code exams. 

For the test itself, the examiner will 
send a standard amateur contact, just 
like you would hear on the air, or as 
found on the back of the Tune in the 
World cassette tape. Then he will give 
you ten multiple choice questions about 
what was in the contact: the operator's 
callsign-, name, location, etc. Passing 
grade is eight or more out of ten. 

It is impossible to "fail" the code 
test, as new FCC rules allow you to 
continue to take it until you pass! It's 
simply a matter of concentrating on 
the code for a few minutes. 

As thousands of new hams discover 
every month, the code is not designed 
to keep you from getting an amateur 
radio license. It's an integral part of 
amateur radio that opens the door to 
one of the most exciting avocations in 
the world: ham radio. 
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* * *GEMCO - FOOD* * 

MILK .69 

MILK .69 

DELI DEPT 1.32 

1.30 SQUASH® .05 .07 

3 CORN .51 

.73# SQUASH( .5 

.66# SQUASH® .5 

.22# SGUASH® .5 

TAX DUE 

TOTAL o 
CSH PAID 

CHG DUE 

11/25/75 10:39 00 

GEMCO THANKS YO- 

Pricing Computers 
come to the 

local supermarket 
by Shane Piroli 

When next you hand your favorite 
supermarket cashieress a tin of tuna 
don't be surprised if, rather than sim- 
ply ringing it up, she whizzes it over a 
glass plate set into the top of the check- 
out counter and then presents you not 
with a simple register tape but with a 
completely itemized bill. Yes,' compu- 
ters have come to the local market! 

Already, dozens of stores have in- 
stalled the Universal Product Code 
System from IBM and it looks as if this 
is one wave of the future destined soon- 
er or later to engulf us all. What will it 
all mean? Hopefully, lower prices and 
faster service at the consumer level 
and better inventory control and reor- 
dering procedures for the store man- 
ager. 

It's all accomplished by a microproc- 
essor computer which uses an optical 
scanner to "read" those black and white 
stripes which, by now, everyone and 
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their Aunt Tillie has already noticed 
on nearly every package, box or can 
from even non -computerized stores. 
The fact of the matter is, manufacturers 
fully expect that all stores of large 
enough volume will become computer- 
ized, so they've already tooled up to 
label their products in computer -com- 
municable language. 

The optical scanner is beneath a 

glass- topped slot in the countertop (the 
slot being about a foot wide and sev- 
eral inches long). The unit can read 
the stripe -code no matter where it ap- 
pears on the face of the glass. It can, 
if fact, read both "forwards" and back- 
wards" so that it makes no difference 
which direction the product is moved 
along the scanners screen. If the cash- 
ieress actually misses the oversize screen 
no code will be read and the computer 
will thus inform its fallable human to 
try it ' again. 

Products will, of course, still be lab°l- 
ed with normal prices via shelf -labels 
so that the consumer will be able to 
comparison shop and also know when 
he's reached the end of his wallet. Pro- 
duce items, too fragile to be UPD 

stripe- encoded, will be priced normally 
and also marked with a code number 
the register operator can feed manually 
into the computer. 

The computer, being a computer, is 

quite good at arithmetic and is capable 
of automatically computing sales tax, 
coupons, food stamps and both the 
amount given the cashieress and the 
change due the customer. Even better, 
all of this information is printed out on 
the register receipt and fully itemized; 
the consumer has a "hard" copy of all 
the fact which went into computing his 
bill so he can double -check it all at his 
leisure. 

The even more futuristic possibilities 
inherent in this development are imag- 
ination staggering. Imagine going into a 
supermarket with no more money than 
what's in your bank account, and that 
not on you. 

The computer age is still just begin- 
ning. Even now our lives are changing 
at every level in response to high tech- 
nology moving into ever more and 
more areas of our lives. Such things as 

this supermarket computer seem to be 

one of the more positive results 
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e/e assembles the... 

PAiA 
PROGRAMMABLE 

DRUM SET 
This electronic drum can play 

the hottest gigs. 

PLUG THIS DRUM -SOUND synthesizer 
into your audio amplifier to create 
the sounds of snare, bass, accent 

bass, tom -tom, conga, wood block and 
clave drums. This PAIA Programmable 
Drum Set will provide almost any 
rhythmic pattern you can dream up and 
at a wide range of speeds. This tireless, 
electronic partner can turn your dull 
practice periods into real jam sessions, 
or provide the beat for your combo 
when a drummer is not available. 

The appropriate capacitance -sensitive 
touch pads are pressed to enter and 
store two separate pairs of rhythmic 
patterns for repeated playback. Each of 

4 the two main patterns is paired with a 
separate bridge pattern which can be 
automatically switched on at a prepro- 
grammed time. This is handy for intro- 
ductions and other digressions from the 
main beat. Playback tempo can be 
varied by a control knob to obtain a 
steady beat at any speed; or the pattern 
can be played manually. Other handy 
features of the PAIA kit include pro - 
gram editing and external synchroniza- 
tion capabilities. 

Construction. This should pose no 
problems if a few basic precautions are 
observed. The unit contains about a 
dozen CMOS (Complementary Metal 
Oxide Semi -conductor) integrated cir- 

cuits which can easily be damaged by 
static electricity during installation. 
Each CMOS has an attached piece of 
conductive foam material to protect it. 
Do not remove the foam until told to 
do so, and install these parts only in the 
order given in the manual. Use a small, 

The PAiA Programmable 
drum set consists of a PC 

board, metal chassis, two 
wooden sides, a baf of 
components, and an in- 
struction manual. Every- 
thing is especially well - 
designed, and the kit goes 
together beautifully. With 
a few hours work you'll 
soon be programming 
your favorite tempos. Cir- 
cle No. 70 on the Readers 
Service Card, 
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pencil type soldering iron because the 
transistors and integrated circuits can 
be damaged by excessive heat. Foil pat- 
terns on the printed circuit board are 
spaced closely, so take care to avoid 
solder bridges. The instruction manual 
has other, similar bits of advice you 
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PROGRAMMABLE DRUM 

should heed. 
The unit requires a good ground for 

proper operation. Usually,. the ground 
made through the attached amplifier 
powerline is sufficient, but an earth 
ground (water pipe) may be needed 
if the unit is used with a battery pow- 
ered amplifier. The drum set itself is 

battery powered; it uses four penlight 
cells and one nine volt transistor radio 
battery. Since the current drain during 
operation is a significant, 100 ma. in 

full operation, and 30 ma. in save 

mode, keep the unit turned off when 
you're not actually using it. 

Tactics of Percussion. There is a 

natural tendency on the part of every- 
one who has ever played with the 
Programmable Drums to try to enter 
the patterns "in tempo" by beating out 
the rhythm on the touch switches. This 
is not the way it is done. Any pattern 
you enter must have rest's entered with 
the pattern for proper spacing of the 
drum beats. 

A simple foxtrot -shuffle pattern would 
be entered like this: press reset to clear 
the internal events counter. Press ply- 
gram to put the unit into programming 
mode (the red program indicating LED 
should come on). Then, in sequence, 
press heavy bass / rest / snare / rest / 
bass /rest /rest /snare. If you wish the 
program to repeat over and over, press 
repeat at this point. To play back the 
program, press reset, then play. ,The 
program should play back at whatever 
speed the tempo control is set for. 

A score switch determines which of 
the two possible programs will be se- 

lected. Each program may consist of a 

main pattern and a bridge pattern. 
A save switch lets you store a pro- 

gram for a short period of time when 
the rest of the unit is turned off. Since 
the integrated circuit memories are 
volatile (they would lose what is stored 
when the power is turned off), the 
save mode draws current from the bat- 
teries when it is in use. 

A tempo control lets you play back 
at any desired speed. It is used to pro- 
gram repeating beats; for example, if a 

drum pad is touched continuously dur- 
ing programming a repeated beat will 

be heard, and be entered into the mem- 
ory at whatever rate is chosen by means 
of the tempo control. 

The reset pad should be touched 
whenever going from one mode of op- 
eration to another to clear the internal 
events counter. 

Use of the repeat pad during pro- 
gramming makes the pattern return to 

64 

The PAIA drum set is powered by means of the four penlight cells and one 9 -volt 

transistor radio battery visible here. There are no complicated wiring harnesses nor 

complex jumpering to worry about. After component installation, all goes together 

quite quickly. After a couple hours you should be able to drum up a storm! 

It's easy to install the components on the PC board. PAIA has done a beautiful job of 

labeling right on the PC board where all the resistors, capacitors, integrated circuits, 

diodes and transistors go. Follow the map and you can't go wrong. 

the beginning and repeat when played 
back. The repeat pad, used during play- 
back (regardless of where you are in 

the pattern), will cause the pattern to 
start again at the beginning. This is 

handy for special effects and introduc- 
tions. 

The bridge pad is used to program a 

secondary rhythmic pattern. To do this, 
reset, then bridge and reset at the same 
time, then program, after which you 
enter your pattern. When the bridge 

pattern reaches it's point it will auto- 
matically return to the main pattern un- 

less the bridge pad is held down. 
The rest pad can be used as a non - 

latching play key to play in tempo any 
programmed sounds for as long as the 
pad is touched. It can also be used to 

single step the program to any desired 
point for editing. When you reach the 
event to be edited, put the unit into 
program mode and make whatever 

(Continued on page 85) 
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Ring-li-ThIng 

Worried about missing that big call? 
Build Ring -A -Thing and hear them all. 

by Anthony Caristi 
DII) YOU EVER MISS an important tele- 

phone call because you were out of 
range of sound of the telephone 

bell? It doesn't have to happen again if 
you build and install this inexpensive 
remote telephone bell. It is battery 
operated and can be located anywhere 
inside or outside your home. Since it is 
self- powered it requires virtually no 
energy from the telephone line. The in- 
put impedance of the circuit, as seen by 
the telephone line, is almost 100,000 
ohms and the input resistance is infinite. 
When connected across the telephone 
line it is undetectable and has no effect 
on telephone performance. 

No Power Problems. The circuit de- 
rives its power from four rechargeable 
NiCad cells connected in series which 
provide 4.8 volts to drive an ordinary 
doorbell. Since the power demand on 
these cells occurs only when the tele- 
phone rings, the battery will operate the 
bell over 1000 times on one charge. 

4 This should last several months, de- 
pending upon how many calls you re- 
ceive. A built -in battery charger is in- 
cluded in, the circuit so that the cells 
may be conveniently charged from the 
AC power line at any time. Full re- 
charge takes 14 hours, but the charger 
may be left in operation indefinitely, if 
desired, with no damage to the cells due 
to overcharge. This is possible since the 
charging circuit has been designed to 
-ieliver a limited current to the cells. 
The NiCad cells used in this circuit. are 
size C, but other sizes may be used. 
This is possible since the charging cir- 
cuit has been designed to deliver a 
limited current to the cells. The NiCad 

cells used in this circuit are size C, but 
other sizes may be used. This will be 
covered later in this article. 

How It Works. When the telephone 
rings, a 20 Hertz AC voltage of about 
220 volts peak to peak is impressed 
across the telephone line. The series 
circuit composed of R1, R2, R3, Cl, 
and C2 is connected across the line to 
provide isolation and act as a voltage 
divider for Q1. Cl and C2 provide DC 
isolation, since the line normally has a 
DC voltage of about 48 volts across it 
when the telephone is not in use. Q1 
responds to the 20 Hertz ringing signal 
by conducting current during each posi- 
tive half cycle applied to its base. CR1 
prevents Q1 from being reverse biased 
during the negative half of the ringing 

signal. The emitter current of Q1 is 
applied to the base of Q2 causing it to 
saturate and act as a switch. This ap- 
plies full battery voltage to the bell, 
causing it to ring. The voltage applied 
to the bell is essentially a 20 Hertz 
square wave which produces a slightly 
different sound than that produced by 
pure DC. CR2 and C3 protects Q2 
from any reverse voltage spikes pro- 
duced by the collapsing magnetic field 
of the bell. 

The battery charger circuit is com- 
posed of TI, a 4 diode bridge rectifier, 
and R5. Tl provides isolation from the 
AC power line while reducing the volt- 
age to about 6 volts RMS. The ouput 

This view is from the 
top of Ring -A- Thing, 
looking down on the 
PC board. There really 
aren't many components, 
so you'll see how neatly 
spaced they are. The 
board has to be large, 
because of the size 
of the bell, which is 
mounted on it at left. 
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RING -A -THING 

of the bridge rectifier, a pulsating DC 
of about 9 volts peak, is applied to the 
four cells through a current limiting 
resistor, R5. This type of circuit is 
recommended for NiCad cells, and pro- 
vides essentially a constant charge cur- 
rent regardless of the state of charge of 
the battery or power line voltage. By 
limiting the current to not more than 
one tenth of the ampere hour rating of 
the cells, the charger may be operated 
for any length of time without damage 
to the battery due to overcharge. When 
the cells attain full charge, the gases 
produced within the cell are recom- 
bined chemically preserving electrolyte. 

Construction. The entire circuit is 
built on a 61/2-inch x 91/2-inch printed 
circuit board. The foil layout is shown 
half size in figure one and the com- 
ponent layout is shown in figure two. 
The cells are securely mounted to the 
printed circuit board using steel clips. 
This method of assembly is recom- 
mended since it would not be good 
practice to rely on the connecting wires' 

PARTS LIST FOR RING -A -THING 

B1 -Size "C" NiCad cell (Radio Shack 23-124 

or equiv.) 
Cl, 2- 0.22uF, 250 -volt tubular or ceramic 

capacitor (Radio Shack 272 -1070 or equiv.) 

C3- 22 -uF, 16 -volt tantalum capacitor (Radio 

Shack 272 -1412 or equiv.) 
Dl, 2- General purpose silicon diode (Radio 

Shack 276 -1103 or equiv.) 
D2-6-0.5A, 100 -volt or greater silicon diode 

(Radio Shack 276 -1102 or equiv.) 

Q1 -NPN silicon transistor, 2N3904 (Radio 

Shack 276 -2030 or equiv.) 
Q2 -NPN Silicon power transistor, 5 -A, 

2N4321 (Radio Shack 276 -2020 or equiv.) 
R1, 2- 4700 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 10% resistor 

(Radio Shack 271 -1330 or equiv.) 
R3- 10000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 10% resistor (Radio 

Shack 271-1300 or equiv.) 
R4 -10 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 10 °%o resistor (Radio 

Shack 271 -1300 or equiv.) 
R5 -4.7 -ohm, 1 -watt, 10 °%o resistor (Allied 

Electronics- address below- 824 -5049 or 

equiv., see text) 
T1 -6.3 -volt, 1 -A filament transformer (Radio 

Shack 273 -050 or equiv.) 

Misc. -Bell (Standard 6 -volt doorbell), battery 
clips (Radio Shack 270-1436 or equiv.) wire, 
solder, etc. 

Allied Electronics' address is 401 E. 8th St., 

Fort Worth, TX 76102. 

To obtain a printed circuit board template 
free from ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS that 
will speed up your construction of Ring -A- 
Thing send a stamped, self- addressed number 
10 business envelope to The Editor, ELE- 

MENTARY ELECTRONICS, 229 Park Ave. So., 

New York, NY 10003. 
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of the cells to hold them in place. If 
the cells you are using do not have 
solder tabs, the wires can be soldered 
directly to the positive and negative 
metal parts of the cell. In this case do 
not use excessive heat when soldering 
so that the cells do not become dam- 
aged. When mounting the cells be sure 
to follow the exact polarity as shown 
in figure two. 

The printed circuit layout for the bell 
connections may be changed to ac- 
commodate the type of bell you are 
going to use. Be sure to locate the 
mounting holes for the bell before lay- 
ing out the printed circuit to avoid a 
conflict between the copper foil and 
mounting screws. Do not solder R5 into 
the printed circuit until insrtucted to 

(Continued on page 85) 

COMPONENT LAYOUT 
FOR RING -A -THING 

TELEPHONE LINE 
TELEPHONE LINE 

TI 

SECONDA 

R5 

+ 

NICAD 

[1\103 1D4 

S D6 

NICAD 

NICAD 

RI 

CI 

R2[111 

R3 
C2(j 

t DI 

The component layout of Ring -A- Thing, with the foil side down. You'll see, if you 
look carefully, that the diagram has a few more components than the photograph of 
the unit has. That is because your editors added a few capacitors, etc. 
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Keep your power 
Hello! out there in Radioland. Win- 

ter has rolled around again and it is 
time to restore all those radios you 
collected last summer. It was a real 
pleasure meeting so many of my read- 
ers in Dearborn, Michigan, last October 
at the Antique Wireless Association 
Annual Conference. For those of you 
that didn't make it I will just mention 
a few highlights. 

The headquarters for the conference 
was in the Dearborn Inn. The first day's 
activities took place there and included 
the radio equipment auction. The auc- 
tion lasted over 4 hours and many 
radios, speakers and miscellaneous items 
were sold to the highest bidder. A 
Radiola III that didn't work and had 
no tubes sold for $24.00, a Magnavox 
horn speaker that didn't operate brought 
$25.00, an AK model 33 battery set, 
less tubes went for $35.00, and a two 
tube Crosley model 52 with tubes sold 
for $50.00. 

The usual flea market activity went 
on in the Parking Lot every time a 
trunk lid was opened. A cold miserable 
rain threatened to close down the flea 
market on Saturday, but it soon stopped 
raining. On Saturday the meetings were 
held in the Theatre in the Ford Mu- 
seum. This was my first trip to the 
Ford Museum and I really enjoyed see- 
ing all the items, especially the Radio 
equipment. If you are planning a visit 
to the . Ford Museum don't expect to 
see many radios for a year or so. The 

Parking lot sales were an important part 
of the AWA meeting in Dearborn, Michigan. 

by James 

supply from 
A. Fred 

humming with 
museum is rearranging several of the 
exhibits and must put the radio equip- 
ment in storage. After the new con- 
struction is finished the radio equip- 
ment will be on display again. 

The highlight of the program was a 
talk by R.H.G. Mathews. Mr. Mathews 
told the story of the founding of the 
Zenith Radio Corporation, by himself, 
Carl Hassler, and Commander Eugene 
McDonald. The first two men men- 
tioned started the Chicago Radio La- 
boratories with $200.00 borrowed from 
Mr. Mathews' father. After Commander 
McDonald joined the other two men 
the Zenith Radio Corp. was founded. 
Mr. Mathews eventually retired and 
has been living in Mexico for the last 
ten years. 

The Earliest Music. Did you know 
that the first musical program was 
broadcast by Reginald Fessenden, in 
1906? Fessenden, a Canadian born 
inventor, had sent his voice through 
the air at Cobb Island, Maryland in 
1900. While working for the ' United 
States Weather Bureau he had sent his 
voice through the air between two masts 
50 feet high and one mile apart. This 
was the first time in history man's voice 
was carried on a wave of electricity. 

One of Fessenden's first jobs was 
working for Thomas Edison and he 
tried to interest him in voice transmis- 
sion, but Edison was too deeply in- 
volved in his many inventions to listen 
to him. Still only 26 years old Fes - 
senden became a teacher, first at Purdue 
University in West Lafayette, Indiana, 
and then as head of the Electrical Engi- 
neering Department at the University of 
Pittsburgh. In 1900 he decided to be- 
come a full time inventor and moved 
to the U.S weather Bureau, as men- 
tioned above, for whom he built a wire- 
less telegraph station. Later he left this 
position and with the backing of two 
Pittsburgh millionaires he built a wire- 
less station at Brant Rock, near Boston. 
Mass. and a second station on the 
coast of Scotland. 
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this simple circuit. 
By Christmas eve of 1906, Fessenden 

was ready to make the world's first 
longwave radio voice broadcast. It 
was made from Brant Rock, to ships of 
the United Fruit Company, in the Car- 
ibbean Sea which were equipped with 
his receiving equipment. Fessenden 
played his violin and sang hymns, while 
other persons read from the Bible. 

If you would like to read the whole 
story of Fessenden's life send for the 
book Radios First Voice by Ormand 
Raby. This paperback, 160 page book, 
plus photographs, is available for $2.25 
postpaid from Antique Radio Press, 
P.O. Box 42, Rossville, IN 46065. 

Measuring Electrolytics. In the An- 
tique Radio Corner in the January- 
February issue Of ELEMENTARY ELEC- 
TRONICS we told you about replacing 
electrolytic capacitors and how to 
measure leakage. There is one other 
parameter you may wish to measure 
and that is the actual capacity of an 
electrolytic capacitor. The test circuit 
shown is from the book Modern Radio 
Servicing by Alfred Ghirardi and was 
published in 1935. This circuit is a 
simple one and can be built quite inex- 
pensively. From the circuit shown you 
can see that you need a stepdown trans- 
former (a 6.3 -volt at 1- ampere filament 
transformer will work fine), a 100 -ohm, 
4 -watt potentiometer, a 0 -5 -volt, full 
scale, AC voltmeter, a 0- 1- milliampere 
AC milliammeter which when provided 

One of the oldest pieces on display at the 
AWA Annual Conference was this 1912 Murdock 
Crystal receiver, with a handsome wood base. 
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with several shunts will allow you to 
measure larger values of capacitors. To 
use,the tester connect a capacitor to the 
binding posts, adjust the potentiometer 
until the voltmeter reads exactly 2.65 - 
volts. The reading on the milliameter 
will then be equal to the capacity in 
microfarads. That is a readir.g of 10- 
milliamps will equal 10 microfarads. 

This simple tester will prove to be 
very useful when restoring old radios. 
The most important parts are the shunt 
resistors used to change the full scale 
deflection of the AC milliameter. The 
circuit diagram shows what current 
ranges are necessary to measure ca- 
pacitors from 1 to 100 mfd. These are 
the size electrolytics you will find in 
most old radios. Since the tester only 
applies 2.65 volts AC to the capacitor 
under test there is no possibility of 
"blowing" the capacitor. However, 
there is one thing to remember. Always 
test for leakage first, and if the leakage 
exceeds the value allowed in the Jan- 
uary- February issue of ELEMENTARY 
ELECTRONICS the capacitor checker 
just described will not give accurate 
readings. I breadboarded the circuit 
shown and found that most of the ca- 
pacitors I tested measured within 25% 
of their stamped values. Remember 
most capacitor catalogs show the toler- 
ance of electrolytic capacitors to be 
-50% to +100 %. This is quite a vari- 
ation, and in a 10 mfd. capacitor it 
would mean that the capacitor could 
measure from 5 to 20 mfd. and still be 
within limits. When replacing filter ca- 
pacitors, the ones in the power supply, 
do not use capacitors that are smaller 
in capacity than the originals. You can 
use any voltage rating higher and ca- 
pacity ratings not more than twice that 
of the original. 

The Parts Crunch. If you want to 
duplicate this circuit I am sorry to say 
that you may have trouble finding the 
parts. I have been building original 
electronic projects from individual parts 
for over 40 years. It is becoming very 
difficult to buy the basic parts for orig- 
inal projects. If you have access to 
radio books and magazines published 
in the 1920's you will see what I mean 
when you read the construction proj- 
ects published in those magazines. One 
reason it is hard to buy basic parts is 
because everything has gone solid state. 
Semiconductors are small so every as- 
sembly using semiconductors has been 
squeezed until you need a magnifying 
glass to work on them. Transistors and 
integrated circuits are cold, impersonal 
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PARTS LIST FOR CAPACITANCE TESTER 

M1- 0 -10 -mA AC meter (Shurìte stock no. 

8607; address listed below) 
M2 -0 -10 -VAC meter (Shurìte stock no. 8403) 
PL -Pilot light (Radio Shack 272 -705 or equiv.) 
R1 -100 -ohm, 4 -watt wirewound potentiometer 

(Allied Electronics 875 -4012 or equiv.; ad- 

dress listed below) 
R2 -535 -ohm, 1/2-watt, 5% wirewound resistor 

(Allied Electronics 880 -1048, adjust to spec.) 

R3 -48 -ohm, 5 -watt, 5% wirewound resistor 
(Allied Electronics 880 -1022, adjust to spec.) 

o 

S1 -SPST toggle switch (Radio Shack 275 -602 
or equiv.) 

52 -Rotary switch (Radio Shack 275-1385 or 
equiv.) 

11-6.3-VAC, 1 -A filament transformer (Radio 

Shack. 273.050 or equiv.) 
Allied Electronics' address is 401 East 8th St., 

Fort Worth, TX 76102 
Shurite's address is 428 Chapel Street, New 

Haven, CT 06508 

objects compared to a vacuum tube. 
Vacuum tubes are warm, easily used 
items that you can look into and see 
the lighted filament, plates, grids, etc. 
This is why I prefer going back into the 
period between 1920 and 1945 for col- 
lecting, repairing, and restoring radios. 
Enough of my personal feelings and 
hack to the parts problem. I solved this 

problem by sending for all the parts 
catalogs offered by advertisers in ELE- 
MENTARY ELECTRONICS magazine. 
There is no one best catalog, you must 
have them all. You cannot rely on your 
local radio parts dealer to supply tube 
sockets., transformers, meters of all 
kinds, and other special parts you mar 
need when you build original projects. 

This is the way the interior of the McGee Radio Company store looked on January 24. 

1933. It's full of cathedral radios, and the console radios are a real knockout, too! 
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Hathì's 
CB Carousel 

by Kathi Martin, KGK3916 

Only your Good Buddies will know for sure that you've got this hot rig in your car. 

My next -door neighbor had her sec- 
ond CB rig ripped off in less than a 
week. Yes, the car had a burglar alarm, 
and a locking dashboard mount, but 
the rig and a good part of the dash 
was gone before anyone even had a 
chance to respond to the siren. 

It was while looking at the ripped -out 
dash that I thought about how much 
more secure an in -dash CB would be 
when my car is in the city. Naturally, 
concealing the rig in the trunk is the 
best protection, but if you've got to 
have it out at all times an in -dash rig 
looked like the best bet. 

Where to put it? I wasn't about to 
start doing a body -and- fender job on 
the dash. Besides, there was no room 
in the car's dashboard even if I could 
locate my old metal nibbling tool. 

Then came the flash of inspiration. 
Simply replace the present auto radio 
with a combination radio /CB! Locked 
and bolted into the dash itself it was 
more than likely a fast ripoff artist 
would look for another car; after all, 
even a crowbar is useless if the rig is 
behind the dash. 

Shopping Around. A quick survey of 
the marketplace turned up several forms 
of combination in -dash radio /trans- 
ceivers. Some had a built -in cassette 
player, some a cartridge player, some 
were AM /FM /CB. After much think- 
ing about all the possible combinations I 
realized that I would not compromise 
high CB performance just to get a rig 
mounted in the dash, and high per- 
formance means high selectivity. 
Around New York City, a transceiver 
short on selectivity is almost worthless 
what with activity booming. 

Looking over the mountain of spec 
sheets I've accumulated this year I 
noted the Realistic TRC -471 was rated 
for 70 dB adjacent channel rejection - 
a respectable, if not outstanding value 
in any CB rig. 

Next came the hard part. Would it 
fit in my car? Since the TRC -471 is 

specified for Ford and GM I was 
reasonably certain it would fit my GM, 
but having been burned many times in 
the past I made careful measurements 
of the unit at the Radio Shack store 
before going through my purse for my 
charge card. 

Next question. What about the 
mounting hole(s) already in my dash? 
No problem there because the TRC - 
471 has adjustable shaft spacing, is 
supplied with an adaptor and new trim 
plate, and a giant size bag of mounting 
hardware. 

The Rig. The unit itself is a com- 
bination AM /FM- Stereo /40- Channel 
CB Transceiver. It is supplied pre - 
wired with an output plug and jack 
for stereo front and rear speakers. The 
radio itself has a left /right balance 
control and a front /rear balance con- 
trol in addition to the volume control. 
Unlike some combination units that 
share the important circuits for both 
AM and CB, the TRC -471 has inde- 
pendent AM and CB receiver sections 

- that permit monitoring of CB while 
listening to AM or FM. 

It works this way: When you push 
in a button marked MONitor both the 
radio and CB are fed to the speakers. 
You select the desired CB channel -in- 
dicated on a digital readout -and then 
squelch the CB with the squelch con- 
trol. In short, the CB section is set the 
same as with any rig. 

Then you tune in an AM or FM 
station using the regular tuning knob 
or one of five preset station selectors. 

If a CB station comes on the channel 
the CB squelch releases and the CB 
signal is fed to the speakers. 

The transmitter does not work in the 
MONitor mode. To transmit the unit 
must be placed in the CB operating 
mode by pressing a CB selector. When 
the CB selector is on both the AM and 
FM radio are inoperative. 

Separate antenna connectors are pro- 
vided for the AM /FM and CB anten- 
nas. However, the TRC -471 has a pow - 
;r convenience feature that makes it 
attractive to use a combination AM/ 
FM /CB disappearing (motor driven) 
antenna. A separate wire coming from 
the rear is connected to the volume 
control's on-oft switch. When the radio 
is turned on power is applied to this 
wire. If the wire is connected to one 
of the automatic disappearing antenna 
models the antenna will extend when 
the radio set is turned on, and col- 
lapse when the radio is turned off. 
(Nice feature!) .If you own an oldèr 
type of disappearing antenna which re- 
quires a separate power application to 
lower the antenna you'll have to install 
a separate power switch. I suggest you 

(Continued on page 92) 

Your car may already have a built -in radio 
and trim panel, or the dashboard may be 
predrilled for the main controls. 

Here, the hairy paw of an e/e technician 
holds (from left to right): the microphone 
connector; AM /FM antenna jack, and a 

standard UHF -CB antenna connector. 
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£EI11PUTEF ECIMPUTER PROOLETS 
Here in one place each issue of e/e you will find product 
information on the newest hobby computers and accessories. 

16 -Bit Microcomputer System - Uni- 
comp, Inc., offers a new 16 -bit micro- 
computer system that features a large 
backplane, dual floppy disc and power 
supply, all in one package. Model SS- 
11/15 delivers the full power of DEC's 
LSI -11 CPU. This "fully integrated" and 
"cost effective" system is packaged in 
a single 101/2 -inch rack or tabletop 
mounting enclosure. Standard hardware 

includes a 15 quad slot backplane, integral switching mode Power Supply, dual 
or quad Floppy Disk System, CPU with EIS /FIS MICROM, 20 -28 KW RAM, console 
interface, diagnostic bootstrap PROM, bus terminator, console switch register, 
distributed refresh controller, and complete front panel controls and displays. 
All unused slots are occupied by bus grant continuity boards allowing develop- 
ment users to separate custom interfaces for ease of testing. User applications 
benefits from the SS -11/15 compatibility with field -proven operating system soft- 
ware such as RT -11 and RSX -11/S. Programming requirements are fulfilled quick- 
ly with an array of source language including Multi -User Basic, Fortran IV and 
Macro -II. Price: $3095. Circle 48 on Reader Service Coupon for more information. 

Video Display Board -Technical Design 
Labs claims that this VDB (Video Dis- 
play Board) that interfaces with the 
S -100 Bus microcomputers is "low in 
cost and yet provides the capabilities 
of video terminals costing thousands of 
dollars more." The unit consists of two 
boards mounted piggyback. The VDB 
contains its own display buffer memory 
and provides two pages of display, each with 25 rows of 80 characters. The 
display buffer memory uses no memory address, thus leaving the entire com- 
puter memory address intact for user programs. The VDB displays, in addition to 
the 96 upper and lower case ASCII characters with descenders, 64 unique display 
symbols to permit a graphic resolution with 160 horizontal elements by 75 vertical 
elements. The display can accept data at a 400,000 character per second rate. 
The VDB works with either a modified TV set or monitor and has an on -board 
8 -bit parallel keyboard port with status strobes. It requires one motherboard 
socket and occupies two card spaces. Software character and ROMable graphics 
output drivers are supplied for Z80 and 8080 systems. The VDB is priced at 
$349 in kit form and $449 fully assembled and tested. Circle 52 on Reader Service 
Coupon for more information. 

Mass Storage Systems -PerSci, I ic. in- 
troduces a new series of IBM compati- 
ble Mass Storage Systems for mini- 
computer applications. These systems, 
with data capacities to 1 Mbyte format- 
ted, incorporate PerSci's Model 277 
Dual Diskette Drives and are available 
in several configurations: A one or two 
drive (two dr four spindle) system com- 
plete with microprocessor based con- 

troller, power supply and cabling enclosed in a 19 -inch rack mountable chassis 
costs $3,995 for the two drive system, $2,895 for the one drive unit; a one or two 
drive system ($1,630 and $2,760 respectively) with power supply and cabiret but 
without controller; a single drive "slimline" system ($2,110) that measures only 
41- inches wide when vertically mounted but that incorporates one dual drive 
(two spindles) and a power supply in a table top chassis. Model 1070 Controller 
is available separately for $740. Called an "extremely intelligent" controller, 
Model 1070 includes an 8030 microprocessor and has an internal disk operating 
system in firmware. When commanded by the 8080, the 1070 Controller is able 
to perform all file management functions, including IBM 3740 formatting and 
initializing. Circle 50 on Reader Service Coupon for more information. 
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Microprocessor Self- Instruction Course - 
Heath Company introduces the ET -3400/ 
EE -3401 microprocessor learning system 
for self- instruction purposes. The EE- 
3401 course employs Heath's individual- 
ized learning techniques to instruct the 
student in microprocessor operation, in- 
terfacing and programming. The accom- 
panying hardware and software experi- 
ments provide valuable hands -on experi- 
ence via the ET -3400 microprocessor 
trainer. Instructional materials in micro- 
processor operation and design, applica- 
tions, machine language programming, 
hardware, I/0 interfacing and much 
more are all featured. The ET -3400 train- 
er features the 6800 microprocessor, 256 
bytes of RAM (expandable of 512 bytes), 
a 1K ROM monitor, and 6 -digit hexa- 
decimal display and keyboard. Bread- 
boarding sockets permit fast construction 
of experiments and special prototype cir- 
cuits. Prices: EE -3401 microprocessor 
course, $89.95; ET -3400 microprocessor 
trainer, $189.95. Circle 31 on Reader 
Service Coupon for more information. 

Eight -bit Teleprinter-Ol ivetti Corp. of 
America introduces a new 8 -bit Tele- 
printer identified as model TC480 which 
is available in three versions: receive 
only (RO), keyboard send /receive (KSR) 
and automatic send /receive (ASR). Sales 
are directed mainly to users who require 
computer hard -copy capability -in partic- 
ular to retailers, educational institutions, 
auto dealers, banks. The TC480 key - 

(Continued on page 91) 
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CB i P ll DUCTS 
e /e puts together in one neat package some of the newest CB rigs, (. antennas and accessories for you to use in CB contacts this year! 

Antenna Swivel Stays Put 
The problem with some antenna swivels is that 
they never stop swiveling. The new MayCom 
GW -3S Swivel Antenna Holder, designed to 
mount antennas to slanted surfaces and hatch- 
back cars, stays adjusted because it has a big 

CIRCLE 49 

ON READER 

SERVICE COUPON 

, 

"star" lock washer and hex -head adjusting 
screw for positive holding. The chrome -plated 
MaÿCom GW -3S swivel has 3/a -24 threads to 
accept mobile antennas and a 3/s -24 threaded 
stud to fit trunk mounts. Retail price is $3.95. 
It's another accessory from Maycom Communi- 
cations Products, 1134 W. John Beers Road, 
Stevensville, MI 49127. 

SSB /AM CB Transceiver 
The CP -400, a 40 channel SSB /AM mobile CB 
transceiver from Communications Power, Inc. 
is designed for the serious CBer, and includes 
a high -power JFET mixer that virtually elimi- 
nates overloading and intermodulation prob- 
lems, a built -in logarithmic speech compressor 
and a power microphone that provide super- 
strong talk power with no flat- topping, and 
an eight -pole crystal filter that provides ad- 
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jacent channel rejection of -80 dB on both 
SSB and AM. With its cadmium plated steel 
chassis and heavy aluminum case, the CP -400 
is a rugged transceiver. The bulk of the vital 
electronic components are mounted on four 
computer -grade plug-in printed circuit boards. 
This modular, solid -state construction makes 
for simple, easy maintenance. Priced to sell 
for $599.00. Further information on the CPI 
CP -400, and the company's complete line of 
high technology, American -made communica- 
tions gear, is available from Communications 
Power Inc., 2407 Charleston Road, Mountain 
View, CA 94043. 

Good on all 40 
Johnson American has announced the avail- 
ability of the Messenger 92/40, a profes- 
sional quality 5- channel hand -held CB trans- 
ceiver, type accepted by the FCC for 40 -chan- 
nel service. The Messenger 92/40 has been 
completely redesigned to comply with the 
FCC's specifications for 40- channel service 
equipment. The new model features low power 
consumption and superior receiver sensitivity 
and transmit range. Its cast aluminum alloy 
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frame provides exceptional sturdiness. John- 
son's Messenger 92/40 has a nickel -cadmium 
battery pack that stores enough power for a 

full day of normal use. Additionally; the charg- 
er unit, which is supplied with the radio, per- 
mits full recharging overnight. The Messenger 
92/40 comes with an LED battery indicator 
that tells at a glance when charging is re- 
quired. It is also equipped with a flexible an- 
tenna that gives years of trouble -free service 
in the field. Sells for $169.95. For further in- 
formation, contact Johnson American, Inc., 
Clear Lake IA 50428. 

40- Channel CB Base 
The Model CBB -1040 has been added to the 
"Aircommand" line of Citizens Band radios 
manufactured by Superscope, Inc. The CBB - 

1040 is a base station version of the CB -640 
mobile unit which was selected by the Cali- 
fornia Highway Patrol for exclusive use in its 
vehicles. The CBB -1040 comes equipped with a 

desk type power microphone featuring an ad- 

justable mic & gain switch and providing up 
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to 10 times more sensitivity (20 dB) than a 

conventional microphone. The dual conversion 
superhetrodyne receiver provides high selec- 
tivity and sensitivity. An emergncy Channel 9 

scanner constantly monitors this nationally 
recognized emergency channel. A flashing 
light and audible beep indicate when someone 
is transmitting on channel 9. A. LED digital 
clock features an automatic power switch 
which activates the CBB -1040 at a pre -set 
time. The unit provides a large 3 -in. meter for 
SWR, RF Power, modulation, and receive sig- 
nal- strength. Automatic noise limiter and noise 
blanker switches insure the rejection of all 
unwanted signals. The delta fine tuning con- 
trol pinpoints signals which are off frequency 
and helps reject adjacent channel interfer. 
ence. The CBB -1040 sells for $389.95. For in- 
formation on this new product and other CB 
products write to Superscope, Inc., Aircom- 
mand, 20525 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, CA 
91311. 

Universal Extension Speaker 
The growth of CB communications has cre- 
ated the need for a quality enclosed, exten- 
sion speaker system. To this end Robins has 
introducd a deluxe extension /remote loud 
speaker system that will do this job. Its per- 
formance and acoustic design will make it 
suitable for mobile CB installations, home 
based CB installations, communications and 
general audio use. It incorporates a high ef- 
fiency 4 -in. dynamic loud speaker with an 

CIRCLE 59 

ON READER 

SERVICE COUPON 

extra heavy 3 -ounce magnet. The frequency 
range of 20- 13,000 cycles is sufficiently broad 
to faithfully amplify voice and music, yet re- 
tains the ability to reproduce the speech 
range with a minimum of background hash. A 

fully adjustable 180° click -set enameled metal 
mounting bracket enables the user to instant- 
ly swing the primary audio direction to any 
position. Impedance is 8 ohms with 5 watts 
maximum power to handle high volume with- 
out distortion. It includes a long 10 -foot. 
cord with 3.5 -mm phone plug. Look for Robins 
catalog No. 48-015 with suggested list price 
of $16.00. Get all the facts by writing to 
Robins Industries Corp., 75 Austin Blvd., Com- 
mack, NY 11725. 
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Our world has already changed be- 

cause of microcomputers, and it will 

change much more. In ten to fifteen 
years, your home will likely have many 
microprocessors in it. They will . be in 

your kitchen, garage, basement, living 
room, gameroom, and bedroom. Many 
people will be using microcomputers 
Without knowing it. Others will be ex- 
panding their thinking processes as they 
pit themselves against complex but fas- 
cinating learning machines. Math, sci- 

ence, even history and art will be pro- 
grammed into shoebox sized computers 
that you can buy or that you can bor- 
row from a library or school. 

We are talking about a subject as 
broad as your imagination -the applica- 
tions of microcomputers. Let's face it, 

your goal and that of every electronics 
outfit in this business, is to first under- 
stand some principles of microcom- 
puters and then to figure out what to 
do with them. You may be a hobbyist 
who is simply curious and trying to ex- 

PUTEF1 ErAguuT 
by Norman Myers, Computers Editor 

The ways microcomputers will touch your everyday life. 

pand his horizons. But, you may be 
more than that. You may want :o start 
your own business to make and market 
a product of your own invention. The 
time has come to understand what is 

being done with microcomputers, what 
some companies are thinking about 
doing, and to pipedream a bit about 
how we can improve our world with 
some futuristic inventions. 

The whole area of applications is so 

broad that we need more than one ar- 
ticle to begin to cover it. This issue will 
address microcomputers in business, 
transportation systems, and the home. 
But the home applications will only be 
touched on at this time. The next issue 
will dive into electronic games for the 
home -which is a fantastic voyage in 
itself. So stick with me as we weave 
our way through. 

Computers In The Office. The use of 
computers in business -a subject many 
of you have asked me about in your 
letters -can be broken up into the two 

This PC board assembly is Chrysler's next generation of electronic fuel control, which will 

serve as an alternative to its present lean -burn system. The four dual -in -line packages on 

the lower left of the PC board contain the heart of the system, (left to right) the CDP 

1833 ROM, the CDP 1824 RAM, a custom -made CPU and a custom input /output port. 
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broad areas of inventory and control. 
Inventory here means keeping track of 
something. It can be the recordkeeping 
of a doctor's office or of an accountant 
for billing purposes, or it can be keep- 
ing track of what items are in stock. 
Let's take a look at some actual cases. 
There is, of course, the one most of 
you have seen by now in some of the 
grocery stores. A light pen reads the 
international strip code from a label, 
enters the code into the cashier's termi- 
nal which passes it onto the central 
computer in the back room. For each 
label code, the computer memory knows 
the price of the item, how many are in 
stock, and where to place an order foi 
more. When stock of an item gets too 
low, the computer writes an order for 
more. We have here a central computer 
controlling small microcomputers in the 
cashiers' terminals. Commands flow 
back and forth to control the light pen, 
give pricing, tax computation, et cetera. 

Then there is your local hamburger 
heaven. Have you noticed the key pad 
on a Burger King cashier's terminal? 
Only a microcomputer can provide the 
kind of flexibility you see there. You 
say hamburger, for example, and the 
order taker presses a touch -type key 
with a picture of a hamburger on it. 

The price is built into the computer 
memory. To change prices the store 
manager calls in the terminal experts to 
do a simple software change. Hardware 
does not have to be discarded. After 
you have placed your large order, this 
computer provides a listing that is easy 
for the cooks to follow -how many 
shakes, how many hot dogs, et cetera. 
Now let's think of how we can improve 
on this smart terminal. What would you 
do? Well, the first thing to notice is 

that the terminal operators have to call 
the order to the kitchen. We know from 
our last Computer Readout article that 
video screens are a blooming output 
medium. It seems archaic to go from a 
computer to a person to a microphone 
to the kitchen. The kitchen should per- 
haps have a video display that shows 
the hamburger person how many burg- 
ers he has on order of various types 
(small, large, no pickle, etc.). As the 
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outgoing tray is filled, the computer 
would subtract the items from computer 
memory card from the screen. Inven- 
tory ability could be added by connect- 
ing the terminals to a central inventory 
control computer that ordered food as 
necessary via a data link to the ware- 
house computer. Eventually, you could 
build an entirely automated entry. 
Drive in, push the key for the food you 
want, the kitchen would be composed 
of conveyor belts and ovens -out comes 
your food. 

That is a bit astray from pure inven- 
tory control, but that kind of leapfrog- 
ging is exactly what is making small 
computer businesses take off to big 
things today. Inventory control is very 
much in demand, and every case has to 
be nearly custom tailored to the client. 
Through software control, that custom- 
izing is no problem. If you want to 
imagine how you could get started with 
an inventory control system, simply 
imagine getting a small computer that 
takes BASIC instructions (see our tu- 
torial on BASIC elsewhere in the maga- 
zine) via a typewriter keyboard, and 
next imagine programming a small and 
simple inventory system to keep track 
of shoes in a store. You are on your 
way. 

... And In The Factory. Computer 
control in industry is presently wide- 
spread, but the potential is really un- 
limited. The needs are great, and the 
microcomputers available today liter- 
ally sit waiting for someone to apply 
their power to the jobs. Take, for ex- 
ample, the computer- automated control 
of metal parts. Machines that stamp or 
bend metal parts are becoming nearly 
commonplace in industry. The operator 

MICRO PROCESSOR USES IN AUTOS 
Fuel Economy and 
Emission Control 

Firing of plugs 
Air /fuel ratio 
Rate of deceleration 
Speed control for 
highest m.p.g. 
Automatic adjustment 
for weather conditions 

Driving Aids 
All electronic instru- 
ment panel 
Radar with speed 
control 
Computer navigation 
following road beacons 
Computation of best 
rest stops, expected 
arrival time, type fuel 
to use for trip, best tire 
pressure for load, etc. 

Safety 
Computer warning of weak 
spots like tires, battery, 
brakes, radar, etc. 
Anti -skid braking 
Anti -theft computer 
combination locks 
Air -bag control 

Microprocessors can be especially useful in aiding operators of complex equipment, 
such as the family car. The auto industry hopes to perfect all the above uses of micro- 
processors in the coming years. "Dumb" cars will be in museums instead of on freeways! 

loads a hopper with pipes or other 
metal pieces, presses the button and the 
computer controls the machine. Out 
come car ash trays, hingles, you -name- 
it. If a new hinge design is to be fabri- 
cated, the computer program is simply 
updated with new holes to drill and 
bends to make. 

The ideas here are not new, and in 
many cases only the surface is being 
scratched. Microcomputers of the fu- 
tur will be tied together in an industrial 
plant. The ordering of raw material to 
meet schedules on new orders, the ac- 
tual fabrications, and the shipping and 
billing would all be computer con- 
trolled. And remember, you need not 
sit by and watch. There is a big market 
out there and learning about microcom- 
puter operations as a hobby at home 
will give you a big foot in the door. 

The Millers Ferry Hydroelectric 
Plant in Alabama is controlled by an 
Interdata 70 that communicates with 
three IMP microprocessor boards to 
control water flow and generators at 

CARBON 
MONOXIDE 

HYDROCARBONS 

LEAN 
/WBURN 

INDOW 

j NITROUS 
OXIDE 

14 16 18 20 
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A lean -burn computer 
keeps the air /fuel 
mixture at 18:1 
under all driving con- 
ditions in order to 
keep pollution levels 
low. A new computer 
system must be de- 
vised by 1981 -when 
Congress will cut al- 
lowable nitrous oxide 
levels by fifty percent. 

Jones Bluff Dam that is many 
away. The system is estimated to save 
tens of thousands of dollars by increas- 
ing efficiency of the power plant -so the 
computers will pay for themselves. Con- 
trol of open hearth furnace feeding and 
temperatures, monitor and control of 
electric power to giant aluminum smelt- 
ing pots, monitoring of the quantity of 
ingredients that go into anything from 
cake mixes to tire rubber -all of these 
use microcomputers today. The com- 
puter acts as a kind of central brain 
that may have several smaller micro- 
processors feeding it, which in turn 
have sensors telling them what is hap- 
pening. So sensor technology is an area 
that is absolutely booming as computers 
push the need for new and cheaper de- 
vices. Sensors can smell (such as smoke 
detectors), feel (like strain gauges), 
hear (special frequency response trans- 
ducers), and see (like infra red sen- 
sors). Still, there is the need for more. 
The more intelligence that can be built 
into the sensors, the less time the cen- 
tral computer has to spend interpreting, 

In Your Car, Too! Transportation is 
an area much in need of micro- proces- 
sors -and the future will show a fan- 
tastic set of changes in this area. The 
Chrysler Lean -Burn system is one of 
the popular examples of how people 
can have a computer in their garage 
without knowing it. The concept there 
is to control the spark firing so as to 
always have the air /fuel ratio equal 
to 18 to 1. While maximum fuel econ- 
omy is achieved at a ratio of about 16.5 
to 1, a ratio of 18 to 1 leads to mini- 
mum levels of carbon monoxide and 
unburned hydrocarbons. In 1981, ni- 

,trous emissions will be tightened from 
2 grams per mile to only 1 gram per 
mile. Several manufacturers plan to use 
a new type catalytic converter to ab- 
sorb the bad exhaust, but for that new 
converter to work well, and for fuel 
economy to be kept as high as possible, 
a more elaborate computer control sys- 
tem is being developed. 

miles 
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SECRET CODED MESSAGES transmitted 
to spies in the middle of the night 

. a hidden station broadcasting to 
incite revolution in another nation ... 
terrorist groups throughout the world 
linked together by shortwave radio. The 
elements of a James Bond navel? No, 
these are actual DX targets for the alert 
SWL! 

It's no secret to any active SWL that 
much shortwave broadcasting activity is 

political. But some stations go beyond 
mere persuasion into outright deception 
in their activities, often using hidden, 
extralegal transmitters. These stations 
are known as the clandestines. Not only 
do they offer some of the most fasci- 
nating and exciting listening around, but 
they often verify listener reports as well! 

Beyond clandestines lie a group of non- 
broadcasting stations used to direct spies 
and terrorist agents in the field. Any 
SWL, even with simple gear, can listen 
In on these real life espionage activities! 

The one word to describe most clan- 
destine radio activity is change. Fixed 
schedules and frequencies are the ex- 
ception here rather than the rule. Clan - 
destines also come and go as the world 
political situation changes. For example, 
during the 1960's clandestine activity 
directed against Cuba was heavy, with 
such stations as Radio Americas and 
Radio Libertad causing much interest in 

DX circles. Today, only Radio Cuba 
Libre, a small operation, remains. More 
recently, several other clandestines went 
off the air with the ending of the Viet- 
nam War and the political changes in 

Spain and Portugal. Yet some clandes- 
tine stations have been in operation for 
over thirty years! 

The Spanish Scene. During the 
1930s, Spain was rocked by a violent 
civil war which ended with the triumph 
of Generalissimo Franco's forces. By 

1941, Radio Espana Independiente 
(Radio Free Spain) came on the air 
from the Soviet Union as the voice of 
the defeated Spanish Republican forces. 
It has continued to operate continuously 
since then from various transmitters 
within the Soviet Union and other East 
European nations. It is currently trans- 
mitting from Rumania. This had long 
been suspected, and was recently con- 
firmed when one day the programs of 
Radio Bucharest were transmitted at the 
time and on the frequencies used by 
Radio Espana Independiente! 

Radio Espana Independiente's 
programming consists of numer- 
ous commentaries in Spanish 
interspersed with musical seg- 
ments. REI operates on 10110 
and 12140 kHz and both fre- 
quencies are subject to heavy 
jamming from transmitters 

76 

Complex antenna system at the British Broad - 
casting Company External Services transmitting 
station at Crowborough in Southern England. 
This configuration is a very effective one. 

-oadcasting louse, the home of the main 
of-ices of the British Broadcasting System 
From this location in the center of London, 
the far -flung facilities of the BBC are run. 
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A scene from "The Spy Who Loved Me," with The Lotis Espirit which James Bond drives 
James 13ond (Roger Moore) and Anya Amasova in "The Spy Who Loved Me." Unlike your 
(Barbava I3ach) trying to open an escape average Lotis, this car converts into a 
hatch, in an underwater control center. submarine, with torpedoes and everything! 

in Spain. The jamming doesn't seriously 
affect North American reception, how- 
ever, and makes REI's frequencies easy 
to find even on the simplest receivers. 
Current schedule calls for sign -on at 
1800 GMT and sign -off around 2245 
GMT. Best North American reception 
is after 2000 GMT. 

Radio Espana Independiente not only 
verifies reports, its QSL is one that even 
non -DXers can appreciate. It was de- 
signed for the station by none other 
than Pablo Picasso, and comes in full 
color. To get it, send your reception 
reports, preferably with twó or more 
International Reply Coupons (IRCs) 
for return postage, to Box 359, Prague 
1, Czechoslovakia. Despite this address, 
all QSLs are mailed from Paris. 

Spain is also the home of a people 
known as the Basques. The Basques are 
concentrated in northeast Spain in the 
Pyrenees Mountains near the French 
border. The Basques speak their own 

language and were an independent na- 
tion until their annexation by Spain 

over 130 years ago. During the 
Spanish civil war the Basques 
were aligned with Republican 

orces against Franco. As such, 
t e Basques were losers along with 
the Republicans when Franco's forces 
won. In the aftermath many Basques 
fled Spain, with many settling in the 
United States and Venezuela. 

From 1947 to 1977 Radio Euzkadi 
was the voice of those Basques that 
wished independence from Spain. Euz- 
kadi first came on the air in 1947, but 
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was not widely heard until it began 
shortwave operations in 1965 from a 
new transmitter site. Direction -finding 
techniques indicated that Radio Euzkadi 
transmitted from a site in Venezuela, 
probably using existing point -to -point 
transmitters of around twenty kilowatts 
power. Several DXers have heard what 
seem to be phone conversations in the 
background of Radio Euzkadi, adding 
strength to the hypothesis that point -to- 
point transmitters were involved. 

On April 30, 1977, Radio Euzkadi 
left the air. Its announced reason, as 
monitored in its final broadcast, was 
"since the Basque national flag is once 
again flying proudly from all mastheads 
in the Basque country, Radio Euzkadi 
can withdraw from the air with honor." 
Other observers feel that the real rea- 
son is the improving state of Spain - 
Venezuela relations, and that Radio 
Euzkadi represented a block to any fur- 
ther improvements. Radio Euzkadi has 
gone off the air three times previously 
in its thirty years of operation, and 
many DXers suspect that it will be 
back as soon as another transmitter 
site is found. 

In the meantime, you can check its 
old frequency of 13250 kHz to see if 
Radio Euzkadi makes it back. It was 
scheduled at 2000, 2130, and 2230 
GMT, with programs lasting approxi- 
mately one half hour, mostly in Spanish. 
If you do hear them back and want a 
QSL, or simply want to check on the 
latest news about Radio Euzkadi, you 
can write the station at B. P. 59, Poste 
Centrale, 75790 -Paris Cedex 16, 
France. Be sure to enclose some IRCs 
with your letter for return postage. 

The Last Holdout. Shortly after 
Fidel Castro came to power in Cuba, 
that island nation became the target of 
much clandestine radio activity. Such 
famous operations as Radio Americas 
and Radio Libertad have now gone si- 
lent, but one mysterious anti -Castro 
voice remains: Radio Cuba Libre. 

Radio Cuba Libre was first reported 
in September, 1960 on a frequency of 
6130 kHz. It is not known if the cur- 
rent operation is still related to the origi- 
nal one. In fact, very little is known at 
all about Radio Cuba Libre, including 
the address to send reception reports. 
It currently operates in the lower end of 
the 40 meter amateur radio band be- 
tween 6980 -7090 kHz. Programming is 
in Spanish and consists of political talks 
and march music. Transmissions last 
anywhere from fifteen to forty minutes 
and have no set schedule. Most recep- 
tions are reported from 0100 to 0400 
GMT. The station is often silent for 
several months only to come alive with 
a furious burst of activity for several 
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DXING INTRIGUE 

weeks, and then it goes silent again. 
Signal strength is highly irregular, rang- 
ing from excellent to plain lousy. Ob- 
viously, you'll have to tune 6980 -7090 
kHz carefully for several days -even 
weeks -to be able to catch this rare DX! 

Radio Cuba Libre tries to give the 
impression that it actually transmits 
from inside Cuba, as in announcements 
like "transmite desde las gloriosas mon- 
tanas del Oriente," referring to the 
Sierra Maestra range in Cuba. How- 
ever, it is virtually certain that they 
operate from somewhere in or near 
southern Florida, perhaps on a ship. 

Asian Action. Clandestine activity 
in Asia is down from the high levels 
reached during the Vietnam War. Still, 
Asia has perhaps more covert activity 
than any other section of the world. 
Unfortunately, many of the Asian clan - 
destines are difficult to hear in North 
America and only operate in Asian 
languages, making them difficult targets 
even for experienced DXers. However, 
two Asian clandestines can be heard 
reasonably well in North America and 
they broadcast in English. 

In 1972, North Korea and South 
Korea agreed to stop hostile radio 
broadcasts to each other as the first step 
toward eventual reunification of the two 
nations. The result of the agreement 
has been that both countries have set 
up clandestine stations to carry on pro- 
paganda activities that are "officially" 
banned. North Korea's main effort is 

the Voice of the Revolutionary Party 

for Reunification, which claims to be 

broadcasting from South Korea yet ac- 

tually is using the same transmitters as 

Radio Pyomgyang. It has English sched- 
uled from 2230 -2300 GMT on 4557 
kHz and from 1400 -1430 GMT on 
4120 and 4557 kHz. The 2230 GMT 
transmission may just posisbly be heard 
in eastern North America during win- 
ter; the 1400 GMT broadcast should 
be audible in the West during autumn 
and winter. 

China has never accepted the exist- 
ence of the Federation of Malaysia and 
thus is home to the Voice of the Malay- 
an Revolution, an organ of the Malayan 
Communist Party. This clandestine 
broadcasts in English over Radio 
Peking's powerful transmitters, making 
it easier to hear than most clandestines. 
Tune for it on 9620 and 15790 kHz 
when English is scheduled at 0930 -1000 
and 1450 -1520 GMT. 

Terrorist Transmissions. It is an un- 
fortunate fact of life that terrorist ac- 
tivity over the world has grown by 
leaps and bounds in recent years. The 
international character of many terror- 
ist operations means that some form of 
worldwide communication is needed. 
Amateur radio equipment and frequen- 
cies are a natural due to the availability 
of gear worldwide, particularly single - 
sideband (SSB) transceivers. 

Terrorist stations have no semblance 
of a schedule. However, the 20 meter 
(14000 -14350 kHz) amateur band is 

favored, since it is generally the best 
amateur band for long- distance work. 
Single -sideband voice transmission is 

used. According to Radio Sweden's 
"Sweden Calling DXers" bulletin, 

14338 -14348 kHz is often used by Arab 
terrorist groups, with 14128 kHz an- 
other favorite frequency. The infamous 
Black September group (responsible for 
the 1972 massacre at the Munich Olym- 
pics) uses 14290 kHz for its main 
channel, using upper sideband (USB). 
Call signs generally consist of two or 
three digits and a variety of languages 
are used. 

The Mystery Numbers. Since the 
mid- 1960's numerous DXers have heard 
a voice, usually a woman's but some- 
times a man's, reading groups of num- 
bers in diverse languages on frequen- 
cies scattered throughout the shortwave 
spectrum. The most common languages 
are Spanish, English, and German, with 
a few transmissions in Arabic or Czech. 

For many years it was believed that 
the Spanish and English numbers origi- 
nated from within Cuba, especially since 
they started after Castro came to power 
and admittedly started large scale guer- 
illa activity in Latin America. There 
have been some reports of the Spanish 
numbers stations using the same inter- 
val signal as Radio Havana Cuba. And 
in 1975 several SWLs noted audio from 
Radio Havana Cuba in the background 
of the numbers transmissions, with the 
audio in parallel to a frequency in use 
by Havana. The obvious answer was 
that both Radio Havana Cuba and the 
numbers stations used the same trans- 
mitter site, and that audio from one was 
getting mixed in with the other. 

As you can se, it's not necessary to 
join a James Bond -type organization to 
get involved with cloak- and -dagger ad- 
venture. Simply turn on your receiver 
and start tonight! 

GUIDE TO FREQUENCIES FOR DXING INTERNATIONAL INTRIGUE 

Frequencies (kHz) Station(s) Frequencies (kHz) Station(s) 

3000-3500 Numbers stations 9800 -10000 Numbers stations 

4050-4.825 Numbers stations 10110 Radio Espana Independiente 
(transmits from Romania) 

4120 Voice of the Revolutionary 
Party for Reunification (North 11500 -11700 Numbers stations 
Korea) Numbers stations 12000 -12500 

4557 Voice of the Revolutionary 
Party for Reunification 12140 Radio Espana Independiente 

5000 -5250 Numbers stations 13250 Radio Euzkadi (currently inac- 
tive, transmitted from Ven- 

6700 -6850 Numbers stations ezuela, often varied frequency 
50 kHz up or down) 

6980 -7090 Radio Cuba Libre (somewhere 
in the South Florida area) 14000 -14350 Terrorist organizations do not 

confuse with legitimate ama- 
7300 -8150 Numbers stations teur radio operators in this 

range) 
8800 -9200 Numbers stations 

9620 Voice of the Malayan Revolu-15790 Voice of the Malayan Revolu- 
tion 

tion (broadcasts from China) 
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010 FEOGRAMMINO 
WITH BASIC 

BASIC is the most popular hobby computer language, and ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS 
is going to make it easy for you to learn. This three part series will have you planning and 
understanding simple computer programs, and leave you with the foundation necessary to 

set out on your own. The world of computer programming awaits you. 
Reprinted, by permission, from pp. 42 -61 in BASIC by R. L. Albrecht, L. Finkel and J. R 
Brown. Copyright © 1973 by John Wiley and Sons, Inc. One of a series of self- teaching guides. 

WHAT you will learn. This is the third in a series of articles 
designed to introduce you to BASIC which is one of the 

most popular computer languages. This time around, you 
will practice writing short programs and also be introduced 
to the BASIC statements: LET, INPUT and REMARK. 
You'll also learn the concept of a variable and will be able 
to assign values to those variables using BASIC programs. 
By the time you finish this installment, and after having 
read the first two installments before this one, you will be 
able to: write short programs where values are assigned to 
variables by means of LET and INPUT statements; con- 
struct a combination of statements to identify the value(s) 
called for by an INPUT statement; write programs where a 
value calculated by a BASIC statement is assigned to a 
variable in a LET statement. 

To illustrate the concept of variable and the function of the 
LET statement in BASIC, imagine that there are 26 little 
boxes inside the computer. Each box can contain one number 
at any one time. 

A 

B 

C 

E 

F 

s 

7 

5 

2 

H 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

4 

O 

P 

Q 

R 

S 

T 

U 

-6 

V 

w 

X 

Y 

Z 

2.5 

We have already stored numbers in some of 
example, 

7 is in box A 
5 is in box B 
Ql. (a) What number is in box F? 

(b) In box J? 
(c) What box is -6 in? 
(d) What box contains 2.5? 

Al. (a) 2, (b) 4, (c) S, (d) X 

the boxes. For 
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Boxes C and N are shown again below. Use a pencil to do 
the following. 

(a) Put 8 into Box C. In other words, write the numeral 
"8" in the box labeled "C." 

(b) Put 12 into N. 
(c) Put 27 into N. But wait! A box can hold only one 

number at a time. Before you can enter 27 into N, you must 
first erase the 12 that you previously entered. 

c 

N 

C 

N 

8 

27 

When.the computer puts a number into a box, it automat- 
ically erases the previous content of the box, just as you did. 
In order to put "27" into Box N, you first erased the previous 
content, "12." 

We call A, B, C, ... , Z variables. The number in Box A 
is the value of A; the number in Box B is the value of B; 
the number in C the value of C and so on. 

Below is a program that uses the LET statement to instruct 
the computer to "put a number in a box," or more technically 
to assign a numerical value to a variable. This program tells 
the computer to 

10 LET A =7 4-- Put 7 into Box A. 
20 PR I NT A 4- Print the content of Box A 
99 END 
RUN 

7 

Q2. (a) What is the variable in Line 10? 
(b) What value is assigned to that variable? 

A2. (a) A, (b) 7 

Q3. Complete the following program to assign the value 
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23 to the variable X and then print the value of X. 

10 

20 

99 END 

A3. (Answer is listed below.) 

10 LET X =23 
20 PRINT X 

99 END 
RUN 

23 

Here is another example. This program adds four numbers, 
which might be scores of some kind, and computes the mean 
(average). 

10 LET A =5 
20 LET B =8 
30 LET C =3 
40 LET D =6 
50 PRINT "SCORES: ";A;B;C;D 
60 PRINT "MEAN: ";(A +B +C +D) /4 
99 END 
RUN 

SORES: 5 8 3 6 

MEAN: 5.5 

The LET statements in this program tell the computer to 
assign numerical values to variable, in this case to put values 
5, 8, 3 and 6 into boxes A, B, C, and D. These values are 
printed (Line 50) and then the computer uses them (Line 
60) to compute and print the mean. 

Q4. Complete each of the following RUNs as you think 
the computer would do it. If possible, use a computer to find 
out if you are correct. 

10 LET A =1 10 LET A =7 10 LEI A =1 

20 LET A =2 20 LET B =A 20 PRINT A 

30 PRINT A 30 PRINT B 30 LET A =2 

99 END 99 END 40 PRINT A 

RUN RUN 99 END 
RUN 

A4. (a) 2 
Note that the second value assigned to A in Line 

20 replaced the value assigned to A by Line 10. 

(b) 7 
(c) 1 

(c) 2 

Look at the preceeding programs (a), (b) and (c). In pro- 
gram (b) the value of one variable is used to assign a value 
to another variable! 

So it turns out that one variable can take its value from 
another variable. Not only that, but a variable can get its 

value from computations involving one or more other vari- 
ables whose values have been previously assigned. (That last 
part is important.) 
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We can illustrate this with a program that will calculate 
the grade point average for a student. Assume the student 
received: 

4 units of A 
6 units of B 
4 units of C 
2 units of D 
0 units of F 

100 REMARK GRADE POINT AVERAGE PROGRAM USING LET STATEMENTS 
110 LET A =4 
120 LET B =6 
130 LET C =4 
140 LET D =2 

150 LET F =0 
160 LET U= A +B +C +D +F 
170 LET G = (4 ,,A +3 ̂ B +2 ,,C +1 ̂ D) /U 
180 PRINT "YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE IS ";G 

999 END 

RUN 

YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE IS 2.75 

Q5. In Line 160, U (for Units) receives it's value from the 
total of each letter grade. What numerical value does U re- 
ceive when this program is RUN? 

A5. U =16 

Q6. Which line of the program computes and assigns the 
computed value to the variable G? 

A6. Line 170 

LET statements are all fine and good, but what a hassle 
to change all those LET statements in Lines 110 to 150 
everytime you want to calculate the GPA (Grade Point 
Average) for a different set of grades. Ah, but leave it to 
BASIC to come up with a clever solution - namely the IN- 
PUT statement. 

The INPUT statement allows the computer user to assign 
different values to INPUT variables each time a program is 

RUN without modifying the program itself. When the com- 
puter comes to an INPUT statement in a program, it types a 

question mark and waits for the user to enter a value for the 
INPUT variables (or variable). Here is an example. 

20 INPUT A 

30 PRINT "THIS TIME A = ";A 
99 END 

RUN 

In our example, we typed in 3 as the value to be assigned 
to A, pressed RETURN, and the computer then continued 
running the program, using A = 3. Here's the program again 
with the completed RUN: 

20 INPUT A 
30 PRINT "THIS TIME A = ";A 
99 END 

RUN 
The value of A is printed after the string 

'3 
THIS TIME A = 3 AC 
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After we typed RUN and pressed the RETURN key, the 
computer typed a question mark. We then typed a 3, which is 
our value for the INPUT variable A. The computer then 
printed the string THIS TIME A - followed by the nu- 
merical value of A. 

Q7. The program could be run again with a different value 
of A supplied by the user. What would a RUN look like if 
the user typed 7 as the value of A? 

A7. (Answer is listed below.) 

RUN 

?7 
THIS TIME A = 7 

Now, in order to make things really clear when dealing 
with INPUT statements, we need a way of informing the user 
what the INPUT statement is asking for. Let's add this state- 
ment to our example program: 

10 PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR VALUE FOR A "; 

See the semicolon at the end of the PRINT statement? 
When a semicolon is used at the end of a PRINT statement, 
the teletype stays on the same line instead of performing a 
"carriage return" and going to the beginning of the next line. 
Here is our revised program, and the beginning of a RUN. 

10 PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR VALUE FOR A "; 
20 INPUT A 
30 PRINT "THIS TIME A = ";A 
99 END 

RUN 

WHAT IS YOUR VALUE FOR A? 

This much comes 
The question mark comes from from Line 10 the INPUT statement in Line 20 

Now we know exactiy what the computer is waiting for - 
a value for the variable A. We use 350 as the value, type it 
in after the question mark, then press RETURN. 

RUN 

WHAT IS YOUR VALUE FOR A ?350 
THIS TIME A = 350 

Here's another RUN of the program, but now the user has 
entered 17 as the value of A. 

RUN 

WHAT IS YOUR VALUE FOR A ?17 
THIS TIME A = 17 

Q8. Now you do one. Write a program, using two INPUT 
statements, that will result in the following printout when 
RUN. 
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RUN 

VALUE OF X ?5 
VALUE OF Y ?10 
THEN X + Y = 15 

Values supplied by user 

Value computed 

A8. Either of these two programs is correct. 

10 PRINT "VALUE OF X "; 10 PRINT "VALUE OF X "; 

20 INPUT X 20 INPUT X 

30 PRINT "VALUE OF Y "; 30 PRINT "VALUE OF Y "; 

40 INPUT Y 40 INPUT Y 

50 PRINT "THEN X + Y =';X + Y 50 LET Z = X + Y 

99 END 60 PRINT "THEN X + Y = ";Z 
RUN 99 END 

RUN 
VALUE OF X ?5 
VALUE OF Y ?10 
THEN X + Y = 15 

VALUE OF X ?5 

VALUE OF Y ?10 
THEN X + Y = 15 

So much for theory. Now let's apply the capabilities of the 
INPUT statement to the Grade Point Average program. 

100 REMARK PROGRAM TO COMPUTE GRADE POINT AVERAGE 
110 PRINT "HOW MANY UNITS OF A "; 

120 INPUT A 
130 PRINT "HOW MANY UNITS OF B "; 

140 INPUT B 

150 PRINT "HOW MANY UNITS OF C "; 

160 INPUT C 

170 PRINT "HOW MANY UNITS OF D "; 

180 INPUT D 

190 PRINT "HOW MANY UNITS OF F "; 

200 INPUT F 

210 LET U= A +B +D +F 
220 LET G= C4 ̂ A +3 B +2 ,,C +1 ̂ Di /U 
230 PRINT 
240 PRINT "YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE IS ";G 
999 END 

A PRINT statement with nothing following it causes 
the teletype to advance to the next line without 
printing anything, leaving "line spaces" as you'll see 
in the next RUN. 

J Here is a RUN of the preceding program featuring values 
of A, B, C, D and F supplied by the user. 

RUN 

HOW MANY UNITS OF A ?4 
HOW MANY UNITS OF B ?6 
HOW MANY UNITS OF C ?6 
HOW MANY UNITS OF D ?0 
HOW MANY UNITS OF F ?0 

Following each question 
mark, the user typed the 

requested value, then 
pressed the RETURN key 

YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE IS 2.875 

r 

After all 5 values had been 
entered, the computer com- 
puted the GPA and printed it 

09. (a) How many units of A did the user enter? 
(h) How many units of F? 

A9. (a) 4 (b) O 
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Let's demonstrate another capability of the INPUT state- 
ment. One INPUT statement can be used to assign values of 
two or more variables: 

10 PRINT "VALUES OF X AND Y "; 

20 INPUT X,Y 
30 PRINT "THEN X + Y = ";X + Y 

99 END 

RUN 

VALUES OF X AND Y ?12,6 
THEN X + Y = 18 

There are two things to note: 

20 INPUT X,Y 

i Comma separates the variables 
No comma here 

.- No comma after the last variable 

RUN 

VALUES OF X AND Y? 12, 6 4- No comma after last value 

t 

Comma between values 

Note that 12 is the value assigned to the first INPUT vari- 
able X, and 6 will be assigned to the second INPUT variable 
Y. 

Here is the summary 
When a program containing an INPUT statement with 

multiple variables is RUN, the first value typed in by the user 
after the INPUT question mark will be assigned to the first 
variable that appears in the INPUT statement; the second 
value typed in by the user will be assigned to the second 
variable appearing in the INPUT statement, etc. Both the 
variables in the INPUT statement in the program, and the 
values typed.in by the, user when the program is RUN, must 
be separated by commas. 

Here is another RUN of the program in frame 14. We 
want to enter 73 as the value of X and 59 as the value of Y. 

RUN 

VALUES OF X AND Y ?73 

.- 

Whoops! We absent- 
mindedly hit the 
RETURN key. 

The computer typed another 
question mark. This means 
"Didn't you forget something ?" 

We then completed the RUN by entering the second num- 
ber, the value of Y. Here is the complete RUN: 

RUN 

VALUES OF X AND Y ?73 

? 59 
THEN X + Y = 132 
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If we don't enter a numerical value for every variable in an 
INPUT statement, our computer types a question mark. 

Q10. Your turn. Write a program to compute and print 
the value of A *(B+C) for INPUT values of A, B, and C. 
A RUN should look like the following. 

RUN 

VALUES OF A,B,C ?2,3,4 
THEN A::(B + C) = 14 

A10. Here are two ways to do it. 

10 PRINT "VALUES OF A,B,C "; 
20 INPUT A,B,C 
30 PRINT "THEN Ax(B + C) = ";A,,(B + C) 
99 END 

10 PRINT "VALUES OF A,B,C "; 
20 INPUT A,B,C 
30 LET D =AN(B + C) 
40 PRINT "THEN A %,(B + C) = ";D 
99 END 

Here's a version of the program to calculate Grade Point 
Average that uses only one INPUT statement to tell the com- 
puter how many units of A, B, C, and F you received (or 
expect to receive). It uses a PRINT statement before the 
INPUT statement in order to identify the INPUT values 
needed. 

100 REMARK PROGRAM TO COMPUTE GRADE POINT AVERAGE 
110 PRINT "UNITS OF A,B,C,D AND F "; 

120 INPUT A,B,C,D,F 
130 LET U= A +B+C +D+F 
140 LET G= (4xA +3gB +2xC +1,,D) /U 
150 PRINT 
160 PRINT "YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE IS ";G 
999 END 

Yòu may have noticed the REMARK statement 
used as a heading for various example programs. 
That's what it is, a remark by the programmer to 
identify what a program or a section of a program 
does. REMARK statements exist solely for the con- 
venience of a person looking at a program, and (for 
a change) don't tell the computer to do anything. 
We will use REMARK to identify most of the pro- 
grams that follow. 

Q11. What will a RUN of the program look like if we 
enter 2 units of A, 5 units of B, 4 units of C, 3 units of D 
and 3 units of F? 

All. (Answer is listed below.) 

RUN 

UNITS OF A,B,C,D AND F ?2,5,4,3,3 

YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE IS 2 

Now, let's consider a problem in the field of population 
growth. 

PROBLEM: In year zero, we start with a population of P 

people. The population increases by 1% each year. In N 

years, what will the poulation be? 
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P is the initial population. 
R is the growth rate in percent per year. 
N is the number of years. 
Q is the population after N years. 

1% increase per year 

Q = P(1 + 1 /100)N «- N years 

Initial population 
Population at the end of N years 

If the growth rate is 11 5% per year, then 

Q = P(1 + 2.5/100)N 

And, if the growth rate is R% per year, then 

Q = P(1 +r/ 100)N 

Q12. For review, write this last formula as a LET state- 
ment for variable Q using BASIC notation. 

170 LET Q = 
Al2. (Answer is listed below.) 

170 LET Q =P-(1 + R /100) N 

NOTE: This formula may actually be used to compute the 
growth rate for anything that increases by a fixed proportion 
percentage for a given length of time (e.g., interest on money, 
bacteria culture growth, etc.). 

Here is one version of a population growth program. 

100 REMARK PROGRAM TO CALCULATE POPULATION GROWTH 
110 PRINT "INITIAL POPULATION "; 
120 INPUT P 

130 PRINT "RATE OF GROWTH "; 
140 INPUT R 

150 PRINT "NUMBER OF YEARS "; 
160 INPUT N 
170 LET Q= P::(1 +R/100) N 
180 PRINT 
190 PRINT "POPULATION AFTER ";N; "YEARS IS ";Q 
999 END 

RUN 

INITIAL POPULATI¡N ?1000 
RATE OF GRj1WTH ?1 
NUMBER OF YEARS ?20 

POPULATION AFTER 20 YEARS IS 1220.19 

Q13. It is now the year 1973. The population of the earth 
is about 3.6 billion people. The growth rate is about 2% per 
year. Suppose this growth rate persists until the year 2001. 
We want to know what the population will be in 2001. Show 
how this information is entered by completing the blanks in 
the following part of a RUN. 

RUN 

INITIAL POPULATION? 
RATE OF GROWTH? 
NUMBER OF YEARS? 

A13. We think you did it this way. 

RUN 

INITIAL POPULATION ?3600000000 
RATE OF GROWTH ?2 
NUMBER OF YEARS ?28 

POPULATION AFTER 28 YEARS IS 6.267686E +09 

Or perhaps this way: 

RUN 

INITIAL POPULATION ?3.6E9 
RATE OF GROWTH ?2 
NUMBER OF YEARS ?28 

POPULATION AFTER 28 YEARS IS 6.267686E +09 

According to our RUN, in the year 2001 the population 
of the Earth will be 6.267686E+09 people. Here are some 
other ways to write that number: 6.267686 billion; 6,267,- 
686,000 or 6267686000. 

What You Have Learned 

1. A computer uses a LET statement to assign a numeri- 
cal value to a variable. One variable can take its value 
from another variable. A variable can also get its value 
from computations involving one or more variables 
whose values have been previously assigned. 

2. The INPUT statement allows the user to assign differ- 
ent values to INPUT variables each time a program is 
RUN without modifying the program itself. When the 
computer comes to an INPUT statement in a program, 
it types a question mark and waits for the user to enter 
a value for the INPUT variable(s). 

3. An INPUT statement allows for multiple variables. The 
first value the user types after the question mark pro- 
duced during a RUN will be assigned to the first vari- 
able in the INPUT statement; the second to the second 
variable; and so forth. values typed in by the user 
must be-separated by commas. 

4. REMARK statements exist solely for the convenience 
of a person examining the program. They do not tell 
the computer to do anything. They can be used as head- 
ings, to label checkpoints, anything the programmer 
desires. 
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Our new 
5MHz 
3" scope 
saves you 
time, space 
and money 

AlittP P 

CT-73 , 
V. ATV 

B&K- PRECISION Model 1403A $228 

From B &K- PRECISION, the new 
model 1403A miniscope is a true 
example of taking a good idea and 
making it even better. We've rede- 
signed our most popular small scope 
to bring you new features and higher 
performance, but retained the same 
ultra -compact cabinet. At this low 
price you can connect it permanently, 
for frequently used applications, and 
eliminate set -up time. 

5MHz bandwidth with 10mV /div. 
vertical sensitivity 
New high- brightness CRT with P31 
phosphor 
Smoked -glass graticule for high 
contrast display 
Rugged design -will stand up to 
continuous industrial and dedi- 
cated applications 
Ultra- compact -only 
5.24 x 7.44 x 11.2" (HWD) 

Direct deflection terminals 
allow waveform display 
to 450MHz! 
Internal or external sync 
Ideal for field service applications 
-weighs only 8.5 lbs. 
Z axis input terminal 

We think the 1403A its the most 
cost -effective small scope 
available. Compare the specs, 
features, size, and we're sure that 
you'll agree. 
For immediate delivery, contact 
your B &K- PRECISION distributor. 

DYNASCAN 
CORPORATION 

6460 West Cortland Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60635 312/889 -9087 

In Canada. Allan Electronics. Ontano 
Intl. Sis Empire Eap_. 270 Newtown Rd Plamv,ew, LI, NY 11803 

CIRCLE 44 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
84 

LITERATURE 
LIBRARY 

301. Get the '78 Eico Catalog and see their do -it- 
yourself kits and factory assembled electronic 
equipment. Specialties are test equipment, 
burglar /fire alarms, hobbyist and auto electronics. 

302. International crystal has illustrated folders con- 
taining product information on radio communica- 
tions kits for experimenters (PC boards; crystals; 
transistor RF mixers & amplifiers; etc.). 

303. Regency has a new low cost /high performance 
UHF /FM repeater. Also in the low price is their 
10- channel monitoradio scanner that offers 5 -band 
performance. 
304. Dynascan's new B 8 K catalog features test 
eequipment for industrial labs, schools, and TV 
servicing. 
305. Before you build from scratch, check the Fair 
Radio Sales latest catalog for surplus gear. 

311. Midland Comrhunications' line of base, mobile 
and hand -held CB equipment, marine transceivers, 
scanning monitors, plus a sampling of accessories 
are covered in a colorful 18 -page brochure. 

312. The EDI (Electronic Distributors, Inc.) catalog 
is updated 5 times a year. It has an index of manu- 
facturera literally from A to X (ADC to Xcelite). 
Whether you want to spend 29 cents for a pilot - 
light socket or $699.95 for a stereo AM /FM receiver, 
you'll find it here. 

313. Get all the facts on Progressive Edu -Kits Home 
Radio Course. Build 20 radios and electronic cir- 
cuits; parts, tools, and instructions included. 

316. Get the Hustler brochure illustrating their com- 
plete line of CB and monitor radio antennas. 

320. Edmund Scientific's new catalog contains over 
4500 products that embrace many sciences and 
fields. 

321. Cornell Electronics' "Imperial Thrift Tag Sale" 
Catalog features TV and radio tubes. You can also 
find almost anything in electronics. 

322. Radio Shack's 1978 catalog colorfully illus- 
trates their complete range of kit and wired prod- 
ucts for electronics enthusiasts -CB, ham, SWL, 
hi -fi, experimenter kits, batteries, tools, tubes, wire, 
cable, etc. 

327. Avanti's new brochure compares the quality 
difference between an Avanti Racer 27 base loaded 
mobile antenna and a typical imported base loaded 
antenna. 

328. A new free catalog is available from McGee 
Radio. It contains electronic product bargains. 

329. Semiconductor Supermart is a new 1978 cata- 
log listing project builders' parts, popular CB gear, 
and test equipment. It features semiconductors - 
all from Circuit Specialists. 

am 

330. There are nearly 400 electronics kits in Heath's 
new catalog. Virtually every do- it- yourself interest 
is included -TV, radios, stereo and 4- channel, hi -fi, 
etc. 

331. E. F. Johnson offers their CB 2 -way radio cata- 
log to help you when you make the American vaca. 
Lion scene. A selection guide to the features of the 
various messenger models will aid you as you go 
through the book. 

332. If you want courses in assembling your own 
TV kits, National Schools has 10 from which to 
choose. There is a plan for GIs. 

333. Get the new free catalog from Howard W. 
Sams. It describes 100's of books for hobbyists 
and technicians -books on projects, basic elec. 
Ironies and related subjects. 

350. Send for the free NRI /McGraw Hill 100 -page 
color catalog detailing over 15 electronics courses. 
Courses cover TV -audio servicing, industrial and 
digital computer electronics, CB communications 
servicing, among others G.I. Bill approved, courses 
are sold by mail. 

354. A government FCC License can help you 
qualify for a career in electronics. Send for Infor- 
mation from Cleveland Institute of Electronics. 

356. Continental Specialties has a new catalog 
featuring breadboard and test equipment for the 
professional and hobbyist. Descriptions, pictures 
and specifications aid your making a choice. 

361. "Solving CB Noise Problems" is published by 
Gold Line and tells you how to reduce the noise 
and get a clearer signal. In discussion and dia- 
gram you can find out about the kinds of noise, 
their sources, and the remedies. 

362. B8F Enterprises' Truckload Sale catalog of- 
fers 10% off all merchandise: (military or indus- 
trial surplus) speaker kits, TV games, computer 
terminals, tools, TV components, lenses, and more. 

383. Send for computer enterprises' catalog of 
microcomputer systems for personal, business, edu- 
cational and industrial users. They claim the great- 
est bargains in microcomputer equipment, systems, 
parts and supplies. 

364. If you're a component buyer or specifier, you'll 
want this catalog of surplus bargains: industrial, 
military, and commercial electronic parts, all from 
Allied Action. 

365. Electronic Supermarket has a new catalog of 
almost everything in the field -transformers, semi- 
conductors, tv parts, stereos, speakers, P.C. boards, 
phones, wire and cable, tools, motors. 

L 
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Ring -A -Thing 
(Continued from page 66) 

do so in the test procedure outlined 
below. Q2 is mounted directly to the 
printed circuit board without a heat 
sink. None is required since the transis- 
tor operates as a switch, resulting in 
almost no power dissipation. 

The method of connecting the tele- 
phone line and AC power cord to the 
printed circuit is left up to the builder. 
If the unit is to be used at a location 
not convenient to AC power you may 
want to use a small terminal strip or 
connector for the telephone line. This 
permits easy removal when battery 
charging is required. 

Watch It, Buddy! It is recommended 
that the cells be handled in a discharged 
state. NiCad cells are capable of de- 
livering very large short circuit currents 
(50 amperes or more) even when only 
partially charged. Once the cells are 
mounted and wired to the printed cir- 
cuit any accidental short circuit between 
the cells or other components on the 
board may cause a very large current 
flow. Such currents can easily burn out 
printed circuit wiring. 

Checking the Circuit. After the unit 
is assembled and wired it is recom- 
mended that the charger current be 
measured so that the proper value of 
R5 can be placed in the circuit. Since 
different 6.3 -volt filament transformers 
can vary considerably in output voltage 
and internal impedance, the current 

PAIA Programmable Drum 
(Continued from page 64) 

changes you wish. The rest pad will, 
during single stepping, play one pro- 
grammed drum sound with each tap 
of the pad. 

External synchronization can be used 
by plugging an input line into a pin 
jack on the back panel. A five volt 
trigger current from this line steps the 
internal clock of the drum set. If the 
trigger pulses are short, they will single 
step the clock; if long they will run the 
clock ahead at the rate set by the tempo 
control. An automatic synchronizing 
device or foot pedal can be used in this 
way. 

A Peek at the Electronics. The in- 
struction manual which comes with the 
kit provides a full description, along 
with circuit schematics, of the way these 
effects are achieved. Here are some of 
the more notable aspects: 

The drum sounds are built up by 
means of oscillators using Quad Norton 
Amp IC's. They have variable sustain 
controls mounted inside the cabinet for 
control of the amount of feedback to 

delivered by the charger should be 
checked and adjusted if necessary. The 
best method of measuring charging cur- 
rent is to insert a 0 -1 ampere DC meter 
in series with R5. An alternate method 
is to measure the resistance of R5, con- 
nect it into the circuit, and measure the 
DC voltage across it. Current can then 
be calculated by dividing the voltage 
measurement by the resistance. 

The recommended charge current for 
the C cells specified in the parts list is 
120 milliamperes. This will charge the 
battery in 14 hours, and there would 
be no danger of overcharge if the line 
power was connected for several days. 
If you prefer to leave the charger per- 
manently connected to the AC power 
line the charge current should be re- 
duced by a factor of three, to 40 milli- 
amperes. This will keep the cells at 
100% charge without any danger of 
cell damage. If NiCad cells of other 
capacities are used the charge current 
should be set up to one one tenth of the 
ampere hour rating of the cells, or to 
1/30 the rating if the charger is to be 
operated permanently. For example, if 
size D cells with a 3.5 ampere hour 
rating were used, the charge current 
would be set to 350 mililamperes or 
115 milliamperes. The valúe of R5 
should be changed, if necessary, to pro- 
vide the desired current. Note that it is 
not necessary to set the current to ex- 
actly one tenth of the rating of the cells. 
Less current can be used with the dis- 
advantage being that it would take 
longer than 14 hours to fully charge the 

battery, Do not use a larger current 
than specified. To do so will damage 
the cells on overcharge. 

Installing Ring -A- Thing. The unit is 
connected across the telephone line as 
shown in the schematic. The only ex- 
ception to this will be for two party 
telephones. In this case the telephone 
ringing signal is impressed between one 
of the telephone lines and, ground. (The 
other party's ringing signal is impressed 
across the other line and ground). You 
will have to experiment to determine 
which of the two lines has your ringing 
signal. If you inadvertantly connect the 
circuit to the wrong line, you will be 
answering the other party's calls! For 
the ground connection you may use any 
convenient ground point such as a BX 
ground. 

Before installing the unit you should 
operate the charger at least 14 hours to 
fully charge the battery, unless you plan 
to leave the charger connected perma- 
nently to the power line. With a fully 
charged battery the unit will operate 
several months before a recharge is 
necessary. The power demand of the 
charger is about 2 watts, and will have 
little effect on your electric bill if left 
operating. In this case the unit would 
need no further attention, and you can 
forget it. 

When You Start. You'll need a tem- 
plate to build Ring -A- Thing's printed 
circuit board. Take a look at the parts 
list under the schematic diagram to 
find out how to get it. It's as easy as 
answering the phone. 

each oscillator. The snare sound is 
made by a noise voicing circuit which 
avalanches a reverse -bias base -emitter 
junction of one transistor and feeds it 
to an IC gating amplifier. This takes the 
amp out of saturation and lets a signal 
pass, producing the snare sound. When 
the activating pulse from the touch pad 
ends, the amp slowly goes back to a 
saturated condition to terminate the sig- 
nal. The total output of all the oscil- 
lators is fed to a buffering IC amplifier 
which drives the output of the unit. 

The drum set memory is comprised 
of two 2112 type memory chips, each 
1024 x 1 bit, arranged into 256 x 4 
bit words. Together, the two chips rep- 
resent a 256 x 8 bit memory. Six of 
the eight bits go to the seven stage IC 
counter, while the other two select the 
"page" of memory wanted (one of ei- 
ther the two main or two bridge mem- 
ories) . 

The reset pad, when touched, causes 
the read /write memory lines to go into 
the read state, sets the counter to zero, 
stops the tempo clock and finally ap- 
plies a clocking pulse to strobe the cur- 
rent state of the bistable bridge select 
pad. 

Play causes the tempo clock to gen- 

erate a train of square waves, which in 
turn advances the counter IC by one 
count for each cycle. At the same time, 
a differentiating network produces a 
pulse making the memory locations spe- 
cified by the address lines appear at 
the memory output. 

The program switch causes the mem- 
ory to go into the write state. When the 
touch switches are touched, a signal 
goes to the clock and advances it. If 
the touch switches are tapped, the clock 
will advance by only one cycle. If they 
are held down, the clock will be repeat- 
edly advanced at a rate determined by 
the tempo control. Touching the pads 
will also activate their respective oscil- 
lators. The REST pads does the same 
thing without activating any oscillators. 
The save switch supplies a "keep alive" 
voltage to the memories even when the 
rest of the circuitry is shut off. 

Pay attention to some of the finer de- 
tails of programming, build carefully, 
and the beat will go on -and on! The 
Programmable Drum set is available 
from PAIA Electronics, Inc., Box 
14359, Oklahoma City, Okla., 73114. 
Price is $79.95 plus $3.00 shipping. 
Circle No. 70 on the readers' service 
card for more information. 
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JOHN MESHNA JR. Inc. 
PHOTO FLASH complete on PC board w/ 
flash tube in reflector, 2 ni -cads & camera 
connecting cable. Cycles in 3 seconds $7.00 

8 SWITCHES in MINI DIP 1.80 
10 SWITCHES in MINI DIP 2.00 
AA NI -CADS fast charge 1.25 

5 WAY BINDING POST US made .35 
U- FIX -EM TV games, w /power pack 
& video Cube in original boxes (sold 
for $50) 11.00 
JUMBO LED .187 diam. long leads 6/1.00 
TV CHEATER CORDS 6 ft .75 
LIQUID CRYSTAL thermometer, 
reads 86 to 108 degrees F 4/1.00 
MULTI USE xfmr puts out 140 
volts, 12.6, 6, 33.5 volts Many 
home projects 1.50 
SEISMIC DETECTOR radio trans- 
mitter, used in Viet Nam for troop 
detection- 4.00 
COPY LENS FROM ZEROX in mount. 
8% focal length iris f4.5 to f8 10.50 
U- FIX -EM hand calculator 4 function 3.00 
LAMBDA solid state regulated slim line 
power supply 12 volts DC 8 amps 50.00 
ULTRASONIC transducer 37 or 40 
Khz 2.00 
The above includes data on alarm system 
PL 259 coax connector .75 
SO -239 coax socket .60 
TOUCH TONE ENCODER KIT, pad, chip 
& instructions 12.95 
IR NIGHT VIEWER, new ready to use, 
see in the dark 199.00 
All above FOB LYNN MASS (you pay 
shipping) Amazing 64 page catalog free 

JOHN MESHNA JR. Inc. 
PO Box 62, E.Lynn, Mass 01904 

HOW TO 
in _ORDER_ 

III liiiiiiININ iiiiiiiMIi iliiiiINi iiiiiillNi 
READERS TAKE CARE! 

When replying to Hobby Mart Advertise- 
ments please be sure to: 

Y Be exact about the name and number 
of the components and equipment 
you're ordering. 

Enclose the right amount to cover 
costs and shipping when specified 
in the ad. 

]' Print your name and address in capital 
letters both on your envelope and on 
your letter. 

Y Make sure the manufacturer's ad- 
dress is printed clearly on the en- 
velope. 

L' Never send cash through the mail, 
use check or money order. 

Doing all this will help advertisers in 
processing and mailing your order with the 
least possible delay. 
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Same day shipment. First line parts only. Factory 
tested. Guaranteed money back. Quality IC's and 
other components at factory prices. 
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Digital Thermometer $48.50 
Batt. Oper. general purpose or medical 

32'- 230°F. Disposable probe cover -_2° 

accuracy. Comp. assy. In compact case. 

Not a Cheap Clock Kit $14.95 
Includes everything except case. 2 -PC 

boards. 6 -.50" LED Displays. 5314 clock 
chip, transformer, all components and 

full instructions. Same clock kit with .80' 
dispìays. $21.95 

Digital Temperature Meter Kit 
Indoor and outdoor. Automatically 
switches back and forth. Beautiful. 50" 
LED readouts. Nothing like It available. 
Needs no additional parts for complete, 
full operation. Will measure -100° to 
+2005F, air or liquid. Very accurate. 
Complete instructions. $39.95 

Clock Calendar Kit $19.95 
CT70t5 direct drive chip displays date 

and time on .6" LEDS with AM -PM indi- 
cator. Alarm /doze feature includes buz- 
zer. Complete with all parts, power supply 
and instructions, less case. 

1977 IC Update Master 
Manual Complete integrated circuit 
data selector from all manufacturers. 
1,234 page master reference guide to 
the latest IC's including microprocessors 
and consumer circuits. 17,000 cross 
references for easier sourcing of hard to 

get parts. Special pricing: $24.95, with 
free update service thru 1977. Domestic 
postage $2.00. Foreign $6.00. 

OOp OBarexr 
375 FMndYBwre..c:nn4cror 12 

375 r1lu:areu 1s. î1p 

22:. 56 SPROM 
:oYM. PRONS 

Ó5 
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60 Hz Crystal Time Base 
Kit $4.75 Converts digital clocks 
from AC line frequency to crystal time 
base. Outstanding accuracy. Kit includes 
PC board, MM5369, crystal, resistors, 
capacitors and trimmer. 

New Cosmac Super "ELF" 
RCA CMOS expandable microcomputer 
w /HEX keypad input and video output for 
graphics. Just turn on and start loading 

your program using the resident monitor 

on ROM. Pushbutton selection of all four 
CPU modes. LED indicators of current 
CPU mode and four CPU states. Single 
step op. for program debug. Built in pwr. 

supply, 256 Bytes of RAM, audio amp. & 

spkr. Detailed assy. man. w /PC board & 

all parts. Comp. Kit $106.95 Custom 
hardwood cab.; drilled front panel 19.75 
Nicad Battery Backup Kit w /all parts 4.95 
Fully wired and tested in cabinet 151.70 
1802 software xchng. club; write for info. 

RCA Cosmac VIP Kit 275.00 
Video computer with games and graphics. 

Original Cosmac "ELF" kit 
with PC board, monitor, power supply 
plus all parts and instructs. $89.50 
Board only 14.95 

41/2 Digit DMM kit $85.00 
Volts- ohms- milliameter accuracy =1 

count, Ranges: Volts -2, 20, 200. Ohms 

-2K, 2meg, 20 mop. Ma -200, 2000. 
4" display. Variable update rate. Comp. 

w /parts, PC boards, instructs., less case. 

Home Alarm Kit $18.75 
Designed for use with electronic siren 
module. AC power, battery backup, entry/ 
exit delay. Instant alarm for night use. 
NO /NC circuits. Test and arm indicators. 
2 amp switching capability. All parts with 
complete instructions minus power sup- 
ply. Electronic siren module kit. $2.75 

Stopwatch Kit $26.95 
Full six digit battery operated. 2 -5 volts. 
3.2768 MHz crystal accuracy. Times to 

59 min., 59 sec., 991/100 sec. Times std., 

split and Taylor. 7205 chip, all compo- 
nents minus case. Full instruc. White or 

black plexiglass case. $5.00 

2.5 MHz Frequency Counter Kit 
As low as 10 Hz . .50" digits expandable 

w /PC board, parts & full instruc. 537.50 
Fully wired and tested $57.50 
Power supply kit lincl. PC board) $8.50 

30 MHz Frequency Counter Kit 
Same basic CMOS counter as above plus 

level controls and dual FET inputs. Pre - 

scalable to 200 MHz with PC board and 

full Instructions $47.75 
Fully wired and tested. $67.75 
Power supply kit (incl. PC board) $8.50 

Auto Clock Kit $15.95 
DC clock with 4 -.50" displays. Uses 

National MA -1012 module with alarm 
option. Includes light dimmer, crystal 
timebase PC boards. Fully regulated, 
comp. instructs. Add $3.95 for beautiful 
dark gray case. Best value anywhere. 

TERMS: 55.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calif residents add 6% tax. FREE: Send for your copy of our 1977 
BankAmericard and Master Charge accepted. QUEST CATALOG. Include 13c stamp. 
Shipping charges will be added. 
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597401 
SN7401 
5N740- 
SN740] 
SH7401 
59740! 
SN740t' 
597401 
577741[ 
/N741] 
147414 
$117410 
147417 
5147420 
047423 
$47420 

/N7430 
597432 
597437 
597438 
597440 
SN7442 

THIS SPECIAL ONE CENT SALE IS FOR MAGAZINE ADS ONLY 

POLY PAKS BIGGEST 
1 GIVEAWAY SALE! 

IT MAKES "CENTS" TO GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS THE BEST BARGAINS! 

TTL'S, BUY ONE 
AT SALE PRICE, 
GET 2ND FOR 

ONLY 1 
MORE 

Order 
B y C.6. 
No. 291951 
9 Typo N. 

Typo 

Honest Abe 
Penny Sale! 

Each 2 for Tyr. Each 2 for 
6.19 1.20 - 1N7444 .55 .66 

.19 .20 5117445 .09 1.00 

.35 .34 177744e 1.35 1.34 

.19 .20 5117447 1.29 1.26 
25 .26 117446 1.36 1.34 
.19 .20 1067460 .19 .30 
.19 .20 5117451 .1e .20 
.21 .22 1717453 .19 .20 
.19 .20 117454 .19 .20 
.39 .40 917455 .19 .20 
.65 .64 597460 .19 .20 
29 .30 347482 .19 .20 

.35 .36 11N7484 .19 .20 

.19 .20 697466 .19 .20 
29 .30 1167470 .26 .29 

.26 .26 5117471 .25 .25 

.25 .25 S/47472 .26 .29 

.29 .30 9167473 .4E .54 

.25 .26 5067474 .29 .30 

.25 .26 517475 .79 .50 

.29 .30 597476 .59 .60 

.19 .20 6117479 .59 .40 

.69 .70 5147400 .29 .30 

.69 .70 997442 .39 .40 

Tyr. 

317465 

517490 

C SN7495 

5M7409 
5474100 
5N74107 
5474112 
5N74113 
51474114 
57774121 
51474123 
51474125 
5474126 
5974132 
57774140 
57774141 
5974145 
5974146 
51474150 
59741SI 
57774153 
51474154 
10474155 
WN74156 
WN74167 
WN74155 
5474140 
WN74141 
WN74163 
/474144 
177741/6 
91474194 
1174173 
WN74174 
/7774171 
57774177 
1N74179 
WN74190 
1174162 
5474190 
1474191 
WM74192 
1474193 
17774194 
17774195 
17774197 
1474169 
/M74200 
111474261 
WN74254 

Each 2 Ipe 
.99 

1.49 
.39 

1.95 
.69 
.79 .5 
.49 
.69 
.69 
.69 
.69 

1.49 
.39 
.25 
.19 
.25 
.49 
.69 
.59 
.39 

1.25 
.99 

1.49 
1.25 
1.75 

.99 

.99 
99 

1.75 
.79 
69 

.99 

.99 
2.25 
1.29 
1.19 

.99 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.9 

.99 

.79 
1.49 
.49 
.69 

1.49 
1.75 
.85 
.85 

1.25 
.49 
.75 

1.75 
6.50 
1.75 
4.50 
4.2S 

1.00 
1.50 

.40 
1.96 
.70 
.90 
.45 
.50 
.70 
.70 
.70 
.70 

1.50 
AO 
.28 
.20 
.26 
.50 
.70 
.60 
.40 

1.25 
1.00 
1.50 
1.26 
1.76 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.76 

.90 

.70 
1.00 
1.00 
1.26 
1.26 
1.20 
1.00 
1.26 
1.26 
1.26 
1.50 
1.00 

.90 
1.60 
.50 
.70 

1.50 
1.76 

.66 
86 

1 26 
.50 
.76 

1.76 
5.51 
1.76 
4.51 
4 26 

POP -AMPS AT "CENT- CIBLE" PRICES 
Buy ONE At Sale Nice, Gat 2ND For Only 1C More - Order By Type No. 
Tyr. 

L0(300N 
LM3OIH-V 
LM307VN 
LM305VH 
11630911 
L 4311HV 
L 0(311V 
L0(120146, 12. 15 
L 913206-12, 15 
6.M32016, IS, 24 
L0(3224 
L M324N 
L0(139N 
L61340K-6, S. I. 
12,16, IS, 24V 
6.0(34076, I. S. 
12 16.11.24 

8 
6.6136077 
LM370NN 

tact 2 fer 
11.49 

5 .45 .Ñ 
.45 .49 
.71 .50 

1.79 1.60 
.79 .50 

1.29 1.30 
1.19 1.20 
1.19 1.20 
1.19 1.20 
1.19 1.20 
1.76 1.75 
1.09 1.10 

1.19 1.20 

1.19 
.19 

1.29 

1.20 

1.30 

Tyr. Each 2 ter 
LM374H 1.79 1.00 
1.0(375V .19 .30 
6.0(3779 2.25 2.26 
1.0(379 7.98 7.96 
6.0(36177 1.69 1.70 
11/1397V 1.19 1.20 
L0(63114 1.49 1.50 
10(53214N .29 .30 
6.116666V .75 .76 
L 0(655V .79 .50 
L0(651N 1.00 1.01 
6.0(151N .99 1.00 
L 0(657V 1.95 1.95 
LM703H .45 .50 
11970411 .29 .10 
LM709NN .26 .24 
6.7109 .39 .40 
1.111733N .79 .60 
1.0(739N .59 .90 

Typs [ach 21or 
L 0(741V-NH .29 30 
11111304 .79 .90 
10(1310 
L M1)12 
LM 44444 
1111145911 
19115009 
L0(3025H 
19135009 
LM3099V 
1.9141511 
11114250 
6.0(76451 
1.11175453 
6.0(76491 
LM75492 
19175494 
P4239 
PÁ263 

.99 1.00 
1.99 2.00 

.79 .60 

.69 .70 

.99 1.00 

.65 .66 
.49 .50 

1.75 1.76 
1.95 1.96 
1.19 1.20 

.39 .0 

.39 .40 

.79 .80 

.79 .80 

.59 .60 
1.29 1.30 
1.10 1.91 

PENNY SALE PRICES LISTED ARE GOOD T LL MAR. 15, 1976 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIESIIIIII 

I 

WOW! _ MORE `PENNY SALE' ITEMS! 
t I I I I` 551. l e Sole I 

-' Eoch 2 for 
2113309 5.35 $00m. Metal .ncloeA 91.98 $1.99 TRANSFORMER 2143914 6.9E IA Open frame 52.49 52.50 

12V 300m. Open tram. 91.95 51.96 PENNY SALE! 2004029 12v lA Op.. frame $2.49 32.50 1 
314402. 12V lA Metal encased 52.95 92.96 

I 
BUT ONE AT 540E PRIE[. n 213323 24VCl 300ma Open frame $1.95 51.99 
2ND FOR ONLY It MORE G 2113937 24V IA Open fume 51.95 51.96 5 'S 

3142773 4PVC1' 2A Metal encased 52.95 11.96 310VAC Primaries 110V 300ma Isolation ra 91.19 91.20 

I 

C.t. Ne. Output V. Amps 

IN4000 Epoxy Rectifiers Palir 
0(lnlature1 Order by Cat. No. and Typo Na. 1.6 mol 

Cat. No. Typo No. PIV 10. It fah 
212377 114001 60 10 ter 5.55 20 for 6.55 742374 114002 100 10 for .79 20 for .76 
2112375 194003 200 10 for .51 20 for 45 2772350 194004 400 10 for .95 20 f., 1.00 
2 N2351 194005 600 10 for 1.29 20 for 1.30 
2N231112 1114005 900 10 Joe 1.39 20 for 1.40 

DIP SWITCHES 
SUE ONE AT SALE PRICE, 
2ND FOR ONLY IC MORE! 

Sal. 
CM. N. Switch.. Each 
213509 2 5.77 
2113659 3 .55 
213021 .09 
211470 5 1.19 fl 2N3571 5 1.29 

r 2N2677 7 1.79 

2 fur 
5.76 .9 
1.00 
1.20 
1.30 1.0 

2-Amp Epoxy Dridse Iteeti}ier/ ,t 9r. `MICROPROCESSORS! 
PENNY SALE! OUT ONE PIV Sale Each 2 I., Typ. 1W 
AT SALE PRICE. GET 60 9.59 6.60 MEMORIES RC 8001. LABS 2ND FOR ONLY IC MORE 100 

00 X89 SVP l4 lS 
400 .89 00 .99 
500 1.19 

1000 1.29 

Full Wave! TO-5 camel 

Order by Ct. No. 291345 
end PIV 

:ió PORT! tooél 9.55 

1.30 

- ord., Or Cal. Np. 1101 .69 
- - -- 1103 1.20 17! 

17026 59,3 
210211 1.69 
2111 S 

3/8"Sq. POTENTIOMETERS ° 
1000 

0 200 

293863 25 Turn VD rloht.tY. 64 PENNY SALE! re 
293964 25 Turn nee. typo 64 
293866 single to.. nl.ty P 63 SPECTROL 9R 

Wt e`r " "" ser'SKINNY -TRIMS ó af. 204 /trance. !; 
watt. Cerme comtruction. Choose may 50K 

OHMS 100K PCleads. Order by Cu. No A for ` 0(2 r, 10 S 200K und .11ue. i 
`}d; 20 r 200K Ar.11bi. Il IH.. 9., 

AVIIa01. In CM. No. IY .ch 90 1 Mes 

2112 7 

95 
99 

2706 199S 
994200/11 795 
005202 595 
IM5263 11.95 
SM5260 .99 
Be5267 .95 
5212 395 
$214 355 

;. ss 

$251 11.50 
11215 11 95 

COPYRIGHT 1978 ' POLY PAKS INC. 

lstThne Offered! It's Different! 
It's Inflation Fighting! New 

K rr 
KITS BY POLY PAKS® 

t 1 

SUPER ECONO KITS 
;ONLY 11598: BUY !OKITS& 

CHOOSE II TH FREE! 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE AVG WT. 6 OZS. 
Duantity Description Weir by C.L N... so. paronifla0.I 10- CALCULATOR K[YSOAROS, up to 20 keys ( 21615241 

9 LINE CORDS, 0 -ft. 1g. twin 513 wire, plug 11639431 

8 
30 -NEON LAMPS, NE -2 style. red [low. leads ( 21926131 
3 -17024 ROM$, factory fallout., hobby, ...hie ( 2937291 

0 40 -FT SHIELD CABLE, 1- cond.- n..hM.Id, 322 wire, vin)! 157k (]N 1 50- TRANSISTOR ELECTRO'b sestd values. sprite.. axial. 12112747) 3 -SOUND TRIGGERS, handclap Mi[[ema seek w /amD 2ge25) I-IC SOCKETS. Incl. 4.14's and 4.18', low prof (2/0921) 15-5V TEST INDICATORS, w /lead{ Er4112 -o -wheat (2111525) 3 -CLOWN PANELS, 3s1", 110vac. glown -dark. peen (391550) 400 PARTS ON A last on p . boards 12193401) 110 -001TAL FILM RESisTOR3, I, watts. color.oded. leads (28413) 15 -JUMBO "LEDS" RED. prime, leads, Ilk. 0(V5054 (213359) 30 -MINI TRIM POTS. to 1 mos. 1 turn. isW (2633461 10- VOLTAGE REGULATORS, 70.3 mes. 309K etc. hobby (310330) 30 -PANEL SWITCHES, rotaries. IIde. mod. 110nae, etc. (MUMS) 200 PC. RESISTOR SPECIAL, 5/ to 2W, metal. csrbos (399054) 40 -11IAL [LECTROS, ustd value. to 100 mt. volt. (27432271 40- UPRIGHT ELECTROE, 5.std volts. values to 110m1 (2113211) 160 -MOLEX SOCKET5, pin. St all le's, moat pop'i, 213144) 100 -TERMINAL STRIPS, tie, to 8 lugs. for wider 093135) 11-5LIDE CONTROLS, s.t values, vol. trble, bus. .M. 1 13057) ... 10 -PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLE, CDS pancake styles. wt ( 10052) . . 200 -HALF WATERS, color coded, carbon, pre., metal ( 141045) 100 -NATIONAL IC BONANZA, lise,,,, 7406's. rums, loek., untested 42928601 40-- -HOBBY LIDS. asst shapes Pd, unt..l.d mmtly nabi. (21429991 1- 043407 VOLTAGE RE09 hobby. useable 6 to 24V. TO -220 17926351 00- CAPACITOR SPECIAL, polo.. dips. melded. mica, diem 12112735 
00-TWO WATT[RS. carbon, metal, peke, etc. marked, leads (2927351 00- POIASTYR1N1 CAPS, lost valu.., voltage., 5141 (212729) 
0 -SLIDE SWITCHES. pst to dpdt many type. (292725) - ..... 1-NPN POWER TRANSISTORS, TO3 253055 rejects. usable (21426171 00- PR[ORM[D RESISTORS, color -coded, p.c. work. amt values (2926091 00- PLASTIC 111061, TO -92, 22 valuen, mostly useable (2926041 00-015C PE CAPS, up N750, long I. (gage, .... 
00 DIPPED R CAPS, amt values A v oft mark, d. let (310{941 00-PRECISION RESISTORS. 1 ^d, to 2 .eke.. leads ( 112421) 
5 VOLUME CONTROLS,. d0. tiles ,sot ratte :ales rk 

rood 
(2421 50-SWITCHING DIODES, 

useable. 
m Dide mostly good (3773411) 00.177 000 m 4sS, mostly m wide usa of ostly 

good 00- IN1000 RECTIFIERS, 1 amp, all, most DoD, u.t. mostly [ood (7131171 

Sale 
51.96 

2.98 
1.98 
1.96 
196 
196 
1.98 
1.96 
1.96 
1.96 
1.96 
1.96 
1.9R 
1.90 
1.96 
1.90 
I 96 

1 9B 
1.96 
1.98 
1 96 
1 99 
1 9B 
1.96 
1.90 
1.98 
1 98 
198 
1.98 
1.98 
1.911 
1.98 
1.98 
1.9. 

98 
1.96 
1.98 
1.98 
1.95 
1.98 
1.99 

"KIT KING" 011.19 KPIS - 'Ilse Eeono'e" 
BUY 5 KITS - CHOC6E THE 6TH FREE! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

Quantity Description (Oed.r by Cal N5, 99e ansne.r1 alle 30- RADIO.HTV MORS, soot sima, colon. Jalapa. ( ) 11.19 10--PRI P110110 PLUB1N3ACK1, RCA .íy1., 10 plugs. 10 Jacks 121139-402) 1.19 29 -DIPPED SILVER MICA CAPE, Includes rent typee too, sost (311490 1.19 75-- PREFORMED DISC CAPE, for p.c. me. met values. up to 26V (291319) 1.19 10- 14[.2'. WITH 6[111706, for 110vac use, neon. leads (21412221 1.1 12 -TO -1 NEAT SINKS, for TO-5 metal A plastic transistors, fin typo 121019321 1.19 12- ESTOR SOCKETS, mat . types for NPR n POP types (2011906) 1.19 30- TH[RMISTORS, resistor that change. with temp. protects! (210949) 40-- 4NIULAT[D RV CHOKES, resistor 0 .4, .types. cooled (210203) 30 -WIRE NUTS. ties 2 bue ended w re. together ( 724) 3-- -BLANK PC BOARDS. 406'.. double l sided. G -10 1 10532) 
2 -BLANK PC BOARDS, 6.6's, double ided G -10 ( 124) 
10 -OPEN FACE READOUT{ Jingles, doubles. some missing up (210952) 3- "PIGGYSACK" IC SOCKETS, will hold 2 -14 Din IC'.- on.e -elsb ('90455) ] FIBER OPTIC LICHT PIPI, 12 long highly pollsó.4 ends. vinyl Jack 12N26931 '.] 4- FERRITE "STICK" NA, 70557.0 HH Blots. Fisher bl -6 Sort 1293400, í] 60- TUBULAR CAPS, oast molded. plastic. rnyler. voile., volt. 1292191 o 95-LOW NOISE RESISTORS, for h141, mots) 61m. 0% / to 2W 12142201 E0- -POWER RESISTORS, wlrewoupd vit. .q, up 26 w. mat (292251 
SO -COILS AND CHOKE& r -f, ant, parultle, I -f, sty. (21097) 75.-HALF WAITERS resistors, color- coded. cubo -61a, most pop 12114141 10- -SOLAR CHIPS, silicon. "broken energy' ..syh chip 0.5v. asst mil. 12990631 

Low Power ICs 
OeMr Sy Cal No 2143557 5 Type Nw 
Trim 

741500 
746.302 
746.504 
7rL503 
74/510 
74L511 
74L513 
74L520 
741.321 
74L522 
741.527 
741.530 
746.532 
74L537 
741536 
74L542 
74/547 
74L574 
74L590 
74L592 
74L593 
74/5109 
74L5112 
746.5113 
7415114 

Sal. Type 
5.32 7:/5132 
.22 746.1135 
.36 

72 u151 D 74 

.12 

.64 

.32 

.22 74/1162 
.22 

74/1162 lt 
.32 
.39 
.46 
.45 

1.19 
.9/ 
.41 
.59 
.89 
.51 
.5S 
.61 
.bS 
A5 

741.5169 
741.1173 
741.1174 
741.1190 

7415192 
7415193 
7405195 
7405197 
7405257 
74/5266 
741536e 
741.5366 
7415390 

414 

Ì 

1.15 

1.24 
1.2E 
1.28 1 
1.25 
1.47 
1.47 \ 
1.47 
1.47 
1.96 % 
1.55 
1.411 
1.05 
1.77 i 
1.7E 
1.75 
1.7/ h 
1.20 
1.21 
1.35 

.f4 Ì 

.69 
69 

2.95 \ 

GMOS r B' °` Type Np 2R273C A Type No. 
TYPO 

CD4000 
CD4002 
C04002 
CD4008 
CD4007 
C04008 
C04009 
CD4010 
CD4011 
CD4012 
CD4013 
CD4015 
CD4016 
CD4017 
CO4018 
C04019 
CD4020 
CD4021 

5aN 
1.29 
.29 
.29 

1.19 
.29 
.79 
.89 
.59 
.25 
.29 
.61 

1.19 .9 
1.15 
1.19 

.49 
.99 

1.29 

Typo 
C04022 
CD4D2l 

[ C040I4 
CD40P} 
CD4027 
CD4026 
CD4029 
C D4030 
CD4033 

[ CD4035 
C04040 
CD4041 
CD4042 
CD4046 
CD4049 
C04066 
CD4071 

Sal. 
1.19 

.29 

.79 

.34 

.99 

.1s 
1.19 
.45 

1.110 
99 

1.19 
1.25 

99 
1.79 .i9 

.79 
19 
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1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 

19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 

CHOOSE 
MEE! DOaiD14i 

ITEM, OUR 
;25 

SURPRIZE PRABK/-"iE 

w'rire ANY OAS URDER: _We think add tie tDr handlingl 

Send for your FREE 
POLY PAKS CATALOG 
FEATURING THE WORLD'S 

BEST BARGAINS 
IN ELECTRONICS 

Terms: Add pontage Rated: net 30 
Phone: Wakefield, Mass. (617) 245 -3829 
Retail: 16.18 tel Carmine St.. Wakefield. 

MINIMUM ORDER-98.00 

POLY PAKS' 
C.O.U.g MAY 
BE FHONED 

P.O. BOX 902N 
LYNNFIELD, MA. 
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Tele- gadgets and Gizmos 
(Continued from page 46) 

Talk about gadgets and gizmos you 
can't get from the phone company, 
how about the touch -tone telephone. If 
you simply can't live without dialing by 
pushing. buttons instead of pulling a 
rotary dial around, you can have it 
even if your local phone company 
claims their equipment doesn't handle 
touch -tone dialing. Telephone specialty 
shops sell a phone with a touch -tone 
dial having a built -in digital converter 
that sends out dial -type pulses. You 

might be pressing buttons but the tele- 
phone system senses dial pulses. 

Another gadget you can't get from 
the phone company (as far as we know) 
is the automatic emergency dialer. Some 
of the commercial models will dial up 
to three telephone numbers and play 
recorded messages to the effect your 
home is being robbed, or there is a 
fire, or any other message you want. 
These dialers can be tripped by burglar 
and fire alarm devices, or any other 
trip -type mechanism you want. 

If you can't fit the cost of one of 
these rather expensive commercial dial- 
ers into your budget, or can't find one 

DIGI -KEY 
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that suits your particular needs (be- 
cause often the emergency announce- 
ment and dialed number(s) must be 
programmed by the dealer), perhaps 
the Heathkit GD -1156 is the answer to 
yoùr needs. The Heathkit dialer can be 
instantly programmed to dial any num- 

.ber when tripped by any type of securi- 
ty sensor. When you pick up the phone 
on the other end you can listen to all 
sounds in your home through a micro- 
phone system that is part of the Heath - 
kit dialer. 

The Connecting Jack. The gadget 
that really made sophisticated telephone 
accessory equipment available to even 
the non -technical user is the four prong 
standard telephone jack. (Some parts 
of the country now use a mini -jack, but 
mini -to- standard converter patch cords 
are available.) 

Most, not all, telephone accessories 
and equipments are designed to connect 
to the telephone circuits through the 
jack and plug shown in the photo- 
graphs. Until recently, the user (called 
"subscriber" by many telephone corn- 
panies) paid for a single jack. Many 
telephone companies got smart and in- 
creased the cost of a jack installation 
way beyond its actual value, so an ac- 
cessory has been designed that converts 
the ordinary telephone connecting block 
to a jack. 

Naturally, if you have one jack and 
one plug a single accessory ties up your 
system. Again it's American know -how 
to the rescue. Most parts stores that sell 
telephone accessories also sell a "multi- 
ple" or "three way" adaptor. This works 
just like an electrical "octopus, or "cube 
tap." Providing three outlets when 
plugged in. If three outlets aren't 
enough you can use stacking plugs, 
such as shown in the photograph. Un- 
like the standard telephone plug with 
prongs on one side and a cover for the 
rear, the stacking plug has prongs on 
one side and a cover for the rear, the 
stacking plug has prongs on one side 
and sockets on the rear. 

Blood From A Stone. Keep in mind 
that some states might ban the use of 
certain accessories, others might permit 
the phone company to charge for ac- 
cessories, other accessories are "free" 
but must be reported (by F.C.C. edict). 
If the phone company wants to squeeze 
blood from a stone they will somehow 
manage to do it, so they can just as 
easily squeeze money out of you. Be- 
fore installing any equipment check 
carefully. If necessary, contact the local 
phone company to determine what's il- 

legal, and what's free. But never tell 
them your name, address or phone 
number. Remember, the phone com- 
panies would like to charge for every- 
thing, and what's free today they might 
be able to charge for tomorrow. 
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BILLET ELECTRONICS (D214B X1940 
5219 

MC1469R 
500MA Positive Regulator IC 

Adjustable from 2.5 to over 
30 volts with single resistor. 9 
Drive external transistors for 
currents to 20 amps. Corn- 
olete specs and application notes 
with circuits and schematics. 
TO -66 Mfg.'s number 

1.2 5 e a. 

Pick -A -Pair! 
Complementary 90W NPN 
-PNP Darlington Power 
Transistors. 

VCEO =60 3 r Hfe =3000! / TO -3 
Complete with schematic 
for 35 to 60W audio 
power amp. 

OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTOR 
OVP -1, KIT 

Cheap insurance for expensive equipment. 
Protects your equipment from 

that clamps 
con. 

Circuit ootpus. Iron fires an SCR that cis r as the 
output to ground when the trip point is reached. 
Adjustable from 3 to 30 VDC. For use on fused 
power supplies. Complete with PC board & all 
necessary components. No power supply re. 

pRDÉR OVP -1 6.95 

ViPRBLE RLARM KiT 
A. fun EASY kit to assemble that emits an ear 
piercing 10 watt dual tone scream. Resembles 

Operates 
siren sound. Great for alarms or tsing 

0pBraces from 5-12V DC at up to 1 amp (using 
12VDC8 ohm speaker). Over five thousand 
have been sold. All parts including PC board, 
less speaker. ORDER' WB -02 

2.50 

2N6111 
PNP 

40 WATT 3A 

fr j J TO -220 I < Case 

2/$1.00 

CDI KIT 
You probably know that a CDI is a CAPAC 

ITOR DISCHARGE IGNITION and that they 

will help you get better starts, better mileage F y 8 

and more time between tune -ups, but did you 

know you could buy one for 59.95? y y 

Don't ask how we can sell you all electronics 

necessary, drilled & plated PC board and corn. 

plete instructions for such 

not critical), but for 59.95 and thousands of 

starts.... 

ORDER CDI 

$9.95 
3/$21.00 / 

The Doomsday 
Alarm Kit 

If you have trouble sleeping and you would like 

the rest of the neighborhood to share your mis 

ery then this little kit will be for you, There 

is no way to accurately describe the unearthly 
howls, screams and tones that come out Of this 

kit. Four separate tone oscillators are mixed. 

burglar alarm. Complete with PC hoard and all 

necessary components less speaker. For 6 -12 
VDC. ORDER DA -01 

26 
Conductor 
Ribbon 

Multiconducm` able 
I'M ow- Flat Cable 
Cotpse&'Super Flexible! 

10'/2.95 

'''BULLET " 
HAS 

I. Ouick Service 
Quality Pi oducts 
Money Back 
Guarantee on all 
item:. 
Low cost repair 
ervke on an kits 

Warranty on 
parts. 

IP95 

555 TIMER 
OMIPS 49c 
567 TONE 
DECODER $1.35 
CID4116 ANALOG 
GATE 89c 

CLOCK CHIP $2.95 
HÁ2825 
PLL CHIP $1.25 
565 PLL 
CHIP 50c 
LM340 -12 
VOLTAGE REG 89c 
1458 
DUAL 741 50e 

QUAD OP AMP 50c 
741 OP AMP 25c 
76477 SOUND 
GEN. CHIP /SPECS .... $3.50 

2N3569NPN.8W 
Epoxy TO -5 style 6 /S1. 
2N2712 NPN.2W 
Epoxy TO -98 case 8/St. 

s 
N250e 20A 200 V 
cud mt. rectifier .50 

1N4148 switching 
Marie .05 

9500 @75V 
Computer 

Grade 
Filter Cap 
2 x5' /ar, 

3.50 
t. t. KITSKITS KITS 

MK -05 MINI MOBILE CLOCK; Led calculator type readout S12.95 
MK -03 AIRCRAFT CLOCK/TIMER; elapsed and real time sep. 28.95 
MK -06 MOBILE CLOCK /CALENDAR; .5" Led Readout 23.95 
PS -01A POWER SUPPLY; +/- 15 @ 150MA; +5 @ 1.5A regulated 14 95 
MG -01 MINI ELECTRONIC GRANDFATHER CLOCK; chimes the hour 

and has an LED "Pendulum" 39.95 

1'1,Y OTHERS.' (ALL OR WRITE FOR I./"ORII..ITIO 

.IF::. :::`:`::`::::::OT:HAPP:::.OU:: I F YOU ARE NOT HAPPY YOU a 

MAY RETURN ANYTHING WITHIN 
14 DAYS FOR A FULL REFUND. 
(Assembled kits not included.) ::} Fb»:rÿ..:.: .:V:.`...s ; :::a. *a ......... .. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
s,ry _ R COD's Nomm¡mumra' CALL IN YOUR ORDER FROM 
Send check 

No 
M.O. F°''9' an t0 

10% discount on MEO 10AM to rrPM CST Mom or mail orders U.s. Fwra. n 
. "m.i 

Tan!: ORDERS a r V I8Á - 
Oared 

VISA6 Mwt.r T.. Res. add S %Sia t f(ie..nn or.r. cM ]1f Ì823 N]íOE Tx 

Power Supply 
Kits rte 

& Meter4., ,,,1, ¡,, 
1. C.B. POWER SUPPLY KIT 
A complete kit which puts out 10 to 24 
VDC at 2 amps, regulated, 115 VAC in. 
Can be wired for contant 13.8VDC, ideal 
& compact for C.B. Kit includes PC card, 
components and instructions ... just add 
your own case. Super as a bench supply! 
Sh. Wt 6 Lbs.. . . 6C60498. . . .$14.88 
2. 5A, 10 to 24VDC Reg. P.S. KIT 
A simple, adjustable regulated power sup- 
ply. Kit includes all components, vector 
board and complete schematics. All you 
add is the case. A powerful supply! 
Sh. Wt. 15 Lbs . . .6M160301. ..$14.88 
3. 0 to 30V AC /DC P.S. KIT 
This high amp adjustable supply is an 
easy kit to build. It includes a 0 to 40 
volt autotransformer (Variac®), 24V 5A 
transformer and all other components. 
Useful as a battery charger, bench supply 
or any use requiring high current. 
Sh. Wt. 9 Lbs.. . .6C60462. . . .$14.50 
4. 5V, 1A LOGIC POWER SUPPLY KIT 
Includes all parts needed to build a reg- 

ulated 5 volt, 1 amp power supply. Case 

not supplied. A real B &F bargain! 3 Lbs. 
7070267....$6.00 ea ... 3 for $16.88 

5ee'IC 
DC Amp Meter 

try, 

Two types avail.: 0 - 10A 
.v. or 0 . 20A. Size: 2 -3/8" 

square. Add to above skits for that finished look! 

0 1Ö rage H7W70342 
0 20 Amp Gauge H7W70343 

S2.00 each or 3 for S5.00 

TV Games N$ow Only 
17.50! 

HOCKEY & SOCCER game, 2 skill 
levels, LED scoring, joystick controls. 
Unique game features 2- dimensional play. 
New and quarenteed. Sh. Wt. 8 Lbs. 
7H U70284....$19.5 ..sa. . 6 for $90.00 

I/O Terminal 

s/ 

r6 

Iz 
r 

At one time these data terminals were 
used by stock brokers for keeping track 
of stock quotations. They tied in to a 

central system which has now been up- 
dated, leaving these surplus units behind. 

Use this unit as a basis for building your 
own computer input /output station or to 
build a compact scope ... or simply take 
it apart for the components within. 

Sold complete or in parts, prices and 
descriptions listed below: 
1 3" CRT, with Hi -volt. supply ( +3315 

vdc; -1730 ode), and low -volt. supply 
+440V; +225V; +125V; +28V; +1.2V; 
+0.6V; 6.3VDC; 6.3VAC. Also - ramp 
generator card & some drive circuits 
(15 Lbs.) $17.50 

t 50 key Block keyboard, with diode 
matrix on 2 cards.(5 Lbs.) $12.50 

t Handsome desk -top, slope front case, 
suitable for up to an 11" CRT, overall 
10%w x16d x9 "h,(10 Lbs.) $7 50 

t Plus: 3 wire line cord, brown, 7'Ig for 
$1.00; 14 wire connector cable for 
$2.50. 

t COMPLETE UNIT Sh. Wt. 35 Lbs. 
6NB60336 $29.95 

1 Also available is a complete tech. man- 
ual covering operating procedure, theory 
disassembly (& reassembly), trouble- 
shooting techniques and schematics. 
With complete unit - $1.00 or sold sep- 
arately for $3.50 each. Sh. Wt. 8 oz. 

WHEN ORDERING: 
Specify part, use order no 6NB60336 

Stereo 
Amp 
16 Wts. 
16 WATTS RMS TOTAL power, 8 watts 
per channel. Board is already wired, you 
need only 10 minutes and a soldering iron 
to finish a powerful, compact amplifier. 
Add your own case, use with your pres- 
ent. tuner & turntable. W /wiring diagram. 
Operates on 115V, 60 Hz. SUPER! 
Sh. Wt. 7 Lbs.. . .7E70464. . . .$12.88 

NiCad 
1.25V 

per cell. Used, good cond. 
No jackets. Sizes: AA, 
AA- oversize, and sub -C 

(check dimensions). 
ONLY 8814 each! 

Size(in) Amp. Hr. Sh. Wt. Order No. 
.635x 1.91 ...0.60 . . 4 oz... 7V70468 
.550x 1.90 ...0.45 .. 3 oz... 7V70469 
.865x 1.63 . . 1.20 .. 5 oz... 7V70470 
PRICES: 880 each or 10 for S8.00 

Speaker Kits : 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
KIT No. 1 

Super cabinets, size is 

2 I x 12x8 ". Includes 8" 
woofers w,'whizzers; 4" 
dome tweeters; cross- 
overs; damping; hard- 
ware and instructions. 
System sells for $198 if 
bought ready - to - go, 
B &F kit price only 
$69.95 /pair! 45 Lbs. 
Order No. 7ZU70283 $697é5tperr 

SSKER SYSTEMS KIT No. 2 

Fantastic cabinets designed for direct 
dispersion of high freq. and wide disper 
lion of low freq. Size: 17x10 %x9V," 
Sold with 8" woofers, 4" dome tweeters, 
crossovers and instructions. 35 Lbs 
Order No. 7ZU70242 $09.$O/pa¿[ 

TV Chassis. 
These are the TS 951 and TS -953 color 

TV chassis that we have been selling, 
except that these are. damaged: cracked 
PC board, bent frame, etc. They are 
worth 5X as much in parts alone' 

13" and 15" chassis' include tuners and 
controls. All chassis' sold "AS IS ", all 
sales are final, no returns please. 
13" Chassis .. 7DZ70059 ...$22.50 ea. 
Sh. Wt. 12 Lbs. ea. 10 for $198.00 
15" Chassis . . 70270060 ...$22.50 ea. 
Sh. Wt. 12 Lbs. ea. 10 for $198.00 
17" Chassis .. 70270061 .... $14.88 
Sh. Wt. 10 Lbs. ea. 10 for $128.88 
19" Chassis ... 7DZ70061 .... $14.88 
Sh. Wt. 10 Lbs. ea. 10 for $128.50 

FREE JUMBO CATALOG: Over 3,000 
different surplus items for the hobbyist 
and engineer, lowest prices anywhere! 
Circle the Reader Service Card, or get on 
our mailing list by sending in an order' 

POSTAGE: l'Irrt.sr, add .vuffirienl postler, 
I aonhonti r. A.B. 1' Peabody. sfa, 01960 

PHONE ORDERS WELCOME! 
Use your Bank Americard, Master Charge 

or American Express Credit Card! 
510.00 min. on all charge orders. 

Mass Residents Add 5'' Seles Tex 

B &F ENTERPRISES 
Dept. E -34 

119 FOSTER STREET 
PEABODY, MA. 01960 

saye (617) 531 -5774 
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Kathi's CB Carousel 
(Continued from page 69) 

go modern with one of the new auto- 
matic antennas. Between the concealed 
antenna and the in -dash CB rig you 
sharply reduce the possibility of a pass- 
erby knowing your car is CR equipped. 
(If your disappearing CB antenna isn't 
already equipped with an AM /FM /CB 
coupler- matcher you can get one as an 
accessory for any model.) 

No feature and /or convenience is of 
any value if the CB rig can't deliver all 
the performance you need when you 
need it. That's no problem with the 

This nut was rally buried. He was about I 

1 

1 - 
1 

¡ sE11n 
FaR aun 
FLYER ! : i 

92 

®Doog 
BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS 

BOX 2355, OAKLAND AIRPORT, CA 94614 

CIRCLE 38 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

TRC -471 because the CB performance 
checked out with the best. 

Power output into 50 ohms meas- 
ured 3.7 watts with 85% modulation 
delivered by a -36 dB microphone 
input signal ( +16 dB more sensitive 
than average voice level.) Modulation 
was limited to 100 %, and I worked 
stations who told me the overall modu- 
lation sound quality was crisp. 

The receiver sensitivity checked out 
at 0.5 uV for 10 dB S +N /N (signal 
plus noise to noise). Adjacent channel 
rejection was an outstanding 70 dB. 
The AGC action for an input range of 
2 to 10,000 uV measured 14 dB, not 
outstanding by any means. Fact is, if 

the volume is cranked up to snare a 

weak signal a strong signal coming on 
the channel really rattles the windows. 
Then again, I'd rather have super se- 
lectivity than a tight 3 to 7 dB AGC - 
if I must make a choice between the 
two. Once the signal level gets over 
10 uV the AGC action calms down to 
a more typical 6 dB. 

The rig is equipped with an S /RF- 
output meter, but it's one of the mini - 
sized types common to in -dash models. 

Installation. I'm not going to say the 
installation was a snap. While the actual 
radio /transceiver installation isn't dif- 
ficult- partciularly if the stereo speakers 
are already in the car from an existing 
radio -finding out how to take the dash 

apart, or how to remove the old radio, 
can be a two- aspirin headache. Though 
I knew only a few screws secured the 
front of the dash I had no idea where 
they were. Locating someone to tell 
me how to go about taking the old 
radio out was the worse part of the 
job. The regular CB shop where I 
Koffee -Klatch on weekends was closed 
for alteration (they are expanding), so 
I tried other shops. It was always the 
same story: "We get paid for installa- 
tion, not free advice. Why don't you 
just let us do the job honey." (I won't 
let anyone who calls me honey do any 
work for me. I have a 'name and 
handle.) Finally, I located one of the 
techs from my favorite CB shop and 
he told me which four screws held 
the entire dash trim in place. (Imagine, 
four screws and not one of those in- 
stallation creeps would tell me where 
they were located.) 

What with riding around trying to 
find out how to get the dash trim off 
and installing a disappearing antenna 
I spent the good part of a Saturday 
doing an in -dash installation. But when 
it was finished -WOW. I can drive into 
the city and not worry some hoodlum 
is going to get an easy crack at my CB. 

For more information on the Realis- 
tic TRC -471 drop . in at your local 
Radio Shack, and circle No. 32 on the 
Readers' Service Card. 

P 
WIREWRAP 

PRECUT WIRE WIRE WRAP SOCKETS 
1_9 10 -24 25 -99 100 -249 250 -999 'ik - . 

Why buy eon rolls? Y y war 6pm 41 38 35 31 29 

PRECUT 6 STRIPPED WIRE IS: lapin 42 .39 36 32 29 
14 pin 46 43 39 .35 .32 . 

Faat - No more cutting & stopping by hand teem 63 5B sa .47 44 at 

Reliable Good, otean, uniform strip 20 pin 84 78 71 63 59 54 

1 1.10 90 as 
Economical - Cheaper than using bulk wire 

zz pin' 130 2 .95 

24 pm 91 84 78 68 64 59 

Precut Wire Bulk Wlre 28 pen 1.25 1.15 1 08 95 89 82 
40 pin 1.65 1.55 1.42 1 25 t 15 109 

100 pcs at 3" at 5.82 = 394/71. 50 ft. roll at S129 = 4e /n. Gold 3 -level Closed Entry Sockets 
too pcs of 6" et 1 06 = 2e/IL 100 h roll al 2.95 = 39 /n. End 8 Side Steckahle All prices include gold 
Wire Kit t at 9895 = 2 1 /39 /n. Tin sockets and 2 -level sockets available 

a 30 -Kynar atr p090 r on each end. Langilla ere overall WIRE WRAP TOOLS' 
Colora Red,Blue,Green Yellow.alack.Orenge.Whlte 
Wire packaged in plastic bags. Add 259 /length for lobes. 

100 500 1080 5000 

78 240 4 30 /K 3 89/K 
82 2.60 4.71/K 4.22/K 
86 2 B0 5.12/K 4 55/K 

r 
90 100 552/K 488 /K 

94 121 5 93/K 5.21/K 

102 365 6,75/K 5 86/K $34.95 
106 3.85 7.16/K 6.10 /K 

HOBBY WRAP 
1 -15 405 7.57/K 652/K Model BW 630 
120 425 7.98/K 6.85 /K 
125 445 8.39/( 7.1e /K With Free Wire Kit I 

129 4 f5 8 80/K 7 53/K ($6.95 Value) 

1 32 4.85 921íK 7.84/K Batteries & Charger $11.00 
1.36 5.05 982/K 8 17 /K 

1 ao 525 10.034( 8.50 /K WSU 30 Hand Wrap -Unwrap Strip Tool 5.95 
t 45 551 10.44/K 8.53. /K WSU 30M, for Modified Wrap 895 

lc 41 82/K 66/K BT 30 Extra Bit 2 95 

WIRE KITS INTERCONNECT CABLES 
Ribbon cable connectors for connecting boards is 

front panels. or board to board. 

a 1 fó.95 2 $19.85 

250 3" 100 4' 250 250 6" 
SINGLE ENDED DOUBLE ENDE. 

14pin 16 pin 24pin 14p. 16pin :" 250 3'." 100 5" 
top a too 6" 

500 3 250 5 100 6." 
500 3 00 5 100 7" 8. 1.24 134 205 2.24 245 3_ 
500 a "i Rulk 

12" t 33 144 224 233 255 

Choose One Color 
24" 1.52 1.65 263 252 276 

or Assortment 
48" 1.91 2.06 340 291 117 

Ordering Information: 
PAGE DIGITAL orders under $25 and COD's, add $2 

ELECTRONICS All others, shipped Ppd in U.S. via UPS 
For Blue Label (Air) or 1st Class, add Si 

135 E. Chestnut Street 4A We accept Visa & Mastercharge 

Monrovia, California 91016 Most orders shipped same day 

Phone (213) 357 -5005 Dealer Inquiries Invited , 

7 

out 44' 

2 w1w 
loare it 
dort 
know 
it... 

21 million Americans have high 
blood pressure. But 50 percent of 

'hose who have O. don't know it 

Amen blood pressure goes higher 
',hah it should and stays high, it sets 
the stage for heart attack or stroke. 

Most cases of Kph blood pressure 
can be controlled with drugs and 
other advances in treatment. That's 
why you should see your doctor reg- 
ulany Only he can tell If you need 
help. 

CIRCLE 25 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS 

A public servit 
resalas. from rout 
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Kansas City Update 
(Continued from page 44) 

pletely wired and tested. 
National Multiplex. The name tells 

you absolutely nothing about this firm's 
products, which are essentially hobbyist 
versions of commercial digital tape re- 
corders. Their model CC8 digital cas- 
sette recorder is really an ordinary cas- 
sette recorder with all new electronics 
that provides for NRZ (none return to 
zero) data recording. There are no 
audio tones to get distorted; the system 
always works. The only audio is a 
monitor tone(s) that lets you know a 
signal is being fed into or out of the 
recorder. It can operate virtually error - 
free with a good quality audio cassette 
tape such as TDK -AD, AUDEX, and 
Maxell UD up to 1200 baud, and sim- 
ilarly error -free to 4600 baud with data 
cassettes. In plain terms, 4600 baud 
means you can load a program that 
would take 18 minutes with paper tape 
(at 110 baud) in only 26 seconds. Fact 
is, we load a SWTP computer with 8K 
type 2.0 basic in less than 20 seconds 
using a CC8 recorder at 4600 baud. In 
months of operation we have had only 
one error when recording /reading pro- 
grams. 

The CC8 has an RS -232 or TTL 
I /O -as selected by the user. It is best 

READERS 
SERVICE NO. 

PAGE 
COMPANY NAME NUMBER 

6 AP Products 8 
8 Avanti Research 16 
9 B &F Enterprises 89 

44 B &K Precision 84 - Berta .. 28 - Bullet Electronics 89 - C.I.E. 96.99 
29 California Business & Marketing 24 
36 Cobra 7 
30 Continental Specialists 32 - Cornell 28 
12 Digi -Key 88 

2 Eico .... 22 - Etronix 28 
43 Extron 20 
13 Gilfer 22 
38 Godbout 92 

1 Heath Co. .... 36 -39 - Howard Sams 15 
14 International Crystal 18 
- JS&A 3 
41 Kendon 18 
15 Kester Solder 14 - Locksmithing Inst. 28 - McGee Radio 28 
39 Meshna 86 
16 Microwave Filter 14 
17 Mt. West Alarm Co. 26 - N.R.I. 10-13 - N.T.S. 17 
24 OK Machine & Tool 30.31 - Optoelectronlcs 91 
25 Page Electronics 92 
18 Polypaks 87 - Powercom 28 
28 President CV2 
19 Progressive Edu -Kits 5 - Quest 86 - Radio Shack CV4 - Radio Shack 4 - Radio Shack 19 - Radio Shack 25 
35 Ramsey Electronics 90 
42 Southwest Tech. Products 9 
22 Trlonetic 26 
21 Tab Books 41 
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used on computers with Motorola 6800 
CPUs, such as the SWTP 6800 com- 
puter, Problem is, it cannot piggyback 
the control port. You need some pro- 
gram that switches from the control 
port to a recorder /reader port (we use 
#3 port) and back to the control port 
when loading BASIC. We use a Linzer 
Loader program -a short program that 
permits dumping any section of mem- 
ory to the recorder, or reading of the 
recorder's output, and then return to 
the control port. The Linzer Loader 
checks every bit for parity and indicates 
a correct load on the control treminal. 
If the load is defective it is indicated 
by a special code and a readout of the 
memory location where the failure took 
place. If the location remains the same 
on three successive attempts to load 
you know you have a defective tape. If 
the load fails at different locations you 
know heat and /or humidity has affect- 
ed the drive speed and you either cor- 
rect the ambient conditions (not un- 
usual for computer installations) or ad- 
just the recorder's drive speed. 

(Note: The Linzer Loader for 
SWTP 6800 computers is available to 
readers of e/e for $5 from Harry Lin - 
zer, 12 Crafton Ct., Malverne, NY 
11565. It comes complete with listing 
for SWTP 8K type 2.0 BASIC in 12K 
of memory and a TTY tape with the 
dump and loader programs. In combin- 
ation with a CC8 recorder it permits 
loading BASIC in less than 20 seconds.) 

The CC8 recorder is the fastest, most 
reliable we have seen in personal com- 
puting cassette recorders. The only 
problem we have run across is speed 
drift during very hot and humid weath- 
er. At 4600 Baud the speed tolerance is 
1 %. National Multiplex supplies a 
speed alignment tape but you'll need a 
counter. Otherwise, use a Linzer Load- 
er program, load BASIC, and slowly 
change the setting of the speed adjust- 
ment so the loading failure occurs at 
progressively higher memory locations. 

Mass Storage and File Handling. 
When you need to handle mass storage 
and files, the equipment to use is the 
floppy disc. These floppy discs are a 
rather expensive recording medium for 
the hobbyist. A more practical, certain- 
ly less expensive disc system, is the so- 
called Mini -Floppy, or discette, such as 
the Smoke Signal Broadcasting BFD- 
68 floppy disc system. Though intended 
for computers with Motorola 6800 
CPUs, similar systems are available for 
the S -100 buss (8080 and Z -80 CPUs). 

The Smoke Signal disc system is 
available fully wired and adjusted with 
one, two, or three floppy disc drives. 
It uses the 5 -inch mini -floppy (discette) 
shown in the photographs. Each disc- 
ette has upwards of 80,000 (80K) bytes 
of storage (the exact amount depend- 

1978 

ing on the particular drive system). The 
primary advantage of the disc system 
in addition to its mass storage and rela- 
tively rapid retrieval is the ability to 
assign names to files, the renaming of 
files, the transfer of computer memory 
to disc and from disc to memory, and a 
direct jump to the starting location of 
any location loaded from disc to mem- 
ory. All operations are under direct 
software control. 

By using a disc system with at least 
two drives data can be easily and con- 
tinuously updated. For example, as- 
sume you are the secretary of a bowl- 
ing league. All previous information is 
on disc storage, along with a program 
for handling the bowling scores, aver- 
ages, standings, handicaps, etc. The pro- 
gram is loaded from disc to the com- 
puter's memory. It combines previous 
file data on the league members with 
input from their latest games and cre- 
ates a new, updated file. You can either 
save or erase previous files 

You can even transfer your BASIC 
interpreter to disc. This way, you sim- 
ply call for the disc operating system 
to list the files on the tape, load the 
file which contains BASIC, usually 
named "BASIC ", and in seconds rather 
than minutes your computer is loaded. 
(Fortran is now also available on disc 
for some S -100 buss computers). 

Some disc systems provide the BA- 
SIC- usually the 8K extended variety - 
pre- recorded on disc along with a disc 
operating system. The Smoke Signal 
BFD -68 provides no BASIC, you dump 
your favorite version of BASIC to the 
disc. 

To install a disc system you simply 
plug the supplied board into your corn- 
puter, connect the disc unit's line cord 
to the nearest outlet and press the 
power switch. Just slip a disc into the 
drive, initialize the computer to the disc 
system's address and you're up and 
running. 

Similar to audio and data cassettes, a 
discette (mini- floppy) can be protected 
against accidental erasure. There is a 
small notch in the discette, which, when 
covered by tape, prevents the drive be- 
ing placed in the record mode. 

Summing Up. We have illustrated 
some of the most common and popular 
computer storage equipment. Unques- 
tionably you'll find other devices ad- 
vertised for direct mail sale, or in your 
local computer store. We will keep you 
up to date on the equipment most 
requested by our readers. If there is a 
particular storage system - generally 
available from coast to coast -that you 
believe is suitable for the personal corn - 
puting hobbyist just call it to our atten- 
tion. If it appears to have general inter- 
est you can be certain it will be con- 
sidered for a future article. 
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eeeeeeeeeeeee 
Classified 

NNE MARKET 
leeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee........e ..................... 

ADDITIONAL INCOME 

$300 weekly! Mailing circulars. Free samples. 
Grahams, DPBX 99371. Tacoma, WA 98499. 

EASY money! As a research reporter. Details free. 
Emjayco, Box 27611. Escondido, CA 92027. 

$3.50 hourly reporting at home. Easy work. Free 
details. Brewton, 2755 Cooper. Kanakadee, IL 60901. 

NOW! MAKE MONEY USINO YOUR CAMERA. 
Booklet 1.50. Emerson House. 5343 -A, Diamond Hts., 
San Francisco, CA 94131. 

4250 weekly possible writing information reports. 
Free details. Family, Box 10, North Sta.. Yonkers. 
NY 10703. 

GUARANTEED SUCESS -4150 weekly no rip-off. 
Proven business. Febac. Box 652. Perryton, TX 79070. 

BIG MAIL 

RECEIVE mall galore! National listing $1 00. 
Sullins. Box 1313-EE. Brunswick. GA 31520. 

RECEIVE MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES. 
Your name placed with 2,000 importers. wholesalers. 
manufacturers. etc. Year listing -41.00 (SAVE 416000 
Postage!) Advertising Agency, Box 123 -YNA, We- 
nonah, NJ 08090. 

BOOKS & PERIODICALS 

EXECUTIVES are an endangered species -being 
busy, trust Government regarding health, nutrition. 
Learn unadulterated truth. Free magazine. Provoker 
Press, St Catharines. 879. Ontario L2R 7C9. 

BOOKS. Moneymaking. Etc. Send 25e DISCOUNT 
CATALOG. Books P 0. Box 1495. Fairfield, CI 06430. 

FREE MONEYBOOK! 'MILLIONAIRES SUCCESS 
SECRET WRITE FOR YOUR COPY TODAY! EDWIN 
WOLFSHOHL 1313 Poppy Lane, New Braunfels, TX 
78130. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

MAKE Magnetic Signs. Big Profits. Details. 
Universal, Lenora, KS 67645. 

BECOME our Mail Order Distributor with 4150 
investment. Free brochure. Audit Controls, Box D -35. 
Emerson, NJ 07630. 

BORROW ANY AMOUNT. Enjoy A -1 credit. Keep 
money in bank, get 80% more. Send Stamp. Vernon. 
Box 75010 -NH. Oklahoma City 73107. 

430.00 HUNDRED Stuffing Our Circulars Into 
Stamped Addiessed Envelnns. Immed.ate Earnfvgs, 
Beginners Kit $2.00 COLOSSI, 1433 -61 Street, DC -2, 
Biooklyn. NY 11219. 

1000rr PROFIT Bronzing Baby Shoes. Free Litera- 
ture. NBC -DG, Gower. MO 64454. 

$25 DAILY POSSIBLE stuffing envelopes! Free de- 
tails. Service. Box 715D. Lynbrook. New York 11563. 

OWN Your Own Business! Correspondence Club 
Magazine. Information. Details 25e. Destiny. Box 
5637 -BC, Reno, Nevada 89503. 

$500.00 PROFIT Stuffing 1,000 envelopes. Details 
$1.00 (Refundable). Elamco, Waldo, D4 13337 D12, 
AR 71770. 

HOW TO RECRUIT Commission Salespeople! Free 
details! Success Publications, 35 Interlachen Place. 

Excelsior, MN 55331. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES - Cont'd 

NEW Luxury Car Without Cost! Free details. 
CODEX -A, Box 6073, Toledo, OH 43614. 

STAY HOME! EARN BIG MONEY addressing en- 
velopes. Genuine offer 10e. Lindco, 3636 -DA, Peter- 
son, Chicago 60659. 

BIG PROFITS!!! Mailing envelopes. Start imme- 
diately. Enterprises, Box 1706 -EE. Decatur. GA 30031. 

AMAZING profits writing reports. Free details. 
Bllllu, Rt. 1, Jayess. MS 39641. 

CABLE /FM Broadcast station. Start your own. 
Operate from home, church. school. No investment/ 
experience needed. Excellent Income. Free details. 
CAFM. Box 5516GC, Walnut Creek, CA 94596. 

$500 Monthly clipping items from your newspaper. 
Experience unnecessary. Free details. American, 1108 
Colonial, Inkster, Michigan 48141. 

MONEY! Lots of it writing reports. Details free. 
Flethcers. K23901 Banbury Circle #1. Warrensville 
Hgts.. OH 44128. 

GUARANTEED! $480.00 weekly, spare time only. 
Free brochure. Fifita, 1815 East 2nd Avenue, Dur- 
ango. Colo. 81301. 

NEW! Write information reports for profit. Free 
details. Patty's, 1676 Heritage Cir., Anaheim. CA 
92804. 

BUY IT WHOLESALE 

400,000 BARGAINS Below Wholesale! Many Free! 
Liquidations . Closeouts . Job Lots 
Single Samples. Free Details. Worldwide Bargain - 
hunters, Box 730 -IO, Holland. MI 49423. 

SAVE MONEY (5) wholesale catalogs $3.00, World 
Directory 44.00. Domestic Directory 44.00. Surplus 
Directory $2.00. Buy all 8- 410.00. Winchester Enter- 
prises Inc.. 2807SS, Hargrave Street, Philadelphia, 
PA 19136. 

COINS, CURRENCY & TOKENS 

SPECIAL! 10 Different BU Lincolns $1.00. Tressel. 
Box 795. Pompano, FL 33061. 

COLOR TV REPAIR 

REPAIR COLOR TV'S. Anyone can, New. Easy. 
method. Details free. Publications, 533 Magnolia, 
Brea, CA 92621. 

DETECTIVES 

INVESTIGATORS' MANUALS: Electronic surveil- 
lance, lock picking, etc. Write: Mentor. Dept. 5. 

L5 -53 No. Blvd., Flushing, NY 11354. 

NEW! The Big Brother Game . 230 pages detec- 
tive techniques. FBI, CIA, KGB, ORS, wiretapping . 

tailing. electronic surveillance, surreptitous, entry, 
weapons, countermeasures. much much more 
postpaid $9 95. Quimtronix, Box 548 -DV, Seattle. 
Washington 98111. 

DO IT YOURSELF 

ELECTRONIC SIREN. 100-, solid state. Alarm, 
bike, etc. Cheaper than kits. Parts list, plans, 42.00 
WHM, 400 Swissvale Avenue, #27 Pittsburgh, PA 
15221. 

30 -100W Amplifier Kits under $53.00. Free catalog: 
Audiovision, Box 995 Stn B, Willowdale, Ont. M2K 
2T6. 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 

GUARANTEED $178.00 WEEKLY. Work one hour USED Courses! Books, Lists 25e SMITH'S, 124 
daily. Free Brochure. FAS, Box 13703, San Antonio. Marlborough, Salem, MA 01970. 
TX 78213. 

43,000.00 MONTHLY. Immediate income. Stuff 
envelopes at home. Informaton. send self- addressed 
stamped envelope. Cottage, Box 730 -DFM, Baldwin 
Park, CA 91706. 

$350 weekly mailing letters. Free details, Bronx - 
ville House, Box 311 D, Bronxville, NY 10708. 

FREE REPORT: Big Money in Mail. Transworld- 
5K, Box 6226, Toledo. OH 43614. 

MAtLORDERS . . 42,000, Monthly selling In- 
formation by mail. Free proof! Associates, Box 123 -L. 
Wenonah, NJ 08090. 

BORROW $25,000 interest free! Indefinitely! Any- 
one! Free report: Executive I03, Box 368, Buford 
GA 30518. 

BECOME our Mail Order Distributor with $150 
investment Free brochure. Audit Controls. Box D -35, 
Emerson, NJ 07630. 

UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelors. 
Masters, Ph D.s. . Free revealing details 
Counseling, Box 1425 -EE -3, Tustin, CA 92689. 

ELECTRONIC MATH FUNDAMENTALS. Here's 
a fast and easy practical guide to electronic 
mathmatics that refreshes and teaches powers of 
10 computations. symbols. exponents and decimal 
point relationships to enable you to learn and un- 
derstand Micro, Milli, Kilo and Mega calculations. 
Send $1.50 for manual to: Econal Products Co., 
Dept. M, P.O. Box 2498, Littleton. Colorado 80181. 

USED Courses Buy -sell Electronics, other subjects. 
TVT Courses, Box 396. Griffith. Ind. 46319. 

LEGAL ORDINATION! Tax Benefits! Clergy Dis- 
counts! UDM, Box 501, Poplar, Montana 59255. 

MAGI. Now produce REAL smoke from fingertips. 
Amazing effect. Pro method merely $1.00. Manderson, 
B. 788, Dept. Al, Sutton West, Ontario, Canada 
LOE 1R0 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES 

FREE CATALOG: Electronic supplies -kits for the 
hobbyist. Low prices. Anklam Electronics. 4709 nth. 
6th St . Wausau, WI 54401. 

BUILD YOUR OWN TV CAMERA. Great for home 
and business. Free Illustrated catalog. Phone or 
write: 402 -987 -3771. ATV Research, 13 E. Broadway 
Dakota City. NB 68731. 

e 

hii 
REPAIR alternators! Motors! Generators, Rejuven- 

ate Batteries! Build testers! Modellee, Box 7266. 
Kansas City. MO 64113. 

PARALINE manufactures and stocks transformers. 
free data. Paraline, Dept. U, 515 So. Palm, Alham- 
bra, CA 9'1803. 

HIGH freq. crystals. All radios. Same day service. 
45.95 each. Send make, model and freq. desired. 
XTAIS. Box 42A, Prospect Hts. IL 60070. 

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 

WORK WANTED. EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER 
NEEDS EMPLOYER. WRITE: DOLORES GARA - 
BILES, 35 Womens Club Street. Galas, Quezon City. 
Philippines. 

FARMS, ACREAGE & REAL ESTATE 

FOR the individual on limited income who wants 
to have a place in the country. How to Hind and 
purchase good country land. Send $3.95 to Gaken 
Associates, P.O. Box 28273. St. Louis, MO 83132. 

GIFTS THAT PLEASE 

PENCIL caddy converts lengths. temperature, fluid 
and weight measurements to metrics. ONLY $2.98. 
Starlite Enterprises. 495 W. 187th St.. New York, 
NY 10033. 

FREE Give Away!!! Over $10.000 In cash .. mer- 
chandise. Simply Request a Gift Catalog. FREE. 
Select your top 3 choices by order number on 4x6 
cards ... Rush To: Gift Boutique Enterprises. Defoor 
Rd., Dept. 4458B, Toccoa, GA 30577. Enclose 41.00 
Postage. 

SPECIALTY Gifts. Stupendous Discounts. Free 
Brochure. McElvanes. 2251 -D Clinton. Alameda, CA 
94501. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

JEEPS -$5930- CARS -433.50! 200.000 ITEMS - 
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS -MOST COMPREHENSIVE 
DIRECTORY AVAILABLE tells how, where to buy - 
YOUR AREA - $2 00 - MONEYBACK GUARANTEE. 
Government Information Services, Department E9, 
Box 99249. South San Francisco, CA 94109 (433 Cali- 
fornia). 

HELP NEEDED 

PLEASE HELP We are a Catholic School trying 
to eliminate an $80.000 deficit in this year's budget. 
and REMAIN OPEN Send a contribution to' DE- 
VELOPMENT OFFICE -1, St Joseph High School, 
Huntington Turnpike, Trumbull, CT. 06611. 

HYPNOTISM 

FREE Fascinating Hypnosis Information! Startling, 
Dr MR Box 487. Anaheim. California 92805 

INVENTIONS WANTED 

IDEAS. inventions, new products needed by inno- 
vative manufacturers. Marketing assistance available 
to individuals, tinkerers, universities. companies with 
feasible concepts. Write for Kit -EE, 12th Floor. 
Arrott Building, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. 

MAGNETS 

MAGNETS. All types. Specials-20 disc, or 10 bar. 
or 2 stick. or 8 assorted magnets, $1 00. Magnets. 
Box 192 -E, Randallstown, MD 21133. 

MAILING LISTS 

YOUR opportunity, $12 1000 names. Hoskins, Box 
403 Caldwell NJ 07006. 

MAIL -ORDER OPPORTUNITIES 

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS . .. TWO OTHER 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES! ... $1.00 (REF) CMO 
DIVISION, 116 N. CALIFORNIA. HOBART. IN 46342. 

FREE mail business magazine. Concho Bulletin. 
Box 4055 DP, Sanangelo, TX 76902. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

GREAT ENTERTAINMENT. Old radio programa. 
Cassettes, reels, 8- track. Free catalog. Radio Memo- 
ries, Box 2297, Newport News, VA 23602. 
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PLACE 
Classified : 

MEN 

MISCELLANEOUS- Conf'd MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES- Conf'd 
FREE UNUSUAL BOOKS & PRODUCTS: Over 200 sources. Send $2.00: R & M Enterprises, 306 Stephen- son Avenue, Escanaba, Michigan 49829. 

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES 

$30.00 HUNDRED STUFFING our circulars into stamped addressed envelopes. Beginner's Kit $2.00. 

$250.00 profit /thousand possible -stuffing -mailing envelopes. Offer: Rush stamped addressed envelope: 
Universal -ADVS X16180 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33318. 

81000 MONTHLY POSSIBLE, mailing commission letters. Information Free! OPPORTUITIES, Box 
721D, Lynbrook, NY 11583. 

$300.00 WEEKLY, Mailing Circulars. Write: Mc- QUIRE, Box 144, Tacoma, WA 98412. 

$500.00 WEEKLY! IMMEDIATE Home Income Stuf- 
fing Envelopes. FREE supplies! Guaranteed! Send 25t. Stamp. ALCO, B19110 -DPN, Las Vegas, NV 89119. 

$500 per thousand stuffing envelopes, free supplies, rush stamped envelope: Moseley, 14 Rodney, Seaford, 
DE 19973. 

MAKE 100% profit by mall, free details. G & H Enterprises, 242E Thompson Ave., Mtn. View, CA 
94043. 

$500 thousand stuffing envelopes. Free details. Rush self stamped envelope. R. Mognet Co.. Box 449D, Warren, OH 44482. 

$1,000 month easy plan mailing letters. Details free. Stalco, Box 2778, Anaheim, CA 92804. 

$50,000 easily In short time addressing, mailing en- velopes. Free details. Darby & Sons, Box 1213 -D, Evanston, IL 60204. 

$600.00 weekly possible at home stuffing envelopes! Send stamped self -addressed envelope. Continental, 
Box 2230D, Oceanside, CA 92054. 

$180.00 WEEKLY Mailing Circulars. Start Im- mediately. Everready, 422H Clermont Ave., Brooklyn, 
NY 11238. 

MAKE 880 HUNDRED ADDRESSING Envelopes. Guaranteed earnings. Marks Enterprises, 5515 Ran- chero, Dallas, TX 75236. 

MAKE Big Money Fast. $2.00 investment tells how. London, 2425 Cambridge Rd., York, PA 17402. 
FANTASTIC Profits: Mailing Circulars Free Samples. Grahamco, DPBX 99371, Tacoma, WA 

98499. 

$250 WEEKLY POSSIBLE mailing pre stamped letters. Free details. Showco, Box 11588 -CBY, Spo- kane, WA 99211. 

RECEIVE moneymaking offers galore! Your name listed nationally $1.00. Enterprises, P.O. Box 12310, East Cleveland, Ohio 44112. 

LOOKING FOR INCOME SECURITY? Unlimited earnings possible selling books and information by mail. No experience work from home -tested program -free details -stamp appreciated. Austin Security, 50 Madison Avenue, 1st Floor, Bridgeport, CT 06604. 
$180 weekly mailing circulars. No gimmicks. Write: I.eister, Box 22346 -D, S.F., CA 94122. . 

DIr'rERENT! Moneymaking opportunity. Work home. Details free. Musto, 2220 E. 4800 So. #229, Salt Lake City, UT 84117. 

WIN $5,000.001 $2 enrollment enters you 100 times. Continuous Free Contests, 2830DC Gaffey, San Pedro, CA 90731. 

$2,000.00 Monthly possible stuffing envelopes! De- tails! Send stamped self- addressed envelope. Conti- nental, Box 2230D. Oceanside, CA 92054. 

$1.000 monthly possible writing reports. Free de- tails. BJC, 28929 E. Worcester Sun City, CA 92381. 
$300 WEEKLY! Unique mailing program. Free de- tails. Thomae, P.O. Box 5982, Sarasota, FL 33579. 
FREE LIST! Low cost moneymaking books. Write Brian Plett, Dept. 11, 311 Arnold Ave., Winnipeg, Man. R3L OW6. 

$480 WEEKLY POSSIBLE MAILING CIRCULARS. 
No Gimmicks. Free Details. Guaranteed. HABCO, 
Box 678 -DP, Lufkin, TX 75901. 

NEW plan reveals secret of research reporting. $$$ Write: Relco, 81 -13 Broadway, Elmhurst, NY 11373. 
YOU can make $6$ writing reports. Free details. Heritage, Rt. 1, THD, Sun Prairie, WI 53590. 
FANTASTIC MONEY PLAN pays spectacular profits. Write: Wise, 140 N. Ashland, Michigan City, IN 46380. 

MAKING big money with amazing tropical seed business. Marks Enterprises, 5515 Ranchero Lane, Dallas, Texas 75236. 

ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS /March -April 

BIG Profits in becoming a supplier to major in- dustry through electroplating small parts and metal - izing non -metallics. Write for free particulars: 
Mason, Room MC- 107 -HB, 1512 Jarvis, Chicago, IL 
60626. 

NEW EASY HOMEWORK PLAN. STUFF CIRCU- 
LARS. BIG $$$ Write: A &I, 5343 -J, Diamond lits., San Francisco, CA 94131. 

AMAZING! $$$ possible writing reports. Details 
free. Velray, 1930 Somerset, Columbus, GA 91903. 

MUSIC & MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

KEYBOARDS for synthesizers and organs. Several 
types. Send for free flyer. Devtronix Organs, Inc., 
5872 Amapola Dr., San Jose, CA 95129. 

OF INTEREST TO ALL 

$1.000,000. YOU can become millionaire overnight. 
Eastern ptates Lotteries. Details free. Send ad- 
dressed, stamped envelope, Eastern, Box 262 -F, 
Sa'em. NJ 08079. 

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN 

HOMEWORKERS! Write reports, make big money. 
Free details. Hermann's 540 4th Ave. SE, Well's, 
MN 56097. 

HOME reporters make 888. So can you. Write: 
Whitley, RR 1, Pekin, IL 61554. 

CASH for boxtops labels information 15e. Refund 
Bulletin, Box 503 -D, Cape Girardeau, MO 63701. 

OLD GOLD WANTED 

BUYING GOLD, silver, platinum, any form! 
Jewelry, sterling, coin, industrial. Prompt appraisal 
and payment. Your approval guaranteed. American 
Metallurgy Company, P.O. Box 33009, Charleston, 
SC 29407. 

PERSONAL 

JAPANESE introductions! Girls' photographs, de- 
scriptions, brochure, details, $1.00. INTER -PACIFIC 
Box 304 -SC, Birmingham, MI 48012. 

SINGLE? Widowed? Divorced? Nationwide introduc- 
tions! Identity, Box 315 -DC, Royal Oak, MI 48068. 

"DATE WITH DIGNITY" Professional Matching. Drawer 6765, Fort Worth, 78115 (817) 921 -0281 Anytime. 
BEAUTIFUL Mexican- Oriental girls Needing Amer- ican Boy -Friends. Free Details, 'actual" photos. World, Box 3876 -DC, San Diego, CA 92103. 
JAPANESE Girls Make Wonderful Wives. We have large number of listings. Many interested in mar- riage. Only $1.00 brings application, photos. names, descriptions, questionnaire. Etc. Japan International, 

Box 1181 -AA. Newport Beach. CA 92883. 
NEW Luxury Car Without Cost! Free Details. 

Codex -CC, Box 6073, Toledo, OH 43614. 

DATES GALORE! Meet singles- anywhere. Call DATELINE. toll -free (800) 451 -3245. 
ADULT pleasure products -over 600 items! Giant catalog $1.00. Clifton's, D -1068, Saugus, CA 91351. 

SWEDISH girls! Details, photos $1., Sweden International, Box 7425 -DC, Chicago 60880 USA. 

BLACKJACK! Expert help at Las Vegas. Details 
$5.00. P.O. Box 314, Azusa, CA 91702. 

LATIN AMERICAN GIRLS apreciate thier men. Let us introduce you to a dark -eyed, unspoiled 
beauty. Complete application package and photo selection only $2.00: Maria Garcia, Box 80801D, San 
Diego. CA 92138. 

1000 Ladies Photos/350 Men in world's largest matrimonial catalog $5.00. Box 12, Toronto, Canada 
M4A 2M8. 

HOLLIDAY FOR TWO. Your choice, Hollywood, Reno, Dallas, Miami, only $39.95. Value Sales, St, Albans, Nfld., Canada AOH 2E0. 

NEED financing? Credit? Investments? Send $3.00 for booklet. FRECO, P.O. Box 5025, Alexandria, VA 
22305. 

BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN GIRLS! Correspondence. 
Photos, details free! "Latins," Box 1716 -DE, Chula Vista, CA 92012. 

LONELY SINGLES CORRESPONDENCE CLUB! Details: Box 33255 -8, Granada, CA 91344. 

FREE adult catalog. New, 7247 Eccles, Dallas, TX 
75227. 

LONELY? Lovely ladles? 200 names, photo., ad- dresses. 16 -page magazine, $3. Write: Merit, Box 
20834 -C, Los Angeles, CA 90008. 

1978 

PERSONAL- Conf'd 

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS from all continents want cor- respondence, friendship, marriage. Sample photos free. Hermes -Verlag, Box 110660/D, 1000 Berlin 11, Germany. 
IMPOTENCE problems? Lack zip? Helpful new report-Free! Reliance -EE2, Box 5157, Santa Monica, 

CA 90405. 

SINGLE? Widowed? Divorced? Nationwide intro- ductions. Write: Winfield, Box 41 Powderly Station, Birmingham, AL 35221. 

LIVE LONGER! Booklet reveals the aecerts of a 
long and healthy life. Send $1.50. Mail- O- Tronlc, 
2265 Davidson Avenue, Bronx, NY 10453. 

PROFILACTICS FOR MEN -All leading brands fea- turing TEXTURE PLUS with "please dots," BOLD 
45 world's only color condom with texture, Trojans, 
and Stimula. Three samples: $1. Economy sampler, 
22 condoms: $5. Free illustrated catalog with each order. Plain package to protect your privacy. Satis- faction guaranteed or your money refunded. HAR- 
VEY'S (Dept. CDGZ -2), 112 E. 19th St., New York, 
NY 10003. 

CODRESPONDENCE CLUB for lonely singles! Find 
a compatible companion for lasting friendship or 
MARRIAGE! Write for FREE brochure "SINGLES," 
Box 33255 -53, Granada, CA 91344. 

RADIO & TELEVISION 

TV TUBES 380 each. Send for Free 48 page color catalog. Cornell, 4917 -W University, San Diego, Cal- ifornia 92105. 

BUILD Distance Crystal Sets. 10 plans -25e; Handbook "18 Different " -50e; "20 Different " -50c. 
Catalog -25e, refundable. Laboratories, 1477 -G, Gar- den Grove, CA 92642. 

BROADCAST STATION: Operate from home, 
school, church., Receive free tapes, records. Learn details! Broadcasting, Box 5516 -GA, Walnut Creek, 
CA 94596. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIER, 2 -30 MHz, 60 -150 watt. FREQUENCY COUNTER, 30/300 MHz, miniportable/ 
mobile, memory! BASE ANTENNAS, no switching circular polarization, CB, 6M, 2M. Construction plans: $3.00 each, all three $7.50. Kits available, free 
catalog! PANAXIS Productions, Box 5516GC, Walnut Creek, CA 94596. 

SHORTWAVE DXers Reception report sheets and postcards now available 4x6 inches. Large space for program details and all information needed for QSL. Pad of 30- 1.00., Postcards -.10 each. Minimum order: 
200. RAB, Box 366, North Myrtle Beach, South Caro- lina 29582. 

"DISTANCE One Tuber" Handbook -506. 15 Dis- tance one tube plans -250. Catalog 25e refundable. Laboratories, 1477 -G, Garden Grove, CA 92642. 

RUBBER STAMPS 

RUBBER stamps made. Three lines $3.75. Rubber Stamps, B1337 -E3, Waldo, AR 71770. 

SCIENCE & CHEMISTRY 

FIREWORKS. Spectacular novelties, simplified manufacturers textbook, $5.00. Guaranteed. Tropic. Box 95M4, Palm Bay, FL 32905. 

FIREWORKS instructions. Details FREE! MAKO, 
Box 223 -E, Jamestown, ND 58401. 

SONGWRITERS 

SONGWRITERS: Exciting offer- poems, songs need- ed -Free evaluation- Creative Music Productions, Box 
1943 -A3, Houston. TX 77001. 

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS 

UNIQUE! money making opportunity from your home, large profit, no special skills needed. Complete plan $19.95. Cardinal's, Dept. "EE -3," 713 -285 Mo- hawk East. Hamilton, Ont. L9A 2J2. 

SWAP FOR FUN OR PROFIT 

MAKE MONEY at swap meets! Nationwide direc- tory. $1.95 (refundable). Gemini 4637 -IOC, North- ridge, Los Angeles, CA 90043. 

WANTED TO BUY 
HEATHKIT Condenser (Circa 1952) Checker -Work- ing- Condition. F. H. Baldwin, 2215 Cavendish Dr., Alex, VA 22308. 

WATCHES. WATCHMAKING & REPAIRING 

WATCH and clock repairing books, tools, materials. Free catalog. North American, Box 77, EE39, Fox River Grove, IL 60021. 
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Herb Laney's 
a tough -minded 

optimist. 
How about you? 

Herb takes his future seriously. Without worrying about it. 
He knows his CIE training is giving him valuable skills in electronics. 
Skills a lot of people will be glad to pay for. And that's good reason 

for all the optimism in the world. How about you? 
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Learning new skills isn't 
something you just breeze through. 
Especially in electronics. You've 
got to really want success if you're 
going to build your skills properly. 

Herb knew that right from the 
start. But he also knew what 
rewards he could earn if he took 
some time and did it right. He knew 
that, in today's world, people who 
really know electronics find a lot 
of other people ... even whole 
industries ... looking for their help. 

How about you? How much do 
you want that thrilling feeling of 
success ... of being in demand? 
Enough to work for it? 

Why it pays to build 
skills and know -how. 

One of the things that got Herb 
interested in electronics is that 
electronics seems to be something 
just about everybody needs. Almost 
everywhere you look these days - 
in a business office ... a 
manufacturing plant ... a 
department store ... a doctor's 
office ... a college ... even your 
own home you'll find all kinds of 
electronic devices. 

That spelled "opportunity" to 
Herb. Plus he liked the idea of 
having a set of skills that might 
lead to jobs in places as different 
as a TV station ... a hospital ... an 
airport ... a petroleum refinery. 

But what Herb liked most about 
electronics is that it's just plain 
interesting. Even though it takes 
time and effort to learn, the subject 
is so fascinating it almost doesn't 
seem like "studying" at all! 

How CIE 
keeps you interested. 

CIE's unique study methods do 
a lot to keep you interested. Since 
electronics starts with ideas ... with 
principles ... CIE's Auto - 
Programmed® Lessons help you get 

the idea - at your own most 
comfortable pace. They break the 
subject into bite -size chunks so 
you explore each principle, step by 
step, until you understand it 
thoroughly and completely. Then 
you start to use it. 

How CIE helps you 
turn ideas into reality. 

Depending on the program you 
choose, CIE helps you apply the 
principles you learn in a number of 
different ways. 

If you're a beginner, you'll likely 
start with CIE's Experimental 
Electronics Laboratory. With this 
fascinating workbench lab, you 
actually perform over 200 
experiments to help you grasp the 
basics! Plus you use a 3 -in -1 
precision Multimeter to learn 
testing, checking, and analyzing. 

In some programs, you build 
your own 5MHz triggered- sweep, 
solid -state oscilloscope -and learn 
how to "read" waveform patterns 
... how to "lock them in" for closer 
study ... how to understand and 
interpret what they tell you. 

To help you develop practical, 
skill -building knowledge you then 
receive a Zenith 19" diagonal 

What to do first. 
Get all the facts. Send for CIE's 

FREE school catalog and career 
information package TODAY. 
Check all the CIE programs - and 
see which one's right for you. Do 
it now. 

Why it's important 
to get your FCC License. 
More than half of CIE's courses 

prepare you for the FCC License 
exam. In fact, based on continuing 
surveys, close to 4 out of 5 

CIE graduates who take the exam 
get their Licenses! 

That's important. For some jobs 
in electronics, you must have your 
FCC License. For others, 
employers often consider it a mark 
in your favor. It's government - 
certified proof of specific 
knowledge and skills! 

Free catalog! 
Mail the card. If it's gone, cut 

out and mail the coupon. If you 
prefer to write, mention the name 
of this magazine. We'll send you a 
copy of CIE's FREE school 
catalog -plus a complete package 
of independent home -study 
information! For your convenience, 
we'll try to have a representative 
call to help you with course 
selection. Mail the card or coupon 
... or write: CIE, 1776 East 17th 
Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

solid -state color TV featuring 
removable modules. You learn 
how to trace signal flow ... how to 
detect and locate malfunctions ... 
how to restore perfect operating 
standards. 

MIN MINIM oMI IMNM =I I 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

YES ... I want to succeed in electronics. Send me my 
FREE CIE school catalog- including details about all electronics courses- , plus my FREE package of home -study information! 
PRINT NAME 

In ADDRESS APT 
CITY 
STATE ZIP 

1.1 AGE PHONE (area code) / 

Check box for G.I. Bill information: Veteran Active Duty 

i CIE 

Mail today! 
t 

EL-92 
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...now that 
Radio Shack has the 
amazing new Realistic 2001 with built -in microprocessor 

he PRO -2001 makes possible continuous, scanner - it's like having a seventeenth chann 
utomatic reception of six UHF and VHF bands for even greater versatility! 
or all kinds of action - police, fire, Ham, Search for "unknown" frequencies. Th 
eather, mobile telephone, railroad 2001's powerful search capability lets 

''communications and more. And with you find new, often unpublicized 
11its microprocessor you can program channels. Just enter lower and uppei 

for any 16 of 16,650 frequencies, -limits (they can even be in differen 
ithout buying crystals! j ands) and select the search speednter 

familiar area frequencies. Use The rest is automatic! 
he digital keyboard to punch -in actual "Traditional" deluxe scanner features.' 

frequencies for monitoring, storing or LED channel indicators and individual 
exploring -no codes or switches to slow lockout buttons. Automatic or manu 
you down. A special ENTER button reduces scan. Switchable scan delay. High -speed skip 
ccidental entries. Digital readout shows per circuit. Built -in speaker, jacks for recorde 
hich frequencies are being scanned, monitored headphone, external speaker. With power cable 
r programmed into the memory. And you can for home or mobile use. The Realistic® 2001 

onitor any frequency without entering it into the revolution in action radio. $399.95 *. 
Mobile use in some states and localities may be unlawful or require a permit - check with local authorities. 

These credit cards honor -ad 

o at most Rad!o Shack stores. 

*Price may vary at individJal 
stores and dealers. 

Prices and products may vary in Canada. 

SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU TEE THIS SIGN: 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102 
OVER 6000 LOCATIONS IN NINE COUNTRIES 
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